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PREFACE 

S ince its discovery more than 60 years ago by F.B. Straub, it has become 
evident that actin plays a fundamental role in a vast number of cellular 
processes. The regulated polymerization of actin filaments provides 

force for cell migration, endocytosis, phagocytosis, and a number of mor-
phogenetic processes such as formation of axons and dendrites in neurons. 
Consequently, the actin cytoskeleton is also intimately involved in a variety 
of developmental processes in multicellular organisms. Actin is conserved 
among all eukaryotic organisms and recent studies have also identified ac
tin homologues from prokaryotes. This indicates the importance of actin 
in the evolution of life. 

Pioneering studies by Straub and co-workers demonstrated that at 
physiological ionic conditions actin exists mainly in filamentous form, whereas 
removal of salts leads to depolymerization of actin filaments into mono
mers. Subsequent studies by F. Oosawa and co-workers revealed that actin 
monomers and filaments exist in a dynamic equilibrium and provided evi
dence that nucleotide hydrolysis plays an important role in the mono
mer-to-filament transformation process of actin. More recently, studies by 
many laboratories around the world have revealed that the polymerization 
and depolymerization of actin filaments in cells is controlled by a large array 
of proteins that interact with monomeric and/or filamentous actin. These 
proteins regulate a number of different aspects of actin dynamics and cross-link 
actin filaments to three-dimensional structures. Much attention has been 
focused on the Arp2/3 complex, formins, and Spir, which nucleate the for
mation of new actin filaments. However, it is known that actin monomer 
binding proteins, which control the size, localization and nucleotide status of 
the unpolymerized actin pool, also play very important roles in actin dynam
ics and various actin-dependent cellular and developmental processes. 

Recent developments in molecular biology and live-cell microscopy 
methods as well as in biochemical actin dynamics and motility assays have 
generated numerous new findings in the field of actin research. Thus, there 
was a need for a comprehensive up-to-date book on actin monomer bind
ing proteins. This book summarizes the current knowledge on actin dy
namics and presents examples of how actin monomer binding proteins regu
late actin filament assembly and contribute to various cellular processes. It 
is important to note that many actin monomer binding proteins also dis
play other activities besides interaction with unpolymerized actin. Good 
examples of such proteins are ADF/cofilin, which binds both monomeric 
and filamentous actin and promotes rapid actin filament depolymerization 
in cells (see Chapter 2 by Funk and Bamburg) and WASP/WAVE-family 
proteins, which are activators of the Arp2/3 complex (see Chapter 8 by 
Frittoli et al). 



In the first chapter of the book Marie-France CarUer and co-workers 
introduce the general principles of actin dynamics and describe how vari
ous proteins can regulate the assembly and disassembly of actin filaments 
in cells. The following chapters present examples of different types of pro
teins that interact with actin monomers. Some of these are conserved in 
evolution from yeast to mammals (e.g., profilin, Srv2/CAP, twinfilin, 
verprolin/WIP; see Chapter 3 by Karlsson and Lindberg, Chapter 4 by 
Goode, Chapter 5 Nevalainen et al, and Chapter 9 by Aspenstrom), while 
others regulate actin dynamics in specialized cell-types of multicellular or
ganisms (e.g., p-thymosins and ciboulot/tetrathymosin; see chapters by 
Hannappel et al and Van Troys et al). 

Interestingly, recent structural work has revealed that most actin 
monomer-binding proteins bind to a specific *hot-spot' on the surface of 
the actin molecule. In the last chapter of the book Roberto Dominguez 
summarizes the current knowledge on the mechanisms by which various 
actin monomer-binding proteins interact with actin. 

Functions of individual actin monomer binding proteins are now 
rapidly being uncovered. How their activities are regulated and how these 
proteins in combination with each other and with other actin-binding 
proteins contribute to various actin-dependent cellular processes are im
portant questions for future research. Furthermore, the details of how ATP 
hydrolysis affects the conformation and biochemical properties of mono-
meric and filamentous actin remain to be discovered. 

Pekka Lappalainen, Ph.D. 



CHAPTER 1 

How Actin Assembly Is Modulated 
at Filament Barbed Ends in Motile Processes 
Marie-France Carlier,* Dominique Pantaloni, St^phane Romero 
and Christophe Le Clainche 

Abstract 

This short review is a survey of the biochemical mechanisms of control of actin filament 
barbed end assembly in motile processes. Regulated filament treadmilling is at the 
origin of barbed end growth. Barbed end nucleating, signal-responsive machineries 

specify the sites of filament assembly at the membrane to elicit polarized migration and deter
mine the number of force-producing filaments. The rate of barbed end growth is controlled 
both by barbed end-bound factors (leaky cappers, processive motors of actin assembly) and by 
proteins that associate with monomeric actin and modify the rate of actin association to barbed 
ends. The flux of assembly at barbed ends of the different complexes of monomeric actin itself 
is controlled by barbed end capping proteins and by proteins that affect the rate of pointed end 
depolymerization, which is rate-limiting in the treadmilling cycle. While many actin-binding 
proteins fulfill one defined regulatory function, some of them can combine two different func
tions, or switch from one function to the other in a regulated fashion. Understanding the full 
complexity of motile behavior of living cells requires the biochemical analysis of individual 
actin regulatory proteins and the development of biomimetic motile systems. 

Introduction 
Motile processes at the origin of cell migration, cell division, morphogenesis, synaptic plas

ticity and endocytosis are governed by spatially and temporally controlled assembly of actin 
filaments. In physiological conditions actin filaments are assembled under steady-state condi
tions.^'^ Actin filaments (F-actin) coexist with monomeric ATP-actin (G-actin), and turn over 
via pointed end depolymerization balanced by barbed end polymerization, a process known as 
treadmilling. Evidence coming from quantitative fluorescence speckle microscopy (qFSM) in
dicates that this treadmilling is modulated locally so that different populations of filaments 
treadmill at different rates. ' We now know that both the rates of barbed end assembly and 
pointed end disassembly are exquisitely controlled by a variety of signaling pathways.^'^ Thus, 
the stationary concentration of ATP-G-actin that is maintained in the cell at a given time 
results from the integrated depolymerization events from all pointed ends, which may indi
vidually depolymerize at different rates in different locations, and barbed end assembly reac
tions that are also spatially controlled. Barbed end growth is fed by both free ATP-G-actin and 
the complexes of ATP-G-actin with monomer-binding proteins that are able, like profilin-actin, 

*Corresponding Author: Marie-France Carlier—Dynamics of Cytoskeleton and Moti l i ty Group, 
Laboratoire d'Enzymologie et Biochimie Structurale, CNRS, avenue de la Terrasse, 91198 
Gif-sur-Yvette, France. Email: carlier@lebs.cnrs-gif.fr 

Actin-Monomer-Binding Proteins^ edited by Pekka Lappalainen. ©2007 Landes Bioscience 
and Springer Science+Business Media. 
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to productively associate with barbed ends. Each of these poiymerizable actin species associates 
to barbed ends with its own rate constant. 

Site-directed barbed end assembly must occur against a membrane to generate a protrusive 
force, responsible for lamellipodium or filopodium extension,^'^'^^ or a pushing/pulling force 
that reinforces adhesion at focal contacts. The forces produced depend on both the number 
of filaments, the structure of the actin network and the individual rates of filament assembly. 
These parameters are determined by membrane-bound, signal-activated machineries that nucle
ate new growing barbed ends using different mechanisms leading to a variety of network geom
etries, and by soluble actin regulatory proteins that regulate the readmilling rate. Hence differ
ent types of actin structures turnover at different rates simultaneously in the cell to achieve 
specific cellular function. 

It is still a formidable challenge to envision how the living cell manages to orchestrate the 
concerted dynamics of different populations of filaments undergoing barbed end assembly in 
such an exquisitely specified manner. Biochemical studies simply delineate how barbed end 
assembly is controlled by individual proteins. Biomimetic systems simply show how the prop
erties of a minimum number of individual proteins are integrated in a more complex modular 
behavior. ̂ '̂̂ ^ However so far only the living cell knows how to combine the action of different 
modules in a coherent fashion. 

This article focusses on the recent progress made in understanding the mechanism of con
trol of barbed end assembly within the concept of regulated filament treadmilling. 

Proteins That Control Barbed End Assembly by Interacting 
Specifically with Actin Filament Barbed Ends 

Conventional Barbed End Capping Proteins 
Barbed end capping proteins are defined as proteins that bind specifically to barbed ends 

with a very high affinity (10'^^ to 10' M'^ range), and totally block all association-dissociation 
events at the barbed ends. They have been among the first characterized actin-binding pro
teins, in the 1980 s. Many strong cappers are known, the most prominent ones being members 
of the gelsolin family (brevin, villin, advillin, supervillin, adseverin, CapG, flighdess I and Flil) 
that are Ca^^- dependent, ' and heterodimeric capping protein ap (Capping Protein, CP) 
homolog of sarcomeric CapZ , which are not dependent on Ca^^^^ and tensin a major protein 
from focal adhesions. However the list may not be exhaustive: recently Eps8, a protein in
volved in Rac-dependent actin reorganization, has been shown to act by capping barbed ends;^^ 
vertebrate twinfilin, a known G-actin binding protein (see below), also appears to act in motile 
processes by capping barbed ends.^^ 

These strong cappers are required for efficient motility. Blockage of barbed ends by capping 
proteins causes a dose-dependent increase in the steady-state concentration of ATP-G-actin, 
Css- In the absence of capping proteins, the value of Css is slighdy higher than the critical 
concentration of barbed ends. Above 90% saturation of barbed ends by a capping protein, the 
concentration of ATP-G-actin increases appreciably^^ and at saturation it reaches the critical 
concentration of pointed ends, Cc^. Treadmilling is totally abolished under these conditions. 
However if in this context new barbed ends are created by the action of a nucleator, these 
filaments grow at a rate VQ = k+ .(Cc -Cc ), for a transient period of time, until they are 
capped. It is only because a large number of filaments are capped that the newly created barbed 
ends can grow fast. 

The value of Cc^ can be enhanced by proteins like ADF (see below), making the difference 
Cc -Cc even larger. Thus capping proteins and ADF act in synergy to increase the rate of 
barbed end growth and enhance motility (Fig. 1). 

Because they generally bind barbed ends with very high affinity, capping proteins often 
do not dissociate rapidly from the barbed end. The slow kinetics of interaction with the 
barbed ends may affect filament growth and average length. Additionally, whether a given 
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Figure 1. Combined effects of capping proteins and ADF/cofilin on barbed end growth and 
actin sequestration by p-thynnosin. A) The rate of barbed end growth (in subunits added per 
second) of an uncapped filament is calculated in the absence and presence of a saturating 
amount of ADF, at the indicated extent of barbed end capping. B) The concentration of 
ATP-G-actin at steady state, Css, is calculated for pure actin in the absence of regulators (0), 
and in thepresenceof saturating amounts of ADF, Capping Protein or ADF + Capping Protein. 
C) Calculated steady-state amounts of free ATP-G-actin (Css, hatched boxes), Tp4-actin (se
questered actin, black boxes) and F-actin (grey boxes), assuming total amount of actin = 100 
^iM, total Tp4 = 100 ^M, with Kj = 1.6 ^M for the Tp4-actin complex. 
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capping protein shows a preferential affinity for ADP-bound or ATP-bound barbed end 
terminal subunits will affect the regulation of filament growth. Under conditions of rapid 
growth (high Css), barbed ends have a higher probability to have ATP bound, while ADP is 
more frequendy bound to terminal subunits at concentrations of ATP-G-actin close to Cc^. 
As a result, once activated, capping proteins that show higher affinity for ATP-actin at 
barbed ends will arrest fast barbed end growth more efficiently than slow growth. The oppo
site prevails for capping proteins that prefentially bind ADP-actin at barbed ends, like 
twinfilin."^^ 

How the activity of capping proteins is regulated is partially understood. The physiological 
amount of these proteins is in the micromolar range, while a much lower amount is expected to 
be bound to barbed ends, suggesting some down regulation. PIP2 has been shown to inhibit 
both gelsolin and the Capping Protein.^^'^^ Capping Protein is inhibited by CARMIL, a pro
tein that not only sequesters CP but also promotes its rapid dissociation (uncapping) from 
barbed ends, thus creates new barbed ends rapidly, possibly in a signal-controlled fashion.̂ '̂'̂ '̂  
Interestingly, CARMIL may, by sequestering CP, buffer free CP at a low concentration, thus 
regulating the kinetics of CP association/dissociation with barbed ends and resulting 
barbed end growth. 

Leaky Cappers 
Leaky cappers are defined as capping proteins that are in rapid equilibrium with barbed 

ends and do not block but only modify the kinetic parameters for actin assembly-disassembly 
at barbed ends (k+ , k_ ). Formins may act as leaky cappers on some conditions, however in 
living cells they more likely operate as processive motors of actin assembly (see below). So far 
leaky cappers are interesting theoretically, for their potential effect on actin dynamics and 
treadmilling. A leaky cap for instance may change the critical concentration for barbed end 
assembly. Typically an increase in Cc will lower the energetic difference between the two ends 
(Cc -Cc ). As a result, barbed end assembly and motility will be slowed down. 

Processive Motors of Actin Assembly at Barbed Ends: Formins 
The dynamics of biopolymers including actin filaments, microtubules and nucleic acids are 

regulated by processive enzymes that catalyze several consecutive reactions of assembly or disas
sembly without dissociating from their substrate. The existence of a processive motor that 
anchors the growing barbed end of actin filaments to a surface has been hypothetized. In this 
model a motor is attached to a surface and binds exclusively to ATP-bound at actin barbed 
ends. Hence the motor uses ATP hydrolysis to slide on the growing end. This "clamped-filament 
elongation" would support actin-based motility. 

Formins are recendy discovered signal-responsive proteins which nucleate actin filaments in 
a site-directed fashion and catalyze processive barbed end assembly in discrete motile and mor-
phogenetic processes such as assembly of the cytokinetic ring, assembly of actin cables in yeast, 
filopodia extension, CR3-dependent phagocytosis, filament assembly at cadherin-dependent 
cell-cell contacts, and probably other still non identified actin structures involved for instance 
in chromatin positioning in meiosis. 

All formins contain Formin Homology domains FH1 and FH2 that are both required for 
in vivo function. The FH1-FH2 is the constitutive unit, but full length formins are in an 
auto-inhibited conformation, relieved by Rho GTPases.^^'^^ The FHl domain binds profilin 
and the FH2 domain nucleates actin filaments by stabilizing an actin dimer. Crystal structures 
of FH2 domains revealed a stable dimer. The FH2 core is monomeric and does not nucleate 
but caps filament barbed ends. A short flexible linker between FHl and FH2 mediates dimer-
ization and confers FH2 its nucleating activity.^ '̂̂ ^ 

Rapid processive filament assembly from profilin-actin is catalyzed by the FH1-FH2 dimer. 
Kinetic studies carried out with the FH1-FH2 domain of mDial as a model have shown that 
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the same formin molecule remains bound to the growing barbed end for up to 4000 consecu
tive G-actin association events.^ '̂ ^ Formin is not a motor itself. It uses the free energy of ATP 
hydrolysis associated with profilin-actin assembly to catalyze processive growth. The rate con
stant for assembly of profilin-actin at barbed ends is increased by one order of magnitude by 
end-bound formin, indicating that the assembly reaction is actually steered—electrostatically 
or hydrodynamically—by bound formin.^^ On the other hand, the critical concentration at 
barbed ends is not greatly affected by formin, which implies that the dissociation rate constant 
of profilin-actin from barbed ends is increased as well. 

In summary formins regulate filament assembly at the barbed ends by acting on the rate 
parameters. This result implies that formin-based motile processes are much faster at a given 
concentration of ATP-G-actin, than processes mediated by free barbed end assembly. Observa
tions made in vivo of puzzlingly fast elongation of actin cables driven by formin are consis
tent with expectations from biochemical studies. 

The effect of capping proteins on formin-based motile processes greatly differs from their 
effect on processes mediated by free barbed end assembly. As discussed in the previous sec
tion, capping proteins increase the energetic difference between the two ends and by this 
effect enhance free barbed end growth. In contrast, capping proteins compete with formins 
for barbed end binding and eventually cause arrest of formin-based processes.^^ Conversely, 
in complex motile processes like cell migration where both free barbed end assembly and 
formin-bound barbed end assembly are involved, depletion of capping proteins lowers the 
energetic difference between the two ends, thus is expected to depress free barbed end 
growth-mediated processes, but favor rapid persistent formin-based barbed end assembly 
(Fig. 2). In contrast, overexpression of capping protein is expected to arrest formin-based 
barbed end assembly and enhance free barbed end assembly. These effects are actually ob
served and play a selective role in the formation of lamellipodia and filopodia.^^ It is remark
able that the combination of simple biochemical properties allows the expression of such a 
large variety of motile phenotypes. 

Nucleation of Barbed Ends by Filament Branching by WASP Family 
Proteins and the Arp2/3 Complex 

WASP family proteins (WASP, N-WASP, Scar/WAVE) are signal-activated enzymes that 
nucleate new filaments by an autocatalytic branching process. These proteins act at the leading 
edge where they are targetted by a variety of signalling pathways, in different motile processes 
such as lamellipodium extension, phagocytosis and endocytosis. Once activated they all 
use Arp2/3 complex, G-actin and a filament barbed end as substrates to catalyze the duplica
tion of barbed ends generating a dendritic arborescent array. The growth of these filaments is 
transient in the cell context because it is eventually stopped by a capping protein. Under steady 
state conditions branched nucleation is balanced by capping, thus maintaining a stationary 
number of growing barbed ends. Hence the density of branching points in the array increases 
with the concentration of capping proteins. ̂ ^ 

Coordination between capping proteins and the Arp2/3 complex is realized by the protein 
CARMIL. In addition of being an inhibitor of capping pro treins, CARMIL is also a nucleating 
promoting factor that activates the Arp2/3 complex. Hence CARMIL could be a critical 
regulator of the barbed end dynamics by coordinating two synergic activities like the inhibition 
of barbed end capping and the nucleation of barbed ends. 

Importandy, because the WASP enzyme is immobilized, branching is a diffusion-reaction 
controlled process. While formins produce force by acting on the velocity of barbed end growth, 
WASP enzymes produce force by increasing the number of growing filaments against the mem
brane. The surface density and distribution of WASP at the membrane determine the mor
phology of the dendritic array. In this system force is produced by the growth of free barbed 
ends from ATP-G-actin or profilin-actin (and profilin-actin like) complexes. 
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High capping protein : 
-highly branched actin network 
-no filopodia 

Low capping protein : 
-poorly branched actin network 
-long filopodia 

Figure 2. Capping proteins have opposite effects on N-WASP-Arp2/3 and formin-based actin 
assembly machineries. Actin filaments are in red, capping proteins in blue, and formin in 
green. Left panel: at high capping protein concentration, a densely branched filament array is 
formed with Arp2/3 complex: most of the filaments are rapidly capped, newly formed barbed 
ends grow transiently and generate efficient lamellipodia. In addition capping protein inhibits 
form in-catalyzed barbed end growth, thus preventing filopodia formation. Right panel: at low 
capping protein concentration, formin-based filament assembly is not inhibited, leading to 
formation of long filopodia. Incomplete capping of barbed ends leads to inefficient free fila
ment growth in branched arrays, thus preventing lamellipodia formation. Bottom: actin stain
ing of a B16F1 capping protein knocked down cells (right panel) and control cells (left panel). 
Suppression of capping protein expression leadstofilopodiaformation(Mejil lanoetal,2005). 
Scale bar = 10 ̂ lm. Reproduced from: Mejillano MR et al. Cell 118(3):363-73, ©2004, with 
permission from Elsevier.^'' A color version of this figure is available online at http:// 
www.Eurekah.com. 

Proteins That Control Barbed End Assembly by Acting on Pointed 
End Disassembly: ADF/Cofilin 

ADF/cofilins are known to bind G- and F-ADP-actin specifically. Activation of ADF/ 
cofilin by dephosphorylation is induced by slingshot, which is itself activated by association 
with F-actin, and/or by chronophin phosphatase. Dephosphorylation of ADF allows its 
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binding to ADP-F-actin, which destabiUze the filaments, increasing the rate of pointed end 
depolymerization and the value of the pointed end critical concentration. Hence the 
steady-state concentration of ATP-G-actin is increased. As a consequence, the rate of barbed 
end growth is increased. Thus it is by acting at the pointed ends that the relevant effect of 
ADF on lamellipodium protrusion and other motile processes is exerted. Additionally, the 
high value of Css favors nucleation of the few filaments that are necessary to initiate the 
autocatalytic barbed end branching in lamellipodia. 

While these effects of ADF are well understood, how the action of ADF may be restricted 
to some filaments in the cell, leaving others unaffected is not understood and raises a funda
mental issue. Recent studies show that in yeast ADF/cofilin participates in rapid turnover of 
actin filaments in actin patches but is not associated to actin cables ; similarly ADF/cofilin 
ensures rapid turnover of branched actin filaments in lamellipodium, but is absent from 
filaments in lamella which instead have tropomyosin bound. '̂ Biochemical studies have 
shown that tropomyosin and ADF bind F-actin in a mutually exclusive fashion, however 
why some filaments bind tropomyosin and some others bind ADF/cofilin is still an open 
issue. Structural studies show that the actin filament has a versatile structure and may exist 
in equilibrium with multiple conformations. A given structure may easily be recognized 
and stabilized by appropriate ligands. Incidentally, binding of gelsolin to a filament barbed 
end induces a structural change that propagates over micron long distances along the poly
mer. One may therefore speculate that the nature of a protein bound to barbed ends may 
induce a specific filament conformation that will favor binding of some ligands and exclude 
others. Such a mechanism may be at the origin of the selection of some filaments by tro
pomyosin and some others by ADF. In turn, the opposite effects of tropomyosin and ADF 
on the stability of the filament will affect the energetic difference between the two ends in 
opposite fashion. 

Proteins That Control Filament Assembly by Interacting with G-Actin 

Control of the F-Actin/G-Actin Ratio: G-Actin Sequestering Proteins 
G-actin sequestering proteins (S) bind specifically G-actin, not F-actin. The major actin 

sequestering agents are p-thymosins which bind ATP-G-actin (A) with a 2 orders of mangnitude 
higher affinity than ADP-G-actin (see refs. 48,49 for a review). The SA complex is generally in 
rapid equilibrium with free ATP-G-actin and free sequestering protein (equilibrium dissocia
tion constant Ks). The amount of ATP-G-actin in complex with these sequestering agents (SA) 
is determined by the concentration of free G-actin, which is Css when filaments coexist with 
G-actin, as follows. 

[SA] = [So].Css/(Css + Ks) 

As discussed above, activation of capping proteins and filament destabilizing proteins like 
ADF promotes the increase in Css- This results in an increase in the pool of sequestered actin, 
i.e., F-actin disassembly. Conversely, proteins that lower Css like tropomyosin cause F-actin 
assembly by decreasing the pool of sequestered actin. The rate of barbed end assembly is unaf
fected by sequestering proteins which by themselves do not affect motility, and simply regulate 
the F-actin/G-actin ratio. 

At variance with P-thymosins, twinfilin is a unique example of a G-actin binding protein 
that sequesters ADP-G-actin specifically.^^ The ADP-actin-twinfilin complex does not poly
merize and ADP does not dissociate from actin in complex with twinfilin. Hence depolymer
ization of pointed ends causes accumulation of ADP-actin-twinfilin in amounts that depend 
only on the number of filaments, not on Css- Twinfilin, as discussed above, is also a barbed end 
capping protein that nucleates filaments. Hence, due to its sequestering and barbed end cap
ping activities twinfilin establishes a population of many short filaments. 
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Proteins That Form with G-Actin a Complex That Participates in Barbed 
End Growth: Profilin and the Evolution ofWH2 Domains 

Profilin is a clever actin-binding protein that binds to the barbed face of ATP-G-actin, thus 
preventing association to pointed ends, while association to a barbed end is not prevented. In 
addition, profilin does not appear to cap barbed ends, but in fact allows productive growth. 
ATP hydolysis is thought to be required to explain that the actin filament grows from 
profilin-actin. This view is supported by results indicating that in the presence of ADP, profilin 
does not support barbed end growth but only sequesters actin. The fact that profilin-actin can 
replace actin in maintaining the stability of filament barbed ends implies that the value of free 
ATP-G-actin, Css> is decreased by profilin, but the sum of Css and [profilin-actin]ss is con
served. In conclusion, the effect of profilin is quantitatively imderstood in a simple system of 
actin + profilin + P-thymosin. Profilin acts in synergy with ADF and improves the processivity 
of treadmilling. In a more complex situation where both ADF and capping proteins are present 
together with profilin, the concentration of profilin-actin that establishes at steady state, and 
the resulting rate of barbed end assembly from profilin-actin in motile regions, depend on the 
proportion of capped filaments. To increase fiither this complexity, profilin at high enough 
concentrations may compete with capping proteins at barbed ends.^^ 

Functional homologs of profilin are represented by some members of a large family called 
WH2 domain proteins that are characterized by the consensus actin-binding central motif 
LKKTET originally found in P-thymosins and variable N-terminal and C-terminal exten
sions. P-Thymosins are a sub-class of this family. The nature of the residues in the central and 
C-terminal regions determines whether the WH2 domain behaves either like a G-actin seques
tering protein (like P-thymosins) or like profilin that actually promotes barbed end assem
bly.̂  '̂  In the latter category are found proteins that consist of repeated WH2 domains whose 
founding member is actobindin,^^ and relatives include Drosophila Ciboulot (3 repeats, see 
refs. 54,58) and tetrathymosin from C. elegans.^^ The crystal structure and NMR studies show 
that a N-terminal amphipathic helix of Ciboulot interacts with the shear zone at the barbed 
face of G-actin preventing association of Ciboulot-actin complex to the pointed ends. The 
dynamic, lose interaction of the C-terminal region of Ciboulot with the DNAse I loop of 
subdomain 2 of actin allows association of Ciboulot-actin to barbed ends. The recent crystal 
structures of WH2-actin complexes^ fully confirm a modeP that predicted the 
structure-function relationship of WH2 domains, based on the structure of Ciboulot-actin 
and on the sequences of various WH2 domains. 

Conclusion and Perspectives 
The phenomenological description of cell migration suggests that a highly complex net

work of regulated molecular reactions must support the coherent dynamics of actin filaments 
in lamellipodium, lamella, and focal adhesions during movement. On the other hand, the 
detailed biochemical analysis of the intrinsic properties of actin and their modulation by differ
ent regulatory proteins reveals that a wealth of diversity in the behavior of integrated systems 
can be generated by the combined action of only a few components. Both cell biological and 
biochemical studies oudined above show that in the control of barbed end growth at the origin 
of cell movements and changes in cell morphology, relevant parameters include: (1) the distri
bution of nucleating machineries in response to extracellular chemical or mechanical stimuli; (2) 
the number of growing filaments; (3) the extent of barbed end capping which determines the 
steady-state assembly flux of actin subunits; (4) the rate constants for association of barbed 
ends with free G-actin as well as with G-actin in complex with proteins that participate in 
barbed end growth. Mutual interactions between these parameters establish the functional 
coherence between the diff̂ erent actin structures involved in cell migration. In the future, fur
ther understanding of the regulation of cell motility will arise from the design of more inte
grated biomimetic systems challenging the principles derived from cell biological and bio
chemical studies. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Proteins of the Actin Depolymerizing 
Factor/Cofilin Family 
Janel D. Funk and James R. Bamburg* 

Abstract 

Actin depolymerizing factor (ADF) and cofilin are the founding members of a group of 
structurally and functionally related actin binding proteins now collectively known as 
the ADF/cofilin (AC) family. AC proteins are expressed in all eukaryotic organisms, 

and their unique ability to bind and dynamize filamentous actin renders them essential to all 
cellular processes dependent upon actin dynamics. Cell division, cell motility and neuronal 
pathfinding, membrane dynamics, and cell polarization could not proceed without the aid of 
these remarkable proteins. 

Overview of the ADF/Cofilin Family 
ADF and cofilin proteins were initially identified and named according to their ability to 

either depolymerize filamentous actin (ADF) or form cofilamentous structures with actin 
(cofilin). Chick brain ADF and porcine brain cofilin are the founding members of the ADF/ 
cofilin family, each discovered due to its namesake activity. The discovery of starfish depactin, 
bovine brain ADF,^ porcine brain and kidney ADF (aka destrin), ''̂  2Ji6.Acanthamoeba castellanii 
actophorin soon followed,^ and with the advent of cloning and cDNA sequencing there have 
been numerous additions to the ADF/cofilin family based on sequence homology. A partial list 
of ADF and cofilin proteins found in various organisms is shown in Table 1. Because there are 
no clearly distinctive biochemical properties that distinguish an ADF from a cofilin, new mem
bers are usually designated as ADF or cofilin depending on the sequence to which the new gene 
is most closely related. Many vertebrates have genes encoding one ADF and two cofilins, and 
within a single organism ADF and cofilin share about 70% sequence identity (see human ADF 
and cofilin sequence alignments in Fig. 1 A). Many lower eukaryotes such as the fruit fly (Droso-
phila melanogaster), starfish {Asterias amurensis) and yeast {Saccharomyces cerevisiae and 
Schizosaccharomycespombe) possess only one AC family member. Nevertheless, the functional 
similarity of ADF to cofilin is evident in that yeast mutants lacking cofilin can be rescued with 
either mammalian cofilin or ADF, '̂̂ ^ and cell division and motility defects due to knockdown 
of cofilin-1 or ADF in mammalian nonmuscle cells can be rescued by overexpression of the 
remaining isoform. A comparison of protein sequences and three-dimensional structures of 
ADF and cofilin proteins found in organisms as diverse as mammals, protozoans, yeast and 
plants reveals a high degree of conservation among members of this family across phylogeny 
(Fig. 2). Indeed, as their sequence homology suggests, ADF and cofilin have very similar activi
ties. Both proteins cosediment with actin at pH <7.1, and both proteins depolymerize F-actin, 
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Table 1. Isoforms ofADF and cofilin found in various 

Organism 

Mammals 

Chicken 
Frog 
Nematode 
Fruit fly 
Starfish 
Sea slug 
Yeast 

Protozoa 

Plants 

Species 

Homo sapiens (human) 
Sus scrofa (pig) 
Rattus norvegicus (rat) 
Mus musculus (mouse) 
Callus gallus 
Xenopus laevis 
Caenorhabditis elegans 
Drosophila melanogaster 
Asterias amurensis 
Aplysia kurodai 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
Dictyostelium discoideum (slime mold) 
Acanthamoeba castellanii (amoeba) 
Toxoplasma gondii 
Plasmodium falciparum 
Entamoeba histolytica 
Arabidopsis thaliana 

Zea mays (corn) 
Li Hum longiflorum (lily) 
Oryza sativa (rice) 
Brassica napus (rapeseed) 

organisms 

Known AC Isoforms '̂̂  

ADF*, Cofilin-1,Cofilin-2 
ADF, Cofilin-1 
Destrin/ADF,^Cofilin-1 
ADF, Cofilin-1, Cofilin-2 
ADF, Cofilin-2 
XAC-l,XAC-2 
Unc60A, Unc60B 
Twinstar 
Depactin 
Cofilin^ 
Cofilin 
Adfl/Cofilin^^ 
Cofilin-1, Cofilin-2 
Actophorin 
ADF 
ADF-1,^ADF-2 
Actophorin^ 
ADF-1, ADF-2, ADF-3, ADF-4, 
ADF-5, ADF-6, ADF-7, ADF-8, 
ADF-9, ADF-10 
ADF-1, ADF-2, ADF-3 
ADF 
ADF-1, ADF-2 
ADF 

This table constitutes a partial listing of AC isoforms found in various organisms, designated as ADF, 
Cofil in, etc. according to reference 141 unless otherwise noted (see footnotes A and B). * AC isoforms 
in bold type are also featured in Figure 2 (sequence alignments of AC proteins across phylogeny). 
^ Isoforms gathered from and named according to NCBI protein database: R. norvegicus desinn/AD? 
(NP_001028838), S. pombe cofi l in (P78929; also known as Adf l ^^ ) and E. histolytica actophorin 
(EAL46302). ^ Isoforms gathered from and named according to published literature: A. kurodai 
cofi l in,^^^ D. d/sco/c/eL/m cofilin-2,^"^^ and P. falciparum ^DF-^ and ADF-2.^^ 

albeit to significantly different degrees, at pH >7.3. Recent literature has thus considered these 
two proteins to be isoforms with similar activities, and in the majority of our discussion we will 
describe the activities of ADF and cofilin together, referring to them as "AC proteins." 

Despite the similarities between ADF and cofilin, these two proteins do exhibit some quan
titative differences in their in vitro behavior and qualitative differences in their regulatory mecha
nisms that certainly merit discussion and careful consideration. For instance, an increase in the 
actin monomer pool in cells causes a robust increase in the phosphorylation of both ADF and 
cofilin, however ADF expression subsequently drops while cofilin expression remains un
changed.^^ An even more dramatic example of the differences between these proteins has been 
demonstrated in mice, as the developmental consequences of knocking out the cofilin-1 gene 
hardly mimic the phenotype of mice lacking the ADF gene. Whereas cofilin-1 knockout mice 
are embryonic lethal at day 10.5 due to severe defects in neural crest cell migration and a 
complete lack of neural tube closure,^^ mice lacking ADF are born healthy, but develop irregular 
thickening of the corneal epithelium and are blind by four weeks of age. In both of these 
cases, the remaining AC isoform was found to be upregtdated in the affected tissue, however it 
is evident that this compensation was not adequate for a full rescue in all tissues. Thus in 
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Figure 1. A) Human ADF and cofilin sequences are highly conserved. B) Structure of human 
cofilin-1 showing two distinct actin binding surfaces. The known human AC isoformscofi I in-1, 
cofilin-2 and ADF are ahgned with conserved residues shaded black and similar residues 
shaded gray. A representation of secondary structural elements is shown above the sequences 
with colors matching in the three-dimensional structures shown (human cofi l in-1, PDB: 
1QSX).̂ "^^ Residues essential for F- and G-actin binding are marked with a red asterisk under
neath the sequence and red coloring in the right-hand structure. Residues essential for F-actin 
binding only are marked with a yellow asterisk underneath the sequence and yellow coloring 
i n the left-hand structure. These designations are based on experiments performed by Lappalainen 
et al (ref. 16). The PIP2 binding region is shown in blue, and the nuclear localization sequence 
(NLS) is shown in green. The sequences used in the alignments were aquired from the NCBl 
protein database and are as follows: Homo sapiens cofilin-1 (NP_005498), Homo sapiens 
cofilin-2 (NP_619579) and Homo sapiens AD¥ (AAB28361). A color version of this figure is 
available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

organisms and cells where both ADF and cofilin are expressed, there are overlapping as well as 
distinct roles for each isoform. The intriguing interplay between ADF and cofilin isoforms has 
yet to be fully understood and warrants much future study. 
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Figure 2. Sequence alignment and three-dimensional Structures of AC proteins across phylogeny. 
AC proteins found in various organisms are aligned according to the structure-based alignment 
proposed by Bowman et al (ref. 144) with some additional manual adjustments. Black shading 
indicates residues conserved in most vertebrates; gray shading indicates residues similar in most 
vertebrates. Secondary structure designations are also in accordance with Bowman et al (ref. 
144). Three-dimensional structures shown are porcine ADF/destrin (PDB: 1AK6)^^^ and yeast 
cofilin (PDB: ipPV).^"^^ Figure legend is continued on next page. 
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Figure 2, continued. The sequence of porcine ADF is identical to that of human ADF. Figures 
weregenerated using PyMOL(Copyright©2006DeLano Scientific LLC). Colors of alpha-helices 
and beta-sheets in each structure correspond to the secondary structure diagrams located 
above the sequence alignment. The conserved N-terminal serine is also shown in pink in the 
human/pig ADF structure, however N-terminal residues 1 -5 and C-terminal residues 141 -143 
in yeast cofilin are missing due to disordering of those residues in the crystallized protein. 
Sequences used in the alignment are as follows: Homo sapiens ADF (NCBI protein database 
ID no. AAB28361); Mus musculus AD¥ (Q9R0P5); Callusgallus ADF (AAA48575); Xenopus 
/aeWsXAC-1 (AAH44691); Caenorhabditiselegans \jnc60B (Q07749); Drosophila melanogaster 
twinstar (P45594); Saccharomyces cerevisiae cofilin (AAA13256); Schizosaccharomyces 
pombe cofilin (P78929); Dictyostelium discoideum coi\\\n-^ (XP_642259); Acanthamoeba 
castellanii aciophonn (P371 67); Toxoplasma gondii ADF (AAC4771 7); Entamoeba histolytica 
actophorin{XP_65^689);ArabidopsisthaiianaADF-^ (NP_190187);ZeamaysADF-1 (P46251 ); 
Lilium longiflorum ADF (P30175); Oryza sativa ADF (XP_475079); Brassica napus ADF 
(CAA78482). A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

Structure and Function of ADF/Cofilin 

Protein Structure 
All members of the AC family are 118 -168 amino acids in length (13-19 kDa) and contain a 

highly conserved folded domain called die ADF homology (ADF-H) domain. This domain 
consists of a four stranded mixed p-sheet sandwiched between two pairs of a-helices, and serves as 
the actin-binding module (Figs. IB and 2). Loop regions connecting secondary structure ele
ments are less conserved. In the smallest member of the AC family, Toxoplasma gondii AD¥ (118 
amino acids), the ADF-H domain is present with no extra amino acids in the loops connecting 
p-strands and a-helices (note the numerous gaps in the TgADF sequence shown in Fig. 2). 

The actin-binding residues of AC are organized such that they form two distinct actin-binding 
surfaces.^ When AC binds to filamentous actin (F-actin), it contacts at least two different 
actin subunits that most likely bind AC along these surfaces: one actin subunit contacting each 
surface. In Figure 1, residues essential for binding F-actin as well as actin monomers (G-actin) 
are shown in red. Residues required only for F-actin binding are shown in yellow. An inositol 
phosphate (PIP2) binding site (blue) lies next to the essential F/G-actin binding surface, thus 
inhibiting AC binding to actin. ̂ ^ Also influencing actin-binding is a single regulatory phos
phorylation site near the N-terminus (pink), conserved in most AC proteins.^^ One final im
portant structural feature of AC proteins is a nuclear localization sequence (NLS, green), acces
sible when AC is bound to G-actin, but not readily accessible when AC is bound to F-actin. ̂ '̂̂ ^ 
The physiological function of this sequence will be discussed in more detail later. 

ADF/Cofilin Function in Regulating Actin Dynamics 
True to their names, ADF and cofilin proteins play a critical role in binding to and 

dynamizing actin filaments. Actin exists in cells as monomers or filaments and can rapidly 
convert between these forms with the aid of actin-binding proteins such as AC (Fig. 3). In 
the basic mechanism of actin dynamics, actin monomers with bound ATP (ATP-G-actin) 
assemble into F-actin polymers, with hydrolysis of ATP rapidly following assembly and loss 
of inorganic phosphate (Pi) lagging behind. The rate of subunit addition to the F-actin is 
largely determined by the local monomer concentration. There are unequal critical mono
mer concentrations for assembly at the two filament ends, therefore within a particular con
centration range of actin monomer, filaments are capable of undergoing a process called 
"treadmilling," wherein ATP-G-actin adds to the faster growing plus end (also known as the 
barbed end from decoration of filaments with fragments of myosin that form an arrowhead 
structure) while ADP-G-actin is lost at the opposing minus end. ADP must then be ex
changed for ATP on G-actin before the monomer can be reassembled into a polymer. pH, 
the ionic environment, and several actin-binding proteins all cooperate in regulating actin 
assembly and disassembly for accomplishing various biological processes. 
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Figure 3. ADF and cofilin enhance actin dynamics. Binding of ADF/cofilin proteins to filamen
tous ADP-actin enhances the off rate from the minus (-) end and may lead to severing of the 
filament. LIM or TES kinases phosphorylate and inactivate ADF/cofilin; slingshot or chronophin 
phosphatases remove the phosphate and reactivates ADF/cofilin. 14-3-3 binds to phosphory
lated ADF/cofilin and limits the accessibility of some phosphatases, restricting dephosphoryla-
tion. Profiiin and Srv2/CAP1 bind to ADP-actin monomers and enhance the rate of ADP/ATP 
exchange. ATP-actin monomers are then free to be added to the plus (+) end of existing filaments. 
A color version of this figure is available online at wwv^.Eurekah.com. 

Proteins in the ADF/cofilin (AC) family are considered to be the primary factors in gener
ating high turnover rates of actin filaments in vivo. This designation is based on the abilitv of 
AC to bind to ADP-F-actin and stabilize a naturally twisted minor conformer of F-actin. ^'^^ 
AC binding weakens the longitudinal interactions between actin protomers,^ which is the 
likely cause of the observed 5 to 20-fold increase in minus end depolymerizing rate. AC bound 
to ADP-G-actin is released from the pointed end of the filament, and nucleotide exchange is 
inhibited as long as the AC remains bound. The affinity of some ACs for ADP-actin is up to 
60 times greater than their affinity for ATP-actin, thus AC slows the rate of recycling actin 
monomers back to the assembly competent ATP-actin pool. 

Another mechanism by which AC generates high filament turnover rates is its filament 
severing activity. AC binds to F-actin in a highly cooperative manner '^' and ultimately leads 
to severing of the filament in one or more places. The determinants of severing sites are not 
completely understood: AC-binding may induce breakage at or near its own contact points, or 
breakage may occur within unbound sections of filaments that lie between twisted, AC-saturated 
regions.^^ Either way, severing contributes to increased filament turnover rates as there is an 
increased number of pointed ends from which subunit dissociation can occur (reviewed in refs. 
30, 31) as well as new free barbed ends for actin assembly. 
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ADF/Cofilins asActin Monomer Binding Proteins 
Although the dynamizing effect of AC proteins on actin filaments appears to be their 

major cellular function, it is also important to mention the impact AGs may have on cell 
biology simply as a monomer binding proteins. Developing chick brain cells possess a large 
G-actin pool, maintained primarily by the actin sequestering protein thymosin p4 (Tp4). 
ADF and cofilin are also present in these cells, and chick ADF (but not cofilin) has a rela
tively strong affinity for ATP-G-actin.^^ ADF can thus work alongside Tp4 as an important 
modulator of the G-actin pool. ADF and cofilin, along with Tp4 and profilin (another 
actin binding protein discussed later) are also known to play a critical role in maintaining the 
G-actin pool in developing and degenerating embryonic chick muscle. ̂ "̂  This monomer 
sequestering ability of AG proteins is directly related to their differences in binding affinities 
for ATP-G-actin versus ADP-G-actin, which vary from about 1:4 for chick ADF to > 1:40 
for chick cofilin.^^ In the parasite Plasmodium falciparum^ PfADF-1 (one of two known AG 
homologues in this organism) binds exclusively to monomeric actin, preferring to interact 
with ADP-G-actin.^^ In fact, PfADF-1 seems to behave more like profilin or Srv2/GAP, 
enhancing ADP/ATP exchange on the monomer and thus increasing the pool of 
polymerization-ready ATP-G-actin. This is a mechanism that works well for this parasite, as 
Plasmodium F-actin is intrinsically unstable.^^ These characteristics of PfADF-1 render it 
rather unique among the AG protein family, however its impact on actin dynamics solely as 
a monomer binding protein informs us that there is indeed more to AG proteins than just 
their F-actin severing/depolymerizing activity. 

Regulation of ADF/Cofilin Activity 
Proper maintenance of the actin cytoskeleton, be it stable or dynamic, is essential to the 

viability of all cells. In some cell types, such as neurons and migratory cells of the immune 
system, the need for precise timing and directionality in actin filament rearrangements to achieve 
cell movement is obvious, and also impressive. It is not at all surprising that AG activity is held 
tightly in check with several overlapping regulatory mechanisms. A key determinant of AG 
activity is its state of phosphorylation, however isoform expression, compartmentalization, 
pH, a handful of interacting molecules and proteins, and the presence of competing actin-binding 
proteins in the cell all influence AG activity to some degree. 

Specific Isofi>rms 
Metazoans express multiple isoforms of ADF and cofilin in a developmental- and 

tissue-dependent manner. This is primarily achieved through gene duplication, however in the 
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans^ at least two AG isoforms arise from a single gene through 
alternative splicing. ^ Although the gene products, unc60A and unc60B, display 38% sequence 
identity, these AG homologues differentially regulate actin dynamics, suggesting that the two 
proteins have separate functions in vivo. Indeed, unc60B is muscle specific whereas unc60A is 
ubiquitous. 

Vertebrates also express a specific isoform of AG in developing muscle, called m-cofilin 
(cofilin-2). In embryonic muscle, ADF (destrin) and nonmuscle cofilin (cofilin-1) are present 
in substantial amounts.^^' ADF levels decline rapidly during myogenesis in vivo. The 
nonmuscle isoform of cofilin is replaced by m-cofilin during myogenesis in vivo and in vitro. 
In dystrophic and denervated mature muscle, ADF expression remains below detectable levels, 
but cofilin expression is upregulated probably due, at least in part, to the increase in regenerat
ing muscle cells. ̂ ^ ' ' 

ADF is expressed at low levels in mice during early embryonic development, but is postna-
tally upregulated in epithelial rich tissues such as the stomach, intestine and retinal pigmented 
epithelium. Gofilin-1 is expressed ubiquitously but during development it is highest in limb 
buds, somites and the neural tube. 
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Three isoforms of plant ADF, designated ZmADF-1, 2, and 3, have been identified in 2^a 
mays. The mRNAs encoding ZmADF-1 and ZmADF-2 are specific to mature pollen grains 
and germinated pollen, whereas ZmADF-3 is found in all other vegetative tissues examined 
(leaf, shoot, root, cob, and embryo). '̂  ZmADF-1 is found in extending pollen tubes, and 
ZmADF-3 is involved in tip growth in root hair cells. These are somewhat similar processes 
that involve the rapid delivery of vesicles to the growing tip (reviewed in ref. 48). 

Nuclear Localization and Rod Formation 
Under conditions of ATP-depletion, heat shock, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) treatment or 

high G-actin concentration in the cytosol, cofilin has been shown to translocate with actin to 
the nucleus,^ '̂̂ '̂ '̂ ^ where they form rod-like struaures.^^ Similar stressors also induce AC-actin 
rod formation in axons and dendrites of cultured hippocampal neurons, sometimes spanning 
the diameter of the neurite, disrupting the microtubule cvtoskeleton, and ultimately leading to 
degeneration of the neurite segment distal to the rod.^ The physiological function of these 
rods remains unclear, however it has been demonstrated that nuclear translocation or aggrega
tion of AC into rods is a cellular energy conservation mechanism:^ ̂ ^ actin dynamics, which can 
utilize up to 50% of cellular ATP,̂ ^ are slowed until the stressors are removed. ̂ ^ Resolving the 
mysteries of rod formation and AC nuclear localization are sure to occupy researchers for some 
time to come. 

Phosphorylation 
Actin depolymerization slows dramatically upon phosphorylation of AC. An N-terminal 

serine phosphorylation site is conserved across phylogeny (Ser 3 in animals and insects, ̂ '̂̂  '̂ ^ 
Ser 2 in amoeba and Ser 6 in plants ) although phosphorylation has not yet been demon
strated in some organisms. The observed slow down in actin dynamics upon phosphorylation 
of AC is due to a 20-30 fold decrease in its affinity for actin. ̂ ^''^^'^^ As the three-dimensional 
structure of the protein does not appear to change upon phosphorylation,^^ the most plausible 
explanation for the change in affinity is that the negative phosphate repels the positive 
AC-binding interface of actin. 

Two related families of ubiquitous kinases, LIM andTES kinases, phosphorylate ACs. Lin-11, 
Isl-1 and Mec-3 kinase (LIMK), a serine/threonine kinase containing LIM and PDZ domains, 
phosphorylates vertebrate ACs in vitro and in vivo. '̂ The LIM domain targets the kinase to 
the Golgi, whereas the PDZ domain targets the kinase to the plasma membrane or neuronal 
growth cone. There are two LIMK isoforms in vertebrates: LIMKl (ubiquitous, but enriched 
in axonal and dendritic growth cones) '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ and LIMK2 (ubiquitous), both regulated 
downstream of the Rho family of small GTPases. '̂̂ ^ LIM kinases form homodimers^^ that 
transphosphorylate each other upon phosphorylation of Thr 508 in LIMKl and Thr 505 in 
LIMK2^^'^^ by PAK or Rho-associated (ROCK) kinases, dius attaining full activation. ' 

Testicular protein kinase 1 (TESKl), originally discovered in testicular germ cells of rats 
and humans, is a serine/threonine kinase with a structure composed of a kinase domain related 
to those of LIM kinases and a unique C-terminal proline-rich domain. '̂ ^ Like LIM kinases, 
TESKl phosphorylates vertebrate ACs specifically at Ser 3, both in vitro and in vivo.'̂  TESKl 
is activated downstream of integrin signaling pathways'^ and inactivated by binding to actopaxin, 
a paxillin binding protein found at focal adhesions. In response to actopaxin phosphorylation, 
active TESKl is released.'̂ ^ 

Antagonizing the effects of LIM andTES kinases are two specific AC phosphatases: sling
shot (SSH)^^'^^ and chronophin.^^ Three human SSH homologues have been identified, 
each expressing multiple SSH isoforms.'^ '^^ Each isoform exhibits unique sub-cellular local
ization and expression profiles,^^ allowing them to perform related yet distinct functions in 
various cellular and developmental processes. The SSH-1 long isoform (SSH-IL) acts as a 
LIMKl phosphatase as well, thereby simultaneously activating AC and inhibiting LIMKl.^"^ 
In contrast, p21-activated kinase 4 (PAK4) simultaneously activates LIMKl and inactivates 
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SSH-IL. Much remains to be discovered concerning the mechanisms regulating other SSH 
isoforms, however it is certain that these complex protein kinase/phosphatase interactions 
and activities provide a dynamic bidirectional control mechanism governing AC 
phosphocycling. 

In some systems, the general phosphatases PPl, PP2A and PP2B are able to dephosphory-
late AC as well,^ '̂̂ ^ however inhibition of these phosphatases does not noticeably slow AC 
dephosphorylation.^^'^ '̂ ^ The search for more AC phosphatases has recently unearthed 
chronophin phosphatase, a unique member of the haloacid dehalogenase (HAD) superfamily 
purified from bovine brain and found to regulate AC during the cell cycle. 

pH 
At pH below 7.1 in vitro, cofilin^ and ADF^^'^^ do not maintain as high an actin monomer 

pool as at higher pH.^^ However at any pH, the ADF-actin complex has a much higher critical 
concentration for assembly than cofilin-actin.^^'^^'^^ This same behavior occurs in vivo, where 
it has been observed that increasing intracellular pH results in more colocalization of ADF and 
G-actin. In keeping with the ability of cofilin to associate with and stimulate F-actin increase in 
cells, the pH shift has little effect on cofilin, which remains mostly F-actin associated.^^ 

Phosphatidylinositol Phosphate Binding 
In vitro, phosphatidylinositol phosphates (PIP and PIP2) inhibit the interaction between 

actin and many actin binding proteins including AC.̂ ^-^^ In vivo, epidermal growth factor 
stimulation of adenocarcinoma cells reduces PIP2 through activation of phospholipase C, re
sulting in AC activation possibly by release of AC from the membrane. However, an increase 
in intracellular calcium occurs subsequent to phospholipase C activation through the effects of 
the released IP3 on calcium release channels in the endoplasmic reticulum. Calcium/calmodulin 
activates calcineurin, a phosphatase that can activate slingshot and thus AC by an alternative 
mechanism. 

14'3'3 Proteins 
At least seven isoforms of 14-3-3 proteins occur in mammals, and these affect signaling by 

modulating localization, activity, or protein-protein interactions of phosphoserine-containing 
proteins.^^ Most phosphoserine-containing proteins will bind a number of different 14-3-3 
isoforms although there is usually some isoform selectivity. Cofilin interacts with 14-3-3^ and 
e, both in vitro and in situ.^ In addition to its phosphorylatable Ser 3, cofilins interaction with 
14-3-3 requires intact Ser 23 and Ser 24, which are not phosphorylated in vivo.^^' 
Overexpression of 14-3-3^ increases phosphorylated cofilin levels,^ suggesting 14-3-3 pro
tects cofilin from dephosphorylation by some phosphatases in vivo. However, 14-3-3 binding 
does not prevent cofilin dephosphorylation by purified SSH-1L in vitro or by expressed SSH-IL 
in vivo.^ 

In addition to interacting direcdy with cofilin, 14-3-3 also interacts with the AC kinases, 
LIMKl andTESKl.^^'^5,96 ^^^^_^ j ^ ^ ^ ^^^ stimulate LIMKphosjphoryl ation of cofilin, nor 
does it inhibit SSH-IL dephosphorylation of cofilin or LIMKl. 14-3-3P inhibits TESK ac
tivity and its ability to be activated by integrin-mediated release from focal adhesions.^^ 

Tropomyosins 
Tropomyosins (TMs) are a-helical coiled-coil proteins that cooperatively bind along actin 

filaments. In yeast, TMs alter actin structure such that AC-dependent depolymerization and 
severing are inhibited. Yeast TM antagonizes the function of AC in the contractile ring. TM 
may also block Arp2/3-mediated branching. The situation in mammals, however, is consider
ably more complex. 

TMs in mammals are transcribed from 4 different eenes (a, P, 7 and 8), which, with alter
native splicing, can produce >40 different isoforms that are classified into higher (--284 
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amino acids) and lower (247 amino acids) molecular weight groups. Stable overexpression of 
the nonmuscle y-TM gene product, TM5NM1, in neuroblastoma cells results in large, spread 
cells with abundant contractile filaments and a diffusely staining increased inactive (phospho-
rylated) AC pool.^^^ In these cells, transient expression of TMBr3, a much weaker F-actin 
binding isoform derived from the a-TM gene, decreases stress fibers and active myosin II, and 
promotes formation of lamellipodia containing AC and TMBr3.^^^ These results suggest that 
some TM isoforms might cooperate with AC to turn over actin filaments. 

Actin Interacting Protein 1 
Actin interacting protein 1 (Aipl; also known as WD-repeat protein 1 or WDRl in chick 

and mammals and unc78 in C elegans) is an AC regulating protein, first identified in yeast. ̂  
It caps barbed ends of AC-bound F-actin, preventing filament annealing,^^^ and it enhances 
severing activity of AC.^ '̂ ^^ Several Aipl homologues have been discovered in metazoans.^^^ 
Chick Aipl is rapidly upregulated in noise damaged chick cochlea and associates with ADF 
and actin structures,^^^ as it also does in PC12 cells.^^^ Aipl supports mammalian mitotic cell 
rounding, and the elimination of Aipl by siRNA impairs cell migration and cytokinesis. 
Thus its ability to enhance AC activity is important physiologically. 

Srv2/CAP 
The Srv2/cyclase associated protein (CAP) family in yeast forms a high molecular weight 

complex linked to actin filaments via Abpl. This Srv2 complex catalytically accelerates 
AC-dependent actin turnover in two ways: by releasing AC from ADP-actin monomers and by 
enhancing profilin mediated nucleotide exchange on actin monomers. Cyclase activated pro
teins (CAPs) are a family of highly conserved actin monomer binding proteins found in all 
eukaryotes.^^^ Two isoforms, CAPl and CAP2, are expressed in a cell type specific manner. 
Knockdown of CAPl results in decreased actin filament depolymerization and improper AC 
sub-cellular localization leading to defects in cellular morphology, migration and endocytosis. 
Finally CAP1/ASP56, the human homologue to yeast Srv2/CAP1, was also found to enhance 
F-actin depolymerization and to increase the rate of G-actin nucleotide exchange. ̂ ^ Thus 
CAPs are important regulators of AC mediated actin filament dynamics. 

Profilin 
Profilin is a small actin monomer binding protein that can accelerate the rate of ADP/ATP 

exchange on the monomers by 1000-fold. Profilin can also deliver ATP-G-actin to filament 
plus ends, thus promoting actin filament assembly.^^^ In the absence of free plus ends, how
ever, profilin fiinctions as an actin monomer sequestering protein (see ref 116 for an extensive 
review of profilin). Profilin along with AC, Arp2/3 complex, EnaA^ASP and capping protein 
were identified as the essential proteins needed to maintain Listeria comet-tail motility in vitro, 
a model for membrane protrusive activity.^^^ Within the cell this enhanced assembly is pre
sumably regulated through interactions with barbed end associated assembly factors that have 
profilin binding domains, such as the Ena/VASP proteins or the Diaphanous related 
formins.ii^'i^^ 

Cortactin 
Cbrtactin is an F-actin binding protein that localizes to sites where actin is dynamic. It is 

thought to assist in formation of branched filament networks by activating the Arp2/3 branch
ing complex.̂ ^ '̂̂ '̂ ^ Cortactin preferentially associates with newly polymerized actin filaments 
(ATP-F-actin or ADP-Pi-F-actin),^ aiding formation of branch points near extending tips of 
filaments and limiting the ability of AC proteins to disassemble them until cortactin dissoci
ates. This process is of great importance in lamellipodia dynamics, as branched actin networks 
must cooperate to push the leading edge membrane forward as well as disassemble quickly to 
change the direction of motility. 
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Role of ADF/Cofilin Proteins in Cell Biology and Development 
Cell division, cell motility, neuronal pathfinding, membrane dynamics, and cell polariza

tion are all processes that depend heavily on actin dynamics. Much of what we know of the role 
of AC proteins in cells has come from studies in which deletion or mutation of AC has resulted 
in obvious defects in these processes. In reviewing some of these studies, we can appreciate the 
vital contribution AC proteins make in developing and maintaining life at all levels. 

Cytokinesis 
Actin filaments arrange to form a contractile ring during cell division, which ultimately 

constricts and separates the daughter cells. In one of the first experiments defining AC func
tion, deletion of the cofilin gene from the yeast S. cerevisiae was found to be lethal because the 
cells failed to divide. ' AC has since been localized to the cleavage furrow of dividing 
cells,̂ '̂̂ ^ '̂̂  and appears to aid in assembly and maintenance of the contractile ring.̂ "̂  In a 
mutant Drosophila line expressing reduced levels of AC protein, abnormal aggregates of actin 
were observed at contractile ring sites in dividing spermatocytes. These aggregates remained 
even after completion of the cell cycle, demonstrating that AC also plays a role in disassembly 
of the contractile ring.^^^ 

Membrane Dynamics: Golgi Tubule and Vesicle Trafficking 
Studies performed in cultured rat hippocampal neurons have shown that AC proteins along 

with their LIM kinase regulators take part in maintaining the morphology and function of the 
Golgi apparatus. ' The neuronal Golgi is a particularly dynamic structure with 3-5 |im long 
tubular processes that extend and retract over time. LIMKl and cofilin are enriched in the 
Golgi membranes, with cofilin present in both its active (unphosphorylated) and inactive (phos-
phorylated) forms. LIMKl is targeted to the Golgi through its LIM domains and to the growth 
cone by its PDZ domain. Overexpression of inactive LIMKl results in dramatic fragmentation 
of the Golgi, as does overexpression of a constitutively active form of cofilin (S3A mutation). 
Overexpression of wild type LIMKl changes the kinetics of trafficking vesicles from the Golgi 
to the cell membrane, and ultimately causes growth cone collapse and axon retraction. LIM 
kinases and cofilin thus play a critical role in axon formation through their presence in and 
regulation of Golgi dynamics, however neurons also rely on these proteins acting at the leading 
edge of growth cones, as discussed in the next section. 

Cell Polarization and Motility 
Both ADF and cofilin are found at the leading edge and ruffling membrane of motile 

cells. ' A general role for the AC proteins in the establishment and maintenance of cell 
polarization has been unequivocally demonstrated in fibroblast cells. ̂ ^̂  Similar to the mem
branous protrusions of neurons that lead to neurite formation, fibroblasts extend cortical lamella 
prior to cell migration. Overexpressing LIMKl in fibroblasts results in the inactivation of AC 
at the leading edge and a consequent loss of polarity. Polarity can be restored to these cells by 
coexpressing the constitutively active S3A-AC mutant. Not surprisingly, both LIMKl and 
SSH-IL are required for maintenance of directional migration in fibroblasts. ̂ ^̂  

The role of AC proteins in neuronal growth cone motility and response to guidance cues 
has also been studied. A recent investigation into the mechanism by which the neurotrophin 
BDNF (brain derived neurotrophic factor) mediates growth cone filopodial extension has im
plicated AC as an important player in this process. Introduction of the constitutively active 
AC-S3A mutant into cultured embryonic chick retinal neurons caused growth cone filopodia 
to increase in length, mimicking the effects of BDNF treatment. Further experiments showed 
that BDNF indeed regulates filopodial dynamics thorough a Cdc42-mediated inhibition of 
ROCK-dependent phosphorylation of AC.^^^ Semaphorin 3A, a chemorepulsive axonal guid
ance molecule, causes LIM kinase mediated phosphorylation of AC,^^^ which ultimately leads 
to collapse of the growth cone. There are now many lines of evidence defining AC proteins as 
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essential regulators of neuronal growth cone actin dynamics (reviewed in ref. 134), and it is 
likely that the establishment and maintenance of neuronal cell polarization requires modiJa-
tion of AC activity at nearly every stage. 

AC Proteins in Apoptosis 
We have seen that AC-mediated actin cytoskeleton rearrangements are essential in many 

processes involving changes in cell morpholoey. This theme seems to persist in morphological 
changes that occur during apoptosis as well, ^̂ "̂ ^̂  although the precise mechanisms remain 
unclear. In some cell types, active cofilin colocalizes with actin in highly motile apoptotic 
membrane blebs. ̂ ^̂  LIMKl also plays a role in membrane blebbing downstream of caspase-3 
activation.^^^ In a surprising finding, treatment of cells with agents that induce 
mitochondrial-dependent apoptosis (e.g., staurosporine, etoposide) causes cofilin to be trans
located from the cytosol to the mitochondrial outer membrane prior to cytochrome c release 
and activation of the cytoplasmic caspase cascade.^ ^ In fact, blocking the cofilin translocation 
made the cells resistant to mitochondrial-dependent apoptosis. The pathway leading to cofilin 
translocation has yet to be resolved, however it seems that cofilin performs dual roles during 
apoptosis: an early role supporting cytochrome c release, and a later role in the cytosol estab
lishing and maintaining apoptotic blebs. 

Conclusions and Future Perspectives 
Actin plays a central role in most dynamic cellular processes and thus it is not surprising to 

find important roles for AC proteins in a myriad of biological systems. However, AC proteins 
do not fijnction alone in regulating actin dynamics, and it is the complex interplay of AC with 
actin and with the AC regulatory machinery that controls spatial and temporal changes in actin 
filament turnover. Furthermore, finding new functions for actin within the cell that are modu
lated by AC, such as Golgi membrane dynamics and mitochondrial leakage of cytochrome c, 
suggests that we have only begun to scratch the surface in our understanding of signaling 
pathways that can regulate AC proteins. This is particularly true of the pathways that regulate 
nuclear targeting of actin. Roles for nuclear actin are emerging as part of chromatin remodeling 
complexes and in transcription, and the AC proteins, with their nuclear localization signal, are 
prime candidates for delivery of actin to the nucleus. Whether actin remains associated with 
AC or dissociates from it to aid in these nuclear functions remains to be elucidated. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Profilin, an Essential Control Hement 
for Actin Polymerization 
Roger Karlsson* and Uno Lindberg 

Abstract 

This chapter reviews some aspects of the biochemistry and cellular function of profilin, 
focussing on its role as a control component of actin polymerization. Signalling-
dependent changes in cell behaviour are direct consequences of a force-generating 

remodelling of the actin microfilament system at the inner surface of the plasma membrane. 
Characteristic for this sub-membraneous region is the enrichment of actin filaments in highly 
ordered bundles and sheets of filaments. These filaments, which have their fast polymerizing 
(+)-ends facing the lipid bilayer, are under constant turnover, with ATP-containing actin 
monomers being added at their (+)-ends, and ADP-actin monomers dissociating from the 
(-)-ends in a treadmilling process regulated by a number of actin-binding proteins. Here, 
profilin comes into play as one of the key regulators of actin filament formation. The protru
sive surface activity, typically seen after receptor stimulation, is caused by local incorporation 
of actin from profilin-actin into the ends of growing filaments of filopodia and lamellipodia. 
Thus, the function of profilin is primarily integrated with the force-generating microfila
ment apparatus at the cell periphery. In addition to actin, profilin also binds 
polyphosphoinositides and proline-rich ligands. 

Profilin and Profilin^Actin 
The identification of the DNase I inhibitor from bovine spleen as nonfilamentous actin and 

subsequent analysis of crystals of the inhibitor revealed the presence of a protein other than actin 
in the crystals.^ This protein turned out to be an efficient inhibitor of actin polymerization 
under certain conditions. It was therefore called profilin, since it seemed obvious that its func
tion would be to keep the actin in an unpolymerized, profUamentous form. '̂  The name profilactin 
for the complex was adopted with reference to an unpolymerized form of actin found by Tilney 
in the subacrosomal cup of Thyone sperm. The subacrosomal cup consists of actin, two high 
molecular weight spectrin-like proteins and a small molecular weight component originally 
thought to be contaminating protamines. '̂  This protein was later proven to be a Thyone pto^i^m.^ 
Thus, Thyone sperm provides one of the clearest examples of an in vivo situation, where 
profiliniactin undoubtedly deliveres actin for filament formation. Subsequently, profilin from 
Acanthamoeba was isolated, and it was demonstrated that profilin inhibits nucleation of fila
ment formation in vitro, but that filament elongation is less efficiendy interfered with.^'^^ 

Evidence for a filament precursor-role of profilinractin was also obtained from studies of 
platelet activation. Actin filaments are asymmetric having a fast and a slow polymerizing end, 
here referred to as the (+)- and (-)-ends.^^ Experiments using preformed nuclei, with either the 
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(+)-or the (-)-encl blocked, demonstrated that profilin only efficiently inhibits elongation at 
the (-)-end. ' The explanation to this behaviour came from solving the structure of the 
profilin I:P-actin complex, which revealed that profilin binds to the end of the actin monomer 
corresponding to that exposed at the filament (+)-end, leaving the other end of the monomer 
free to bind to the (+)-end of the growing filament. '̂ ^ In combination with (+)-end capping 
proteins, no interaction between profilin: actin and filaments can occur and profilin then works 
as an actin sequestering protein, promoting depolymerization and inhibition of the formation 
of actin nuclei. 

Isoform Diversity 
Profilin is an essential protein in all eukaryotes,^^'^^ and several isoforms of the protein are 

present in both plants and animals, for (see refs. 21,22). In mammals, five isoforms are known: 
profilin I, Ila, lib. III and IV. They all bind to actin, polyphosphoinositides (PIP2 and PIP3) 
and proline-rich sequences, but the binding constants for these interactions vary between dif
ferent isoforms. Profilin I is ubiquitous, while the tissue distribution of the others is more 
restriaed, reflecting that different cells require profilins having somewhat different ligand-binding 
properties. Profilin II primarily functions in the central nervous system, but mRNA encoding 
this isoform has been detected in kidney and muscle,^^'^^'^ and both profilin I and II can be 
isolated from smooth muscle (Grenklo and Karlsson, unpublished). It was shown in mice that 
the profilin Ila splice product is most abundantly expressed during embryogenesis at stages of 
rapid brain development,^^'^ and mice deficient for this isoform develop neurological de-
fects.^^The more rarely expressed Ilb-isoform, like the profilin encoded by Vaccinia virus, '̂̂  is 
unique among the profilins in that it has a low affinity for poly-(L-proline). Interestingly, this 
particular profilin is also a weak binding partner of actin, but appears to bind one or more 
tubulin associated proteins."^^ 

Two additional splice variants of the mouse profilin II mRNA, which have the capacity to 
encode 55 and 61 residue long truncated forms, respectively, have been reported, but whether 
the corresponding proteins are expressed is unknown. The distribution of the profilin isoforms 
III and IV, finally, appears to be restricted to testis, where there is evidence that the latter 
functions during spermiogenesis. ' 

Plant profilins constitute major pollen and food allergens.^ '̂̂ ^ and other profilins, with 
more divergent amino acid sequences are expressed by apicomplexan parasites like Toxoplasma 
gondii and Plasmodium falciparum. Compared to mammalian profilin I, these have several 
sequence insertions some of which are relatively long, making these profilins the largest known 
so far with over 170 residues compared to 139 for human profilin I. The profilin from Plasmo
dium falciparum, expressed in Exoli, binds actin, although with low affinity (Herwig Schiiler, 
personal communication). 

The Profilin Structure 
The presence of profilin in all eukaryotes suggests that it plays evolutionary conserved func

tions. In support of this, birch profilin expressed in BHK-cells distributes like the endogenous 
profilin and Dictyostelium profilin null mutants can be rescued with a plant profilin.^^' The 
profilin fold is conserved not only in different isoforms within the same organism, but also in 
profilins from phylogenetically distant species. ' />35-38 yj^^ sequence homologies are rather 
low even in isoforms from the same organism, but the character of the amino acid residues and 
their positioning in the actin-binding site are preserved.^ '̂̂ '̂ '̂ ^ 

Profilin consists of a seven-stranded anti-parallel P-pleated sheet with the a-helical N-
and C-termini packed on one side and two short a-helices on the other, '̂ ^ (Fig. 1). The 
mammalian profilins have a protruding loop connecting strands 5 and 6 (K90-T97), whereas 
in nonvertebrate profilins this loop is less prominent. '̂  '̂ ^ The loop is positioned close to 
the actin-binding site and deletion of two residues (P96, T97) at its base drastically lowers 
the affinity for actin.^^' ^ Further analysis of the role of this structure for profilin function 
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Figure 1 .Theprofilin molecule. Left panel illustrates the interaction-surfaces for poly-L-proline 
(yellow) and PIP2 (blue). The centre panel highlights the positioning to the N- and C-terminal 
helices of the residues involved in the initial PIP2-binding (blue; PIP2|) as well as the 
poly-L-proline-binding residues (brown; PLP). To the right, the actin-binding site (white; Act) 
is shown together with the site for poly-(L-proline) and the two PIP2-binding surfaces in space 
filling mode (light yellow and blue, respectively). The sulphate (S) in the second PIP2 site 
(PIP2||) is also illustrated (red and yellow). See text for references and details. Illustrations were 
made in Molsoft ICM Browser. 

should be of interest. The principal features of the profilin fold are also found in the endosomal 
adaptor protein p l4 and in members of a snare subfamily, the longins, which indicates that 
these proteins may express some of the functions of profilin. ' 

Poly-(L-Proline) and Profilin 
The discovery that profilin binds poly-(L-proline) was used to develop a fast procedure for 

the isolation of profilin and profiliniactin based on affinity chromatography on 
poly-(L-proline). ' The first profilin-binding partner found, apart from actin, was the 
vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP), whose interaction with profilin is mediated 
via a proline-rich sequence-motif ^ This binding activity is now recognized as an important 
feature of profilin to establish contact with a number of different protein ligands, exposing a 
variety of proline-rich sequence-motifs, which do not necessarily consist of only prolines. It is 
also noteworthy that the binding of poly-(L-proline) by profilin might occur in either polypep
tide backbone orientation. '"̂ ^ For a listing of proline-rich profilin ligands (see ref 22). 

The poly-(L-proline) binding site is formed by residues in the N- and C-terminal a-helices 
and overlaps partly with surfaces on the molecule engaged in binding phosphoinositide lip
ids. The stability of the packing of the two terminal helices in profilin I is in part contrib
uted for by a cluster of aromatic residues comprised of the side chains of W3, Y6, W31, Y139, 
and H133, (Fig. 1). These residues constitute the poly-(L-proline) binding site.^^' ' 

The function of profilin is sensitive to modifications of the terminal helices and interference 
with these side chain-interactions influences its capacity to interact with its partners. Removal of 
the two C-terminal residues by limited proteolysis alters the solubility and lipid binding proper
ties of profilin I, nitration ofY139 increases the affinity for poly-(L-proline) and interferes with 
actin binding,^^ and introduction of mutations in this region either interferes with or strength
ens, the poly-(L-proline) interaction. '̂̂ '̂̂ '̂  Binding of phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate 
(PIP2), to this region quenches the fluorescence resonance from the two tryptophanes (W3, 
W31) suggesting that they move relative to each other. This structural alteration causes the 
dissociation of the profilin:actin complex.^ The binding of antibodies directed against the 
tryptophanes m Achantamoeba profilin, in contrast to PIP2, strengthens the actin-interaction,^"^ 
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and the subtle changes in the binding to actin seen after introduction of point mutations in the 
poly-(L-proUne) binding surface ^̂  ftirther support that there is a communication between this 
region and the actin binding site, presumably via the C-terminal helix.^^ 

Interactions between profilin and proline-containing ligands may be regulated by phospho
rylation. '̂ '̂ ^ A kinase activity, which coimmunoprecipitates with the epidermal growth fac
tor (EGF)-receptor-complex from EGF-stimulated cells leads to mutually exclusive phospho
rylations of S137 or Y139 in profilin I and abolishes its binding to poly-L-proUne. '̂  Plant 
profilin has been shown to be a substrate for a MAP-kinase in vitro, and to become tyrosine 
phosphorylated in vivo. It is unclear how these modifications affect the functions of the 
profilins. Together these observations point to the polyproline-binding region as a 'hot-spot' 
for signal-induced regulation of profilin functions. 

Structure of Profilin: Actin and Its Role in Filament Formation 
The structures of actin orthologs, cocrystallized with different actin binding proteins, all 

have a closed nucleotide binding cleft, and the conformation of actin appears relatively un
changed regardless of whether the nucleotide is ATP or ADP, or whether the tightly bound 
cation is Ca ^ or Mg ^. ' ' This might seem contradictory in view of the many observa
tions indicating that actin can undergo conformational changes involving the nucleotide 
binding cleft in vitro. An explanation to the closed, rather invariable conformation could be 
that it is imposed on the actin by the nature of the crystal packing or ligand binding. '̂ ^ 
However, a more appealing explanation is that the common conformation of actin in solu
tion is the closed state, and that the extreme structural variability (closed-to-open transition) 
seen in the case of profiliniactin reflects the physiological function of profilin, namely to 
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Figure 2. The profilinractin closed and open states. The crystal structures of profillniactin solved 
in 3.5 M NH4SO4 (closed state, left) and 1.8 M potassium phosphate (open state, right) in the 
presence ofCa^"^ and ATP, illustratingtheconformational difference between thetwo states. Actin 
is shown in blue and profilin in yellow; the cleft-opening (right) exposes the polyphosphate tail 
of the ATP (white).^'' A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 
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open the nucleotide binding cleft, allowing nucleotide exchange (Fig. 2). Profilin in vitro 
efficiently accelerates nucleotide exchange on actin. Even with mutants of profilin, whose 
interaction with actin is attenuated, there is a fast exchange of the nucleotide. Since profilin 
also inhibits the actin ATPase activity, ̂ '̂'̂ ^ this favors the delivery of ATP-actin to sites of 
polymerization as reviewed recently. 

The observation that a cross-linked form of profiliniactin, here called PxA,'̂ '̂'̂ ^ in polymer
ization experiments interferes with the addition of actin at the (+)-end of actin filaments, with
out itself being incorporated in the growing filament, lends credence to the view that profiliniactin 
initially binds as a complex to the filament (+)-end with the actin in the open state and ATP 
bound to it. Once added, the profilin is released from the actin at the growing end, allowing 
the newly added actin to become stably incorporated into the filament. This step, thought to 
be connected to ATP hydrolysis and a subsequent conformational change on the actin, would 
entail the transition to the tight state.^ Further evidence for the central role of profiliniactin in 
microfilament formation in vitro and in vivo was obtained with the use of a mutant profilin 
(H119E), which does not bind actin. The mutant profilin blocked WASP-dependent polymer
ization in vitro, and formation of filopodia in cells.'̂ '̂ It is noteworthy that the tumor sup
pressor activity of profilin"^ '̂ is dependent on a functional actin binding site.'̂ ^ 

Polyphosphoinositides and Profilin 
In the original experiments showing that phosphatidylinositol-(4,5)-bisphosphate (PIP2) 

can dissociate profiliniactin, there was also evidence for small amounts of actin, remaining in 
complex with profilin on lipid micelles.^ Recently it was demonstrated that PIP2 can bind 
to cross-linked profiliniactin, proving the existence of a binding site at a distance from the 
actin binding site. Many laboratories have contributed to the characterization of the 
phosphoinositide-binding to profilin, see for instance. '̂-̂ '̂̂ ^ The conclusion is that PIP2 
can bind to two sites on profilin, one adjacent to the binding-site for poly-(L-proline) and a 
second which is located within the actin-binding site (Fig. 1). Dissociation of profiliniactin 
by PIP2 may result from a successive destabilization of the complex initiated by PIP2 bind
ing to the positively charged residues in the C-terminal helix, perturbing the poly-(L-proline) 
binding region with repercussions for the actin binding.^^ Analysis of crystal structures of 
human profilins have identified a high affinity binding pocket for phosphate and sulphate in 
the second PIP2-binding site formed by R88, N99, H119 and the main chain amide of 
residue 120,^^ which could become accessible for binding of profilin to the negatively charged 
polyphosphoinositides after release of the actin (Fig. 1). 

Much less is known about the role of the profilin-PIP2 interaction in vivo, and its con
nection to remodelling of the microfilament system in response to signal transduction. In 
thrombin-stimulated platelets, a rapid increase in PIP2 concentration coincides with exten
sive polymerization of actin from profiliniactin,^ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ a process which is sensitive to drugs 
interfering with phosphatidylinositol metabolism. 

Furthermore, profilin might regulate the metabolism of the phosphoinositides via path
ways connected to receptor signalling. It has been reported that profilin inhibits phospholi-
pase Cy (PLCy) hydrolysis of PIP2 to inositol-trisphosphate and diacylglycerol unless the 
enzyme is activated by tyrosine phosphorylation.^^' ^ Another connection is the binding of 
profilin to the regulatory subunit p85 of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, which increases the 
Vmax of the lipid-kinase activity expressed by the catalytic pl lO subunit of the enzyme,^^ 
leading to formation of phosphatidylinositol-(3,4,5)-trisphosphate. This inositide activates 

to 
92 

a guanidine exchange factor called Vav that operates on the small GTPase Rac, leading 
increased synthesis of polyphosphoinositides, further activating the microfilament system. 
It is not unlikely, that profilin, released from actin might associate with clusters of 
polyphosphoinositides in the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane. 
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Profilin in Cell Motility 
Fluorescence microscopy of tissue cultured cells using antibodies to profilin demonstrated 

that the protein is distributed all over the cell in a fine-granular pattern, with accumulations 
of fluorescence at the cell periphery, in the peri-nuclear area and in the nucleus.^" '̂̂ ^ 

The accumulation of profilin at the cell edge in highly motile regions reflects its role in 
the control of actin polymerization, delivering actin in the form of profilin: actin to difi^erent 
polymer-forming protein machineries (see below). This generates the surface protrusions 
cells use to establish new contacts with the extracellular matrix for migration and with 
neighbouring cells. It has been argued that the heptameric protein complex Arp2/3, plays a 
pivotal role in this context as a filament-associated de novo nucleator of actin filaments.^^ 
This complex was first isolated from an Acanthamoeba extract by affinity chromatography 
on immobilized profilin,^^ and one of the actin-related proteins in the complex, Arp2, was 
identified as an interaction partner of profilin. ̂ ^̂  The actin nucleating activity of the com
plex in vitro is strongly stimulated in the presence of the WASP/Wave/Scar family of pro
teins and by the phosphotyrosine-regulated protein cortactin, which accumulates at the leading 
cell edge after receptor stimulation. ̂ ^̂ '̂ ^ Furthermore, the Arp2/3 complex is required for 
the movement of the intracellular bacterium Listeria monocytogenes, whose surface protein 
ActA, like WASP/Wave/Scar, ̂ ^̂  activates Arp2/3 to nucleate formation of actin filaments.^^^ 
This process drives the bacterium through the infected cytoplasm by sustained actin poly
merization through the action of VASP and its recruitment of profilin:actin. ^̂  

In vitro, Arp2/3 can bind to the side of actin filaments and nucleate polymerization of new 
filaments, which elongate at an angle of approximately 70° with respect to the mother fila
ment, e.g. ' Based on the crystal structure of the complex, it was suggested that Arp2 and 
3 within the complex reorient to form the nucleating surface.^ Results from electron micros
copy of detergent-extracted cultured cells seem to suggest the existence of branched actin fila
ments in lamellipodia.^ '̂̂ '̂ ^^ This led to the dendritic branch model of actin-driven advance
ment of lamellipodiaof cells.̂ '̂̂ ^ '̂̂ ^^ However, there are observations which argue against this 
model in its present form. Analysis of cells prepared to optimize the preservation of the ar
rangements of actin filaments in lamellipodia revealed the presence of a dense organization of 
unbranched filaments, several micrometers long.̂ ^ '̂̂ ^^ Collections of small numbers of fila
ments appear to converge at special structures at the very edge; not to diverge towards the 
membrane like in the dendritic branch model. ̂ '̂ '̂̂ ^̂  The density of filaments in the 
lamellipodium precludes the direct observation of the presence of branched filaments in the 
edge-zone, but in the rest of the lamellipodium, the filaments do not seem to be branched (Fig. 
3). It is plausible that branches of oligomeric actin in the edge-zone are rapidly transformed 
into the long filaments dominating the scene in the rest of the lamellipodium. Debranching 
during Arp2/3-dependent polymerization of actin has been observed in vitro, but this process 
is rather slow, suggesting that if it occurs, there ought to be accelerating factors in vivo.^^ 

There is no question that Arp2/3 has the capacity to form branched filaments in vitro, 
and it has been suggested that cofilin with its severing activity enhances actin polymerization 
in cooperation with Arp2/3 by increasing the number of actin filament (+)-ends,^^^ but how 
these proteins cooperate in the productive formation of lamellipodia and filopodia during 
cell migration is still unclear. It has been demonstrated that tropomyosin inhibits branch 
formation, and blocks severing by cofilin in vitro.^^ "̂ ^̂  Recently, it was reported that tro
pomyosin is present all the way to the tip of lamellipodia, which would interfere with branch 
formation in vivo.^^^ Furthermore, drastically reducing the cellular concentration of Arp2/3 
has very little effect on leading edge organization and cell advancement. ̂ ^̂  Thus, either this 
actin polymerizing machinery plays a minor role in forming cell surface protrusions, or other 
mechanisms effectively substitute for its activity. Clearly, the current dendritic branch model 
needs to be reevaluated. 
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Figure 3. The organization of the microfilament system at the leading cell edge. Upper panel, 
shows the distribution of profilin (red) visualized by affinity purified profilin antibodies gen
erated against PXAJ^^ Filamentous actin is labelled green (FITC-phalloidin). Lower panel, a 
corresponding section of a cell edge seen by electron microscopy after sample preparation as 
described in reference 120. 

Observations of the movement in cell extracts of microscopic beads functionalized v^ith 
WASP suggest that filament elongation resulting from the concerted action of WASP-Arp2/3 
is likely to involve components such as VASP and WIP, w^hich through profilin recruits 
profilin:actin for incorporation of actin into grow îng filaments (see belovv̂ ). In support of this, 
movement o^Listeria in an in vitro reconstituted system is enhanced by the presence of profilin 
and VASP,̂ ^̂  and the concentration of VASP at the cell edge appears to correlate directly w îth 
the rate by w^hich the edge advances. ̂ ^̂  

The second profilinractin-dependent actin polymerization mechanism is represented by the 
formin family of proteins. ̂ ^̂  One of the most potent actin polymerizing members of this 
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family is mDia. A fragment of mDia containing the FHl and FH2 domains polymerizes actin, 
with an efficienq^ greatly enhanced by profilin, leading to formation of long filaments in par
allel arrays, which rapidly elongate. ̂ ^ 

Further evidence for the precursor role of profilin:actin in actin filament formation in cells 
has come from the use of the nondissociable profiliniactin, PxA. Microinjection of PxA into 
spreading cells followed by stimulation with platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), or PxA 
injection into cells infected with the intracellular pathogen Listeria monocytogenes^ interfered 
with actin polymerization/^'^^^ This was seen as abrogated lamellipodia formation and blocked 
PDGF-induced ruffling, and in the case o{ Listeria as an abrupt retardation of the movement 
followed by dissociation and depolymerization of its characteristic 'comet tail' of actin fila
ments. In in vitro experiments, PxA binds weakly to actin filament (+) ends and interferes with 
polymerization without changing the final steady state level of filamentous actin,^^ suggesting 
that profilin must be released before the incoming actin can be stably incorporated into the 
actin helix. The pronounced effect on actin filament formation in vivo suggests that PxA blocks 
the actin-polymerizing machinery by binding to one of its components, presumably VASP, 
which is required for efficient Listeria motility. ' The failure to release profilin, due to the 
covalent linkage, prohibits stable incorporation of actin into the growing filaments, causing 
filament breakage. The recognition of profiliniactin as the functional component by the 
polymer-forming machinery was further tested by making PxA with the H133S mutant 
profilin, which is unable to recognize proline-rich sequences. ' This modified PxA had no 
effect on the bacterial movement, nor did it affect the motile activity of the infected cells. It is 
therefore reasonable to believe that VASP, as part of the actin polymerizing system on the 
bacterial surface, would be the factor recruiting profiliniactin for filament formation. Dickinson 
and Purich have proposed a model, in which Listeria motility depends on a 'molecular clamp' 
that controls actin assembly at the interface between bacteria and actin argue 
that PxA poisons the 'molecular clamp' causing actin-tail detachment, as described above. 

Clearly, the control of actin polymerization in vivo is characterized by a high degree of 
complexity, incorporating elaborate mechanisms linked to transmembrane signalling, mem
bers of the Rho-family of GTPases, a number of additional proteins and possibly 
polyphosphoinositides, (e.g., see refs. 141-144). These activities must be coordinated with the 
activity of proteins controlling the availability of the filament (+)-end. Proteins involved in 
this context are exemplified by capping protein, gelsolin, Eps8, carmil, twinfilin and tropomyo
sin.^ '̂  ̂ ^ As mentioned above, dissociation of profilin and final integration of new actin mono
mers into the filaments is likely to be coupled to hydrolysis of the actin-bound ATP. Therefore, 
actin filaments formed in vivo should consist of ADP-carrying actin subunits along their entire 
length, even under rapid elongation. The newly formed filaments have to be stabilized, for 
instance by the binding of tropomyosin, like in budding yeast. ̂  ̂ ^ In addition, cofilin-ADP-actin, 
which comes off the (-)-end of depolymerizing filaments, is rapidly recycled into 
profilin:ATP-actin, possibly via the action of Srv2/CAP, (e.g., see ref. 153). 

There is also a question of transport of profiliniactin to sites of actin polymerization from 
the inner end of lamellipodia to the tip of the advancing cell edge. Diffusion would not be 
sufficient. Instead, it must involve active transport, possibly by an unconventional myosin, 
as reported for localization of integrins to the tips of filopodia. ^̂ '̂ ^ Staining of cells using 
antibodies generated against PxA gives rise to fluorescent dots (Fig. 3), which could represent a 
transport-form of profilin:actin being brought to filament-forming sites. Thus, in a sense, 
the advancement of the cell edge is driven by ATP-hydrolysis on myosin motors transporting 
profiliniactin and energy-dependent insertion of actin at filament (+)-ends. 

Profilin in the Nucleus 
Early stainings of cells using profilin antibodies suggested the presence of profilin in the 

nucleus. Now it is known that both profilin I and II distributes to the nucleus, and 
apparently interacts with the protein SMN (survival of motor neuron protein),^^ which is 
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essential for the formation of small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (sn-RNPs). Mutational inacti-
vation of the gene encoding SMN leads to degeneration of motor neurons and spinal muscular 
atrophy. ' It is unclear whether this is an effect connected to the interaction between profilin 
and SMN in the nucleus or in the nerve cell growth cone, where SMN is also found, or if the 
effect is unrelated to profilin. The observation that nuclear profilin I accumulates in Cajal 
bodies and nuclear speckles, and that profilin antibodies interferes with pre-mRNA splicing in 
vitro,^^ indicates that it operates in the nucleus, perhaps in pre-mRNA-splicing in connection 
to SMN and sn-RNP. It is noteworthy that phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate-5-kinase is present 
in nuclear speckles, ̂ ^̂  where the enzyme may produce PIP2, which seems to be necessary for 
pre-mRNA splicing. ̂ ^̂  

Actin is found in the nucleus as well, where it seems to function in chromatin remodelling 
and transcription, ' ' ^ making it possible that also the profiliniactin complex operates in the 
nucleus. In support of this contention, an export protein specifically recognizing profiliniactin 
has been identified. In addition, profilin interacts with the transcription factor c-Myb, cou
pling profilin to regulation of transcription. Many other microfilament associated proteins 
have been found in the nucleus and the elucidation of the function of actin-based 
chemo-mechanical transduction in connection to nuclear processes is of great interest. 

Profilin in the Brain 
Profilin has been shown to be important for axonal path-finding during neurogenesis in 

Drosophiluy reflecting its role as a regulator of motile activity in neuronal cells. In the mam
malian brain, profilin I is expressed at varying levels in different neuronal subtypes and is found 
both pre- and postsynaptically, where it appears to participate in activity-dependent remod
elling of synapse morphology, which requires actin polymerization. The presynaptic protein 
aczonin binds profilin ^ and postsynaptically both delphilin and gephyrin are profilin 
ligands. '̂ ^̂  Gephyrin competes with profilin for binding to actin, pointing to a connection 
between glycine and GABA receptors and the dynamics of actin. Interestingly, neuronal 
translation of profilin mRNA in Drosophila appears to be under negative regulation of the 
homolog to the Fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP), indicating a connection be
tween the control of actin polymerization and the Fragile X syndrome. ̂ ^̂  

How the activity of profilin I coordinates with profilin II in brain neurons is unclear. In this 
case profilin II may function quite differently from profilin I. An alternative role for profilin II 
in neurons was proposed by Gareus et al who showed that its interaction with the endocytic 
protein dynamin interferes with the binding of endophilin and amphiphysin to dynamin, sug
gesting that profilin II primarily operates as a regulator of endocytosis. The significance of the 
distinction in partner-recognition between the two profilin isoforms remains to be clarified. 
Notably, profilin I depletion by gene disruption is lethal, while the animals can survive with
out profilin 11.̂ ^^ 

It was recendy demonstrated by imaging that after NMDA-receptor activation and subse
quent -ion influx, a GFP-tagged profilin II accumulates in dendritic spines. This re
duced the motility of the spines and stabilized their morphology. The formation of a rather 
permanent profilin-containing postsynaptic structure is proposed to reflect the initial stages in 
the establishment of long term memory. 

Conclusions 
Clearly, cells use complex protein-machineries to organize their microfilament system in 

response to extracellular signalling. Ultimately it is a matter of strict spatial and temporal con
trol of actin-dependent force-generation. 

Profilin has a central role in this context by Tunctionalizing' monomeric actin in a pre
cursor form, profilin:actin-ATP, which, through the poly-(L-proline)-binding surface on 
profilin, is recognized by different polymer-forming systems and subsequently is used to 
incorporate new actin molecules into growing filaments. Profilin I appears to be unique for 
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this function, making profiliniactin the principal source of actin for filament formation in 
most, maybe all eukaryotic cells. 

Structure analyses and extensive biochemical and cell biological studies in many laborato
ries during 30 years have led to far-reaching insights into the molecular mechanisms that gov
ern profilin function. What must come next is efforts to unravel the role of profilin in 
polyphosphoinositide metabolism, the possible regulation of profilin by phosphorylation, the 
mechanisms bringing profiliniactin to polymer-forming sites at the cell edge, and the function 
of profilin and profiliniactin in the nucleus. 
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CHAPTER 

Srv2/Cyclase-Associated Protein (CAP): 
A Multi-Functional Recycling Center for Actin 
Monomers and Cofilin 

Bruce L. Goode* 

Abstract 

S rv2/cyclase-associated protein (CAP) is a ubiquitously expressed actin monomer binding 
protein required for proper organization and rapid remodeling of cellular actin networks. 
CAP catalyzes the dissociation of cofilin-bound ADP-actin complexes, elevating cofilin 

levels available for filament disassembly. In addition, CAP and profilin promote exchange of 
nucleotide (ATP for ADP) on G-actin, then CAP releases profilin-bound ATP-G-actin to 
replenish the actin monomer pool. These functions are highly conserved, as expression of 
animal and plant CAPs complement cellular defects of yeast cap mutants. Unlike most actin 
monomer binding proteins, CAP oligomerizes, likely into hexamers. Within the high mo
lecular weight complex formed, the C-terminal half of each CAP molecule binds one actin 
monomer. In addition, the N-terminus of CAP binds to cofilin-G-actin complexes and the 
middle region binds to Abpl and profilin. Abpl tethers CAP to filamentous actin networks. 
Cofilin and profilin function together with CAP to accelerate actin turnover, through a 
series of actin monomer handoffs guided by the changing nucleotide state of actin. Thus, the 
emerging view of CAP function is that it serves as a large molecular hub where multiple actin 
binding proteins interact to recycle actin monomers and cofilin. This macromolecular com
plex plays a key role in remodeling the actin cytoskeleton during events such as endocytosis, 
cell polarity, and cell motility. 

Introduction 
The actin cytoskeleton plays a crucial role in directing alterations in cell shape, polarity, and 

infrastructure in response to cues. Proper remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton is required for a 
wide range of cellular processes, including endocytosis, intracellular transport, cytokinesis, and 
cell motility. These dynamic events depend on mechanisms both for nucleating new actin 
filament assembly and for rapidly dismantling existing filaments and recycling their subunits 
to replenish the actin monomer pool. The rate-limiting step in filament disassembly is the 
dissociation of subunits from pointed ends of filaments. This step is accelerated up to 20-100 
fold by the addition of cofilin/ADF, which severs filaments and/or promotes dissociation of 
subunits from pointed ends of filaments.^ In animal cells, cofilin/ADF activity is tighdy con
trolled by PIP2 interactions and by phosphorylation.^ Transient changes in cofilin/ADF activ
ity can drastically change actin cytoskeleton organization and dynamics. Thus, modulation of 
cofilin/ADF activity is a key control point in actin remodeling. 

*Bruce L. Goode—Rosenstiel Basic Medical Sciences Research Center, Brandeis University, 
415 South Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 02454 U.S.A. Email: goode@brandeis.edu 
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Despite its central role in driving actin filament turnover, cofilin/ADF does not perform 
this fiinction alone in cells. At least four other ubiquitously expressed actin-binding proteins 
contribute strongly to cofilin/ADF-dependent actin turnover: Aipl, profilin, twinfilin, and 
cyclase-associated protein (CAP). Aipl binds to F-actin and cofilin/ADF and induces cofilin/ 
ADF-dependent net depolymerization of filaments.^ However, Aipl fiinction has not been 
linked to CAP, and thus is not discussed further here. Profilin binds direcdy to CAP, and its 
ftinctional relationship with CAP is addressed below. Other chapters in this volume are dedi
cated to the biochemical mechanisms of profilin and twinfilin and discuss their roles in actin 
turnover. 

CAP, also called Srv2, was first identified in S. cerevisiae as a suppressor of a hyper-activated 
ras2 (Vail9) allele and as a 70kDa protein associated with adenylyl cyclase. These and other 
early studies showed that yeast cap mutants are defective in both Ras signaling to adenylyl 
cyclase and in actin organization and cell morphology. Further, mutational analyses showed 
that these two phenotypes are genetically separable. Since then, CAP homologues have been 
identified in a wide range of animal, fixngal, and plant species, and in all cases CAP localizes to 
the actin cytoskeleton.^ Although the link to adenylyl cyclase does not appear to be conserved 
in CAP outside of fiingal species, CAP-defective cells in Dictyostelium, DrosophiUy plants, and 
mammals exhibit severe defects in actin organization, as well as endocytosis, cell morphogen
esis, and cell motility. '̂ ^ Further, CAP is expressed in all tissue and cell types examined, and 
animal and plant CAP homologues complement the cellular growth and actin defects of cap 
mutant yeast. ̂ '̂̂  ' '̂ '̂  Thus, CAP has a highly conserved fiinction in the actin cytoskeleton. 

Until recendy the mechanism by which CAP regtdates actin dynamics was unknown. Early 
studies showed that the C-terminus of CAP binds to G-actin and has a central role in regulat
ing actin organization in vivo. ' ' ' This led investigators to propose that CAP sequesters 
actin monomers and thereby promotes F-actin depolymerization. However, recent studies on 
CAP activity in the presence of its in vivo cofactors cofilin and profilin have provided new 
insights into the CAP mechanism (Fig. 1). These studies show that CAP promotes actin turn
over by (a) recycling cofilin from ADP-actin monomers and (b) promoting nucleotide ex
change on actin monomers, thus replenishing the pool of cofilin available for filament depoly
merization and actin monomers available for actin assembly. ' The focus of this review is 
on these and other recent advances in understanding CAP structure, interactions with other 
actin binding proteins, and the mechanism of its cellular fiinction. For an excellent review of 
the earlier CAP literature readers are referred elsewhere. 

CAP Atomic Structure and Assembly into Complexes 
CAP fractionates as part of a high molecular weight complex in cell lysates from animal and 

fiingal species. ' The relative enormity of these complexes ('-600kDa) led to speculation 
that they result from a combination of dimerization of CAP (57kDa) and its association with 
adenylyl cyclase (200kDa). However, subsequent studies showed that purified native yeast CAP 
is comprised entirely of CAP and actin, in a 1:1 molar ratio, with no other proteins detected 
(Fig. IB). Further, the hydrodynamic properties (sedimentation coefficient and Stokes radius) 
of this purified complex indicated a MW of 600kDa, matching CAP complex properties in 
crude cell lysates. Thus, native CAP complexes appear to be heterododecamers, comprised of 6 
molecules of CAP (57kDa) and 6 molecules of actin (43kDa). Consistent with these observa
tions, gel filtration analysis of fiill-length recombinant CAP (in the absence of actin) suggests 
that CAP oligomerizes into hexamers or a higher order species.^ '̂̂ ^ These data also demon
strate that CAP oligomerization does not require actin and is mediated by CAP-CAP interactions. 

Electron micrographs of purified CAP-actin complexes reveal dimensions consistent with 
its Stokes radius."^ These images provide the first low-resolution glimpses of intact complex 
structure (Fig. 1 A). Although molecular assignments for CAP and actin within these structures 
have not been made, there is a central core region consisting of multiple smaller lobes sur
rounded by up to six larger globules. In the model for CAP fiinction (Fig. IC), the outer larger 
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Figure 1. Model for CAP mechanism and function. A) Electron micrographs of purified native 5. 
cerevisiae CAP-actin complexes. Samples were adsorbed to mica, then quick-frozen, deep-etched, 
and rotary-shadowed.^^ B) Coomassie-stained gel of purified CAP-actin complex showing that 
it consists of only two proteins, CAP (57kDa) and actin (43kDa).^^ C) Model for CAP function in 
promoting actin turnover (see Mechanism section). Proteins are color-coded: ATP-bound actin 
subunits, lightgrey. ADP-bound actin subunits, dark grey. Profilin, yellow. Cofilin, red. CAP, blue. 

lobes are depicted as the C-CAP portion of the molecule bound to G-actin. However, further 
analysis of Srv2 oligomers in the absence of actin is required to test this prediction. Ultimately, 
elucidating the detailed architecture of the CAP complexes will provide a deeper understand
ing of the CAP mechanism for promoting actin dynamics. One potential approach for achiev
ing this goal is single particle averaging and 3D reconstruction, coupled to docking the atomic 
structures for N-CAP, C-CAP and G-actin. 

X-ray and/or NMR structures have been reported for two domains of CAP (Fig. 2), the 
N-terminal a-helical domain {D. discodeum residues 1-274),^^'^^ and the C-terminal p-sheet 
actin monomer-binding domain (5. cerevisiae residues 369-526). Interestingly, both struc
tures are dimers. NMR analysis suggests that the N-terminal 30-50 residues of CAP are 
unstructured. However, this region contains heptad repeats and is strongly predicted to form 
coiled coil structure (CC, Fig. 2)P Thus, the N -terminus may become structured under 
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specific conditions such as ligand binding. It is also worth noting that a block of conserved 
residues is located within this region of CAP and is likely to mediate an important function 
given its conservation across distant species. 

The putative coiled coil domain is followed by a dimer of highly folded a-helix bundles 
(Fig. 2). Each bundle is composed of six anti-parallel helices, and in the dimer the two 
monomers interact through helices 3 and 4 from each chain. This generates a four-helix 
interaction with an interface that has mostly hydrophobic character. The fold of this region 
bears close resemblance to 14-3-3 proteins, despite sharing only 7% sequence identify. This 
structural relationship is intriguing given that some 14-3-3 proteins directly regulate cofilin/ 
ADF activity.^ '̂̂ ^ Since the N-terminal half of CAP interacts with cofilin-G-actin com
plexes,^^ this raises the possibility that N-CAP and 14-3-3 proteins bind cofilin through 
similar mechanisms. 

The C-terminal actin binding domain of CAP forms an unusual V-shaped dimer in which 
each monomer is comprised of six coils of right-handed P-helix flanked by anti-parallel P-strands 
(Fig. 2)}^ The last two strands of each monomer cross over each other and interact to form a 
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Figure 2. CAPdomain organization and atomic structures. CAPdomains are colored and labeled: 
CC, coiled-coil. PI and P2, proline-rich motifs. WH2, WASp-homology 2. Dotted lines indicate 
direct physical interactionsof specific CAP domains with known ligands. Above the N-terminal 
a-helical and C-terminalp-sheet domains are their X-ray structures, *'^'both of which crystallize 
as dimers. The red circles found on one of the monomers in the p-sheet domain highlight 
locations of actin binding residues identified by mutational analyses.^^ 
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"strand-exchanged dimer*'. In one early study, it was reported that truncation of the C-terminal 
27 residues of yeast CAP disrupted G-actin binding. It is now clear that this truncation 
abolished contacts between monomers and disrupted dimerization. One interpretation of these 
results is that efficient actin binding requires dimerization of C-CAP. 

The structures for N-CAP and C-CAP described above must also be considered in the 
functional context of the 600kDa CAP-actin complex. Models that involve parallel CAP dimers 
in the complex are supported by the atomic structures. In addition, the structure of the p-sheet 
domain puts specific constraints on models for CAP-actin interactions in the complex. Be
cause the two actin binding surfaces of a dimer face in opposite directions, each monomer is 
likely to make independent binding interactions with G-actin. If these actin binding sites are 
located at the periphery of the complex, as suggested by the model in Figure 1C, this may 
facilitate rapid exchange of actin monomers on CAP. It is also important to consider that 
within the larger complexes, N-CAP may interact with C-CAP, as suggested by two hybrid 
interaction studies. Still other studies have shown that sequences in the N-terminal coiled 
coil domain can influence access of ligands to the P2 region. Ultimately, an atomic structure 
of the intact complex is needed to understand the mechanistic details of CAP fimction. 

Biochemical Properties of the CAP-Actin Association 
All CAP proteins examined to date bind actin monomers in a 1:1 molar complex. One 

interesting property of the interaction is that CAP shows a strong binding preference for 
ADP-G-actin (Kd = 0.02 ^iM) compared to ATP-G-actin (Kd = 1.9 IiM).^ This 100-fold 
difference in binding affinity plays a central role in the CAP mechanism (below). In addition, 
because CAP binds to ADP-G-actin with about 10-fold higher affinity than cofilin, it com
petes effectively with cofilin/ADF for binding ADP-G-actin. Although competition between 
cofilin and CAP suggests that they have partially overlapping binding sites on actin, there are 
also key diff̂ erences in their actin-binding interactions. Whereas cofilin/ADF inhibits nucle
otide exchange on actin monomers and blocks addition of monomers to the pointed ends of 
filaments,^ CAP promotes nucleotide exchange on actin monomers and blocks addition of 
monomers specifically to the barbed ends of filaments.'^^''^^ 

The actin-binding activity of CAP has been mapped to its C-terminal half Full actin-binding 
affinity requires the |3-sheet domain and a middle region comprised of two proline-rich motifs 
(PI and P2) and a WH2-Uke domain (Fig. 2). A shorter fragment containing the p-sheet 
domain alone is sufficient to bind G-actin, but has almost 20-fold lower binding affinity than 
the longer C-terminal fragment.^^ It remains uncertain how the P1-WH2-P2 region contrib
utes to actin binding affinity since a P1-WH2-P2 fragment has no detectable binding to actin. 
Mutational analyses guided by the crystal structure have identified three distinct actin-binding 
surfaces on the P-sheet domain. All three sites map to one side of the flattened structure and 
are defined by evolutionarily conserved residues. Mutations at each site weaken ADP-actin 
binding by 4-8 fold and disrupt CAP function in vivo. Thus, high affinity interactions with 
ADP-G-actin are required for CAP cellular function. 

Despite these breakthroughs in CAP structure and function, our understanding of the 
CAP-actin interaction remains limited. The CAP binding surface on actin has not been de
fined, and attempts to cocrystallize C-CAP with actin have been unsuccessful (S. Almo and P. 
Lappalainen, personal communications). Two hybrid studies using a large collection of mutant 
actin alleles suggest that CAP may contact all four subdomains and both sides of actin (front 
and back).^ However, it is difficult to imagine how the CAP P-sheet flattened structure could 
make such comprehensive binding coverage on actin. Moreover, CAP-G-actin complexes are 
blocked from being added to the barbed ends of filaments, yet are added readily to the pointed 
ends of filaments. This suggests that CAP leaves one end of G-actin mostly free, the opposite 
end from profilin since profilin blocks addition specifically to pointed ends of filaments. Since 
CAP competes for G-actin binding with both cofilin'̂ ^ and gelsolin SI fragment,'^^ the CAP 
binding site on actin may overlap partially with the footprints of these actin binding proteins. 
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Clearly, greater efforts are needed to define more precisely the CAP binding site on actin, 
which will bring mechanistic clarity to CAP function. 

There are also lingering questions about the middle region of CAP, which represents the 
20% of primary sequence for which there is no atomic structure yet. This region includes 
proline-rich binding sites for profilin (PI) and the SH3 domain of Abpl (P2) and a WH2-like 
domain. The conservation of the WH2-like domain in diverse CAP homologues suggests that 
it has an important function. Although the majority of WH2 domains bind G-actin, a puri
fied CAP P1-WH2-P2 fragment exhibits no detectable binding to G-actin. Further, a point 
mutation in the WH2 domain that disrupts actin-binding in other WH2 domains has only a 
minimal effect on binding to G-actin.'^^ These observations raise the possibility that the WH2 
domain in CAP has unconventional properties. Possible functions for this domain include 
binding specifically to nucleotide-free G-actin, binding to F-actin as shown for the WH2 do
main in Panl, or performing a nonactin-binding (possibly structural) role. 

CAP Mechanism and Cellular Function 
Recent mechanistic studies on yeast and human CAP have drastically revised models for 

CAP mechanism and fimction.^^' As shown in Figure 1, cofilin severs and depolymerizes 
actin filaments, which leads to the rapid accumulation of cofilin-bound ADP-actin mono
mers. These monomers must be recharged to an ATP-bound state for actin to assembly 
rapidly at free barbed ends. However, cofilin binding blocks nucleotide exchange (ATP for 
ADP) on G-actin. Profilin has much lower binding affinity for ADP-actin than cofilin, mak
ing it inefficient at displacing cofilin from ADP-actin monomers. However, full-length CAP 
potently catalyzes the displacement of cofilin from ADP-actin monomers.^^ This step may 
involve the C-terminal actin-binding domain of CAP, which competes strongly with cofilin 
for binding ADP-G-actin,^^ and possibly the N-terminus of CAP, which binds to 
cofilin-G-actin complexes. This activity elevates cofilin levels available for filament depo-
lymerization, thereby promoting actin turnover. 

The next step in the mechanism is rapid nucleotide exchange on G-actin. This reaction is 
likely to occur while ADP-G-actin is bound to CAP, because of their high affinity interac
tion (Kd = 0.02 \iM)P Profilin may assist CAP in this reaction, as suggested by direct 
interactions between profilin and the PI region of CAP^^'^^ Further, profilin appears to be 
capable of forming a ternary complex with CAP and G-actin (Bertling et al, submitted). 
Because profilin has strong binding affinity for ATP-actin and CAP has weak affinity for 
ATP-actin, after nucleotide exchange has occurred on actin profilin-bound ATP-actin com
plexes dissociate from CAP. This replenishes the cellular pool of assembly-competent actin 
monomers available for actin polymerization at free barbed ends. Thus, by two distinct, yet 
coupled mechanisms (recycling of cofilin and processing of actin monomers), CAP pro
motes the rapid turnover of actin networks. 

The mechanism described above is consistent with all available biochemical data for CAP 
and is supported by multiple lines of genetic data. Early studies showed that profilin 
overexpression partially suppresses cap mutant defects in cell growth and actin organization 
and profilin is up regulated upon loss of CAP. ̂ ^ Further, yeast cap mutants show synthetic 
lethal interactions with pfyl alleles, cofl alleles, and regulators of cofilin such as aipl. ^ 

In Vivo Regulation of CAP 
Although CAP is abundant in cells, present in yeast at about a 1:10 ratio to actin,'̂ ^ surpris

ingly litde is known about its regulation. Post-translational modifications have not been re
ported for CAP, and little is known about how its protein binding partners influence its activ
ity. One of the few forms of regulation reported for CAP is inhibition of actin binding by 
phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PI[4,5]P2). Interestingly, PI [4,5] P2 inhibits actin binding 
of full-length Dictyostelium CAP but not a C-CAP fragment, suggesting a possible long-range 
mechanism for its regulation. Inhibition of CAP-actin interactions by PI(4,5)P2> thereby 
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decreasing cofilin-dependent actin turnover, is consistent with the known role of PI (4,5) P2 in 
down-regulating actin filament disassembly in cells. 

Another important aspect of CAP regulation is its localization to filamentous actin net
works. As mentioned above, all plant, animal and fiingal CAP homologies localize to actin 
filament structures in cells. In yeast, CAP localization to cortical actin patches relies on a direct 
interaction between its second proline-rich motif (P2) and the SH3 domain of Abpl^^'^^ and 
purified Abpl is sufficient to recruit CAP to actin filaments in vitro."̂ ^ The potential effects of 
Abpl binding on CAP activity have not been explored. Since P2 is not conserved in vertebrate 
CAPs, it is unclear how CAP is recruited to actin structures in those cells. In Drosophila CAP, 
the P2 region is hypothesized to interact with Abl tyrosine kinase in the regulation of axon 
guidance signaling. ' Thus, it is possible that Abl and/or other SH3 domain-containing 
protein recruit CAP to actin structures. 

As mentioned above, CAP activity is important for endocytosis, cell morphogenesis, and 
cell motility. In addition, CAP may have other fiinctions. For instance, a possible role for CAP 
in secretion has been suggested by the genetic observation that yeast cap mutants are sup
pressed by overexpression of SNC1/SNC2. These yeast genes encode homologues of synaptic 
vesicle membrane proteins that are known to facilitate vesicle docking and fusion with the 
plasma membrane. ' Clearly, there is much to learn about the diversity of physiological 
processes involving CAP. Further, the molecular mechanisms controlling CAP localization and 
activity in cells have barely begun to emerge. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Twinfilin Family of Actin 
Monomer-Binding Proteins 
Elisa M. Nevalainen, Ville O. Paavilainen and Pekka Lappalainen* 

Abstract 

Twinfilin family actin monomer-binding proteins are conserved in evolution fi-om yeasts 
to mammals. They bind ADP-actin monomers with high affinity and prevent the 
assembly of actin monomers into filament ends. In addition to monomeric actin, 

twinfilins also bind and cap actin filament barbed ends, and interact direcdy with heterodimeric 
capping proteins. Interaction with capping protein is necessary for twinfilins localization to 
the cortical actin cytoskeleton at least in budding yeast. Genetic studies on yeast and Droso-
phila demonstrate that twinfilin is intimately involved in the regulation of actin dynamics in 
cells, and that the lack of twinfilin results in uncontrolled actin filament assembly. Together, 
these data suggest that twinfilins play an important role in actin dynamics by preventing un
wanted actin filament assembly in cells. However, the exact mechanism by which twinfilin 
regulates actin filament turnover and contributes to actin-dependent cellular processes remains to 
be elucidated. 

Introduction 
The actin cytoskeleton plays an essential role in a wide variety of cellular functions involv

ing membrane dynamics. These include e.g., cell division, polarized growth, morphogenesis, 
motility, and endocytosis. In cells, actin exists in both monomeric (G-actin) and filamentous 
(F-actin) forms. The dynamics and organization of the actin cytoskeleton are both spatially 
and temporally regulated by a large array of actin-binding proteins, ̂ '"̂  many of which interact 
with filamentous actin. In addition to regulating the organization of actin filament structures, 
F-actin binding proteins can also nucleate the formation of new filaments (e.g., Arp2/3 com
plex, formins, and Spir), prevent the assembly of monomers into filament ends (e.g., gelsolin, 
capping protein) or promote filament depolymerization (ADF/cofilin family proteins). Al
though actin filaments are considered as the functional state of actin, also actin monomer-binding 
proteins play an important role in cytoskeletal dynamics by regulating the size, localization and 
the nucleotide status of the cellular actin monomer pool, and thus controlling the assembly of 
actin monomers into filament ends. 

Despite the large variation in the biochemical activities of actin-binding proteins, many of 
them interact with actin through a relatively small number of actin-binding motifs. The 
actin-depolymerizing-factor homology (ADF-H) domain is a structurally conserved ^ 150-amino 
acid motif that is capable of interacting with either actin monomers, actin filaments or both. 
The ADF-H domain is present in five phylogenetically distinct classes of actin-binding pro
teins: ADF/cofilins, Abpl/drebrins, coactosins, GMFs (glia maturation factors) and twinfilins 
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ABP1/DREBRiN ADF/COFILIN 

TWINFILIN 

Figure 1. An unrooted phylogenetic tree, prepared from a structure-based sequence alignment 
of human (HS), mouse (MM), C.e/egans (CE), D. melanogaster{DM), D. discoideum {DD), and 
S. cerevisiae (SC) ADF-H domains. ADF/cofilin, coactosin and GMF are composed of single 
ADF-H domains that are -20 % identical to each other at the amino acid level. Twinfilin is 
composed of two ADF-H domains, whereas Abpl/drebrins contain an N-terminal ADF-H 
domain and a C-terminal SH3 domain. It is important to note that the five functionally distinct 
classes of ADF-H domain proteins form separate branches in the phylogenetic tree. Also the 
N- and C-terminal ADF-H domains of twinfilin form independent groups, suggesting that the 
duplication of the ADF-H domain was an ancient event that took place before the divergence 
of yeast and animal lineages. 

(Fig. 1). Although all these proteins use the ADF-H domain for their interactions with actin, 
they are biochemically distinct and play diflFerent roles in actin dynamics. ADF/cofilins, 
coactosins, and Abpl/drebrins are F-actin-binding proteins, while twinfilins bind actin mono
mers and filament barbed ends.^'^^'^ The possible actin interactions of GMFs have not been 
characterized so far. In this review, we will discuss the function of twinfilin, a ubiquitous actin 
monomer-binding protein that is composed of two ADF-H domains. 

Structural Features of Twinfilin 
Twinfilin was first identified from a human cell line as a novel tyrosine kinase and conse-

quendy named A6 protein tyrosine kinase'. However, twinfilin does not contain any of the 
sequence motifs commonly conserved in the catalytic domains of protein kinases, and subsequent 
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studies on yeast and mouse proteins demonstrated that twinfilins do not display any kinase 
activity, but instead function as actin monomer-binding proteins. '̂ ^ 

Genes encoding twinfilins have so far been characterized from S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, C. 
eleganSi Drosophila, mouse, and human, suggesting that twinfilins are present in eukaryotes 
from yeast to mammals. However, twinfilins appear not to be present in 
twinfilins are composed of two ADF-H domains arranged in tandem, separated by a short 
linker region, and followed by a flexible C-terminal tail region. The two ADF-H domains of 
twinfilin show -20% amino acid sequence identity to other ADF-H domain proteins and 
-25% identity to each other (Fig. 1). The individual ADF-H domains of twinfilin are more 
closely related across species than they are to the other ADF-H domain within a given protein, 
so the two domains form separate branches in a phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1). Thus, the duplica
tion of an ADF-H domain was an ancient event that took place already before the divergence 
of yeast and animal lineages. 

The atomic structure of twinfilins N-terminal ADF-H domain has been determined by 
X-ray crystallography. It has very similar overall fold to ADF/cofilins, coactosins, and the 
ADF-H domain of Abpl, demonstrating that the ADF-H domains form a structurally con
served actin-binding motif The actin monomer-binding interfaces are chemically very similar 
between ADF/cofilins and twinfilins N-terminal domain, and the largest differences are seen 
in regions that are important for actin filament-binding in ADF/cofilin. These differences 
provide a structural explanation for the variations on F-actin-binding properties between these 
two proteins. 

Biochemical Properties and Interaction Partners of Twinfilin 
All twinfilins from yeast to mammals bind actin monomers.^ '̂ '̂̂  Twinfilin, although com

posed of two potential actin-binding motifs (one in each ADF-H domain), forms a stable, 
high-affinity 1:1 complex with G-actin. ' ' Upon binding twinfilin inhibits the nucleotide 
exchange of actin monomers and prevents the assembly of these monomers into actin fila
ments. ' 

Twinfilin interacts with ADP-G-actin with ^ 10-fold higher affinity than with ATP-G-actin. 
Despite the functional differences between cofilin and twinfilin, these proteins compete in 
actin monomer binding and probably interact with actin monomers through at least partially 
overlapping sites.^^ The affinity of twinfilin for ADP-G-actin is slighdy higher than that of 
ADF/cofilins."^ '̂"^^ This, together with a relatively high cellular concentration of twinfilin, sug
gests that twinfilin might displace ADF/cofilin from ADP-actin in vivo. 

The actin-binding activity of twinfilin resides entirely in the two ADF-H domains; the 
linker and tail regions are not involved."^^ In yeast twinfilin, the presence of both ADF-H 
domains is required for efficient G-actin binding. ̂ '̂̂ ^ In contrast, mouse twinfilin ADF-H 
domains are able to bind actin monomers individually. The strong actin monomer-binding 
and -sequestering activities are located in the C-terminal ADF-H domain, which has approxi
mately 10-fold higher affinity for ADP-G-actin than the N-terminal domain. Kinetic analyses 
suggest that when twinfilin binds G-actin, the monomer first associates with the N-terminal 
ADF-H domain, the binding induces a conformational change in the twinfilin molecule, and 
the actin monomer is then delivered to the C-terminal, high-affinity, ADF-H domain."^^ 

Two recent studies showed that twinfilins can also interact with actin filaments. Mouse 
twinfilin is able to bind to actin filament's barbed end and prevent the assembly of actin mono
mers into these filament ends. Twinfilin caps barbed ends with higher affinity when terminal 
F-actin subunits have ADP bound than when ATP or ADP-Pi is bound. Both ADF-H do
mains are required for the capping activity, and thus this result may explain why twinfilin is 
composed of two ADF-H domains. Furthermore, biomimetic motility assays demonstrated 
that twinfilin can replace, through its barbed end binding activity, capping proteins in actin-based 
motility. Studies on yeast twinfilin demonstrated that it promotes actin filament severing in 
a pH-dependent manner. Yeast twinfilin functions as an actin monomer sequestering protein 
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at neutral pH, but at acidic environment (pH <6.0) it gains actin filament-binding and sever
ing activities.^^ However, the cellular roles of twinfilins barbed end capping and F-actin sever
ing activities remain to be shown. 

In addition to actin monomers and filament barbed ends, twinfilins also bind heterodimeric 
capping proteins. These evolutionarily conserved proteins are composed of two subunits and 
interact with actin filament barbed ends to prevent filament polymerization. Twinfilin -
capping protein interaction is conserved in evolution from yeast to mammals. ' The cap
ping protein-binding site is located at the conserved C-terminal tail region of twinfilin and it 
does not overlap with the actin-binding site of twinfilin. At least in budding yeast, twinfilins 
ability to bind to both actin monomers and capping protein appears to be necessary for its 
role in actin dynamics. Direct interaction between twinfilin and capping protein does not 
affect their actin monomer sequestering and filament barbed end capping activities.^^ How
ever, capping protein directly inhibits yeast twinfilin binding to and severing of actin fila
ments at least in vitro.^^ 

Phenotypes and Cell Biological Functions 
TwinfiUn is an abundant protein in yeast, found in a 1:10 ratio to actin and 1:2.5 ratio to 

cofiUn.̂ ^ In yeast cells, twinfilin shows diffuse cytoplasmic staining, but also localizes strongly 
to the cortical actin patches. '̂  The ability to interact with capping protein is essential for 
twinfilins subcellular localization to the cortical actin cytoskeleton at least in budding and 
fission yeasts.2 '̂2«'2^ 

In budding yeast, deletion of twinfilin gene does not cause a severe phenotype, but results in 
slighdy enlarged cortical actin patches, suggesting that twinfilin may limit actin filament as
sembly in vivo. However, in combination with a temperature-sensitive cofilin mutant cofl-22y 
shown to cause pronounced reduction in turnover of cortical actin filaments, ̂ ^ twinfilin causes 
lethality at the permissive temperature. Synthetic lethality is observed also when twfA muta
tion is combined with profilin r[i\xt3J\tpjyl-4. Profilin is a ubiquitous actin monomer-binding 
protein, and in/>j5'i-^ cells the exchange of actin nucleotide form ADP to ATP is defective due 
to mutations in profilin gene. '̂ ^ Interestingly, also twinfilin point mutations that affect its 
ability to interact with actin monomers or capping protein display synthetic lethality with 
these cofilin and profilin mutations."^^ These data show that twinfilin is intimately involved in 
regulation of actin dynamics in yeast cells. 

In Drosophila twinfilin is ubiquitously expressed at different tissues and developmental 
stages. ̂ ^ A strong hypomorphic mutation in the rt^gene leads to a number of developmental 
defects. The mutant flies are slighdy smaller, less active and have reduced flight ability as com
pared to wild-type flies. Also the hatching frequency is reduced and larval period prolonged in 
the mutants. The most obvious external phenotype of the twinfilin mutant flies are defects in 
the bristle morphology (Fig. 2). Adult bristles oi Drosophila are chitinous structures with ridges 
and grooves that run along the brisdes. The brisde shaft is formed from a single cell, and the 
external shape of the adult bristle is determined by actin filament bundles dispersed at the 
plasma membrane along the length of the developing bristle. In wild type flies twinfilin is 
highly abundant in all hair- and brisde-producing cells. Twinfilin localizes diffiisively to the 
cytoplasm and to cortical actin filament structures throughout the developing brisde shaft. In 
the rt^^mutant flies, the adult bristles are often split, branched, or bent and have a highly 
irregular ridge pattern. This aberrant bristle morphology in ^w^mutant flies is caused by un
controlled polymerization of actin filaments resulting in twisted and misoriented actin bundles 
in developing bristles. ̂ ^ 

While other organisms, like yeasts and Drosophila^ have only one twinfilin protein, mam
mals have two twinfilin isoforms, twinfilin-1 and twinfilin-2.^^ Both isoforms bind 
ADP-G-actin with high affinity, inhibit the nucleotide exchange on actin monomers, and 
efficiently prevent actin filament assembly. Both isoforms directly interact with capping pro
tein and with PI(4,5)P2. Although biochemically very similar, mouse twinfilin isoforms have 
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Wild-type 

L 
Figure 2. Drosophila twinfilin mutants have defects in bristle morphology and in eyes. Scan
ning electron micrographs of bristles and eyes (A-E,G) and projections of confocal sections 
through pupal bristles (F,H). A) Wild-type eye and (C) fw/̂  mutant eye. In fwf mutants the 
interommatidial bristles are often tufted and the ommatidia are occasionally fused or pitted. 
B) The whole thorax from wild-type and (D) twf mutant, adult. Note the bent and split bristles. 
E) Surface of a wild-type macrochaeta showing straight longitudinal ridges. F) Middle portion 
of a wild-type bristle showing straight actin bundles. G) Thickening on a mutant fw/^macrochaeta 
with ridges arranged perpendicularly to the long axis of the bristle. H) In fw/^mutant actin 
bundles are misoriented perpendicular to the long axis and form a knob on the bristle. Bars: 
(A-D)100um;(E-H) 10 um. 

distinct expression patterns. Either twinfilin-1 or twinfilin-2 is expressed in virtually all cell 
types of mouse embryos and adult mice. Twinfilin-1 is the major isoform during develop
ment and is expressed with variable levels in most adult mouse nonmuscle cell-types. 
Twinfilin-2 expression is relatively weak during embryonic stages, but it is the predominant 
isoform of adult heart and skeletal muscles. Both mouse twinfilins are especially abundant in 
the mechanosensory hair cells of the inner ear. These cells have actin-based apical projections 
called stereocilia that display structural and functional similarity to Drosophila mechanosensory 
bristles. High levels of twinfilins in mammalian inner ear hair cells may thus be necessary to 
maintain proper stereocilia structure and function."^^ 

Twinfilin-1 and twinfilin-2 are abundant proteins in cultured mammalian cells and have 
similar subcellular localizations in unstimulated cells. Both proteins show punctate cytoplas
mic localization that is especially prominent around the nucleus but are also localized to the 
actin filament-rich filopodia. These structures are also rich in G-actin. The subcellular localiza
tions of the mammalian twinfilin isoforms are regulated by different signalling pathways since 
only the localization of twinfilin-1 appears to be affected by small GTPases Racl and Cdc42. 
Racl and Cdc42 are central regulators of polarized growth and motility in nonmuscle cells, 
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suggesting that twinfilin-1 may be involved in these cellular functions. Strong expression in 
developing neurons, skin, and olfactory sensory epithelium further support the role of twinfilin-1 
in polarized growth. Since the predominant isoform in muscle cells, twinfilin-2, is not regu
lated by these small GTPases it may be involved in the maintenance of sarcomere structure and 
perhaps does not promote any Racl and Cdc42-induced processes.^^ 

The role of twinfilin in mammals has not been examined by genetic methods so far. How
ever, overexpression and RNAi studies demonstrated that twinfilin is important in clathrin 
mediated endocytosis in mammalian cells. '̂ ^ In cultured mouse cells endogenous twinfilin 
colocalizes with actin-rich comet tails of transferrin-positive endosomes, further supporting its 
role in actin-dependent uptake of endocytic vesicles. 

Reg^lation of Twinfilin's Activity 
Given the important role twinfilin has in actin dynamics, it is likely that its activities are 

tightly regulated. However, the mechanisms of regulation are still largely unclear. Yeast and 
mouse twinfilin interact with phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PI[4,5]P2) and the 
actin monomer-sequestering activity of both twinfilins is downregulated by this interac
tion.^^' PI(4,5)P2 binding also inhibits the filament severing activity of yeast twinfilin.^^ 
The possible physiological role of twinfilin - PI(4,5)P2 interaction remains to be deter
mined. Because PI(4,5)P2 promotes actin filament assembly and inhibits actin filament 
disassembly in cells, inhibition of twinfilin by PI(4,5)P2 niay serve as a mechanism to 
reduce actin monomer sequestering at the regions of rapid actin filament nucleation and 
assembly in cells. 

The Role of Twinfilin in Actin Dynamics 
Despite the wealth of biochemical data, the exact mechanism by which twinfilin contrib

utes to the regulation of actin dynamics, is currently unknown. Mammalian twinfilins have 
three actin-related biochemical activities: (1) sequestering of ADP-G-actin, (2) interaction 
with capping protein, and (3) capping of filament barbed ends (Fig. 3). Yeast twinfilin shares 
the first two functions, but instead of capping actin filaments it binds and severs them at low 
pH."^^ All of these functions serve as evidence for twinfilin*s role as an important regulator of 
actin dynamics, and further suggest that twinfilin's role is to prevent actin filament assembly 
and promote disassembly. Twinfilin sequesters actin monomers dissociated from filament 
pointed end and keeps them in ADP bound form, thus preventing them from associating 
into the filament barbed end until needed. Through interaction with capping protein, twinfilin 
may localize these actin monomers into the sites of rapid actin filament assembly. By cap
ping filament barbed ends twinfilin may prevent filament growth in unwanted regions. Be
cause twinfilin has a higher affinity for filaments with ADP-actin subunits at the end than 
ATP- or ADP-Pi subunits at the end, twinfilin preferably caps older filaments, or filaments 
that have been severed. These activities could be especially important in structures where 
long organized bundles of actin are needed, like in the hair cells of the inner ear, where 
twinfilin is strongly expressed. 

The twinfilin mutation phenotypes in yeast and Drosophila result in formation of abnor
mal actin filament structures and could therefore be a result of uncontrolled actin filament 
growth. Furthermore, the synthetic phenotypes with profilin and ADF/cofilin mutants in 
these organisms gives further support for twinfilin's role in preventing undesired actin poly
merization in cells. 

In the future it will be important to apply genetic, cell biological and biochemical assays 
to reveal the exact mechanism by which twinfilin, in combination with other actin-binding 
proteins contributes to actin filament turnover in cells. Furthermore, it will be important to 
determine the molecular mechanisms by which twinfilin interacts with actin monomers and 
filament barbed ends, and to elucidate how these interactions are regulated in cells. 
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Figure 3. Biochemical activities of twinfilin. All twinfilins examined so far bind ADP-actin 
monomers with high affinity (1). When bound to an ADP-actin monomer, twinfilin prevents its 
nucleotide exchange and assembly into filament ends. In addition to actin monomers, twinfilins 
also interact with capping protein (2). The capping protein-binding site resides at the C-terminal 
tail-region of twinfilin. Interaction between twinfilin and capping protein does not affect the 
biochemical activities of these proteins, and thus this interaction may control the localization of 
twinfilin (or twinfilin-actin monomer complex) to the sites of rapid actin filament assembly in 
cells. At least mammalian twinfilins also interact with filament barbed ends and prevent the 
assembly of actin monomers into these filament ends (3). 
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CHAPTER 6 

IntiaceUular p-Thymosins 

Ewald Hannappel,* Thomas Hu£Fand Daniel Safer 

Abstract 

The p-thymosins are a family of highly conserved polar peptides consisting of 40 to 44 
amino acid residues. All p-thymosins bind monomeric G-actin in a 1:1 complex. The 
dissociation constant of the complex is in the micromolar range and allows for fast 

binding and release of G-actin. Because of the high intracellular concentration of p-thymosins 
(up to 500 ^iM) in most vertebrate cells, P-thymosins are considered the main intracellular 
G-actin sequestering peptides. Thymosin p4 binds to G-actin in an extended conformation, 
and folds into a stable conformation upon binding. The N- and C-termini of thymosin p4 
contact the barbed and pointed ends of the monomeric actin. Thymosin p4 is present in the 
nucleus as well as the cytoplasm and might be responsible for sequestering nuclear actin. Even 
minor cell damage might be responsible for the release of p-thymosins detectable in the extra
cellular fluids. Extracellular p-thymosins affect matrix metallo-proteinases, chemotaxis, angio-
genesis and wound healing. However, only very little is known about the molecular mecha
nisms mediating the effects attributed to extracellular p-thymosins. 
Introduction 

Thymosin P4 was first isolated from extracts of calf thymus as a potential thymic hormone 
involved in maturation of T-cells and released to the extracellular space. ̂  In 1991, it was dis
covered that thymosin P4 is identical to Fx, the major intracellular G-actin-sequestering pep
tide in human platelets.^ The main topic of this review will be the function of intracellular 
p-thymosins, for a review on the potential functions of extracellular P-thymosins see reference 
3. The function of extra- and intracellular P-thymosins are different and therefore it is of ut
most importance to distinguish between data observed by changing the intracellular concen
tration of P-thymosin and data observed by adding extracellular P-thymosins to cells. 

Amino Acid Sequences and Phylogenetic Distribution of P-Thymosins 
Currendy, 15 P-thymosins from various vertebrates and invertebrates have been isolated and 

characterized on the peptide level, p-thymosins form a family of highly conserved, extremely 
polar 5-kDa polypeptides. Members of that family have been found in species ranging from 
mammals to echinoderms but not in yeast or prokaryotes (Fig. 1). According to a search in EST 
databases, other species may also contain members of the p-thymosin family. Since none of them 
has been characterized at the protein level, we will not give the amino acid sequences of those 
putative peptides. The properties of P-thymosins are rather unique. The presence of an initiator 
codon immediately preceding the codon for the N-terminal serine or alanine residue and 
two stop codons following the C-terminal amino acid residue, suggests that P-thymosins are 
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^ acSDKPDMAEiEKFDKSKLKKTETQEKNPLPSKETiEQEKQAGES human, orangutan, rat, iTKXJse, Cat, calf, 
horse, pig, sheep, chicken, gecko 

^4^* acADKPDMAEIEKFDKSKLKKTETQEKNPLPSKETIEQEKQAGES rabtMt 

p 4 ^ acSDKPDMAEIEKFDKAKLKKTETQEKNPLPSKETIEQEKQSTES frog 

Pa acADKPDLGE INS FDKAKLKKTETQEKNTL PTKETIEQEKQAK bOVine 

Ps*** acADKPDMGEINSFDKAKLE^TETQEKNTLPTKETIEQEKQAK pig. Sheep 

p̂ o acADKPDMGEIASFDKAKLKKTETQEKNTLPTKETIEQEKRSEIS humafl, rat, mOUSe, Cat, Calf. hOfSe 

ptt acSDKPNLEEVASFDKTKLBCKTETQEKNPLPTKETIEQEKQAS tfOUt 

P,2 acSDKPDLAEVSNFDKTKLKKTETQEKNPLPTKETIEQEKQATA trOUt 

^,2^*^ acSDKPDISEVTSFDKTKLKKTETQEKNPLPSKETIEQEKAAATS pCfCh 

P,3 acADKPDMGEIASFDKAKLKKTETQEKNTLPTKETIEQEKQAK Whale 

p,4 acSDKPDISEVSSFDKTKLKKTETAEKNTLPTKETIEQEKTA SCa UrChlH 

Pts acSDKPDLSEVETFDKSKLKKTNTEEKNTLPSKETiQQEKEYNQRS humafi, rat. pTostatlc adenocarcinoma 
pscaHcp a c S D K P D V S E V A N F D K S K L K K T E T A E K N T L P T K E T I O Q E K S A SCalop 

^sam» a c A D K P N M T E I T S F D K T K L R K T E T Q E K N P L P T K E T I E Q E R Q G E S T P ZebrallSh 

pseauicftin acADKPDVSEVSTFDKSKLECKTETQEKNTLPTKDTIEQEKQG S e a UrChIn 

* : * * * : : * : * * • : • * : • * • • * * * * * . * . * * . * * . isolatedpthymosins 

Figure 1. Amino acid sequences of p-thymosins from various species. p4 (P01253); P4'̂ '̂  (P34032); 
P 7 ^ " {Xenopus laevis, PI 8758); Pg (P21752); pg'̂ ^^ (P21753); Pio (PI 3472); pn {Oncorhynchus 
mykiss, P26351); P12 {Oncorhynchusmykiss, P26352); Pi2P '̂''̂  {Lateolabraxjaponicus, P33248); 
pi3 (according to ref. 63); P14 (according to ref. 64); P15 (P97563); p̂ caiiop {Argopectan irradians, 
according to ref. 16); p̂ b̂raftsh ( Q 9 W 7 M 8 ) ; p'̂ ^ "'•^ '̂" {Arbacia punctulata, according to ref. 16). 
The numbers in parentheses are the accession codes for the SWISS-PROT databases. Invariant 
residues are indicated by asterisks and highly conserved residues are represented by colons. 
P-Thymosins identified only by nucleic acid sequencing are not depicted. For those sequences 
P4y (014604), p̂ neurobiastoma (Q99406), pis^^^^^^ (Q9D2R9), p^^P'̂  {Cyprinus carpio, Q91955), 
pcirp-B (Q9i954)^ psycon ^Sycon raphanus, Q9GUA6), p̂ ^̂ ô gv' {Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, 
076538) and p '̂"' {Gillichthys mirabilis, Q9DFJ) (see TrEMBL databases or ref. 65). 

synthesized without formation of a larger precursor.^ The N-terminal residue is always acetylated. 
Except for one conserved phenylalanine residue present at position 12 and a tyrosine residue at 
position 40 of Pi 5, p-thymosins do not contain aromatic amino acid residues. Thus, their absorp
tion at 280 nm is only marginal and they have to be detected by absorption below 220 nm. 

Cell and Tissue Distribution 
Thymosin p4 is usually the main P-thymosin peptide in vertebrate tissues, representing 

about 70-80% of the total P-thymosins in normal tissue of adult rats (450 mg/kg spleen, 11 mg 
/ kg muscle). It is present in high concentrations (up to 400 |iM) in rodent tissue, tumor cells 
and cell lines from various mammalian species. ' EBV-transformed human B cells contain up 
to 1 pg of thymosin p4 per cell and 1% of total protein biosynthesis is dedicated to its synthe
sis.^ Thymosin P4 is present in most mammalian tissues and circulating white blood cells, but 
is detectable in neither human nor avian red blood cells. ' It is the most abundant 
G-actin-sequestering protein (intracellular concentration about 200 to 500 ^iM) in human 
blood platelets and white cells.^ '̂  In humans, three p-thymosins have been identified: thy
mosins p4 (main peptide), pio (0.05 to 0.3 relative to P4) and Pi5 (detected in prostate and 
breast cancer cells and developing neurons). ' The mammalian gene encoding thymosin P4 
is localized on the X chromosome. ̂ ^ 

Structure of p-Thymosins 
NMR studies show that P-thymosins are mostly unstructured in aqueous solution and 

fold on binding to G-actin. ' ^ The ^^LKKTET '̂̂  sequence conserved in most p-thymosins 
is considered to be responsible for the initial interaction with G-actin (Fig. 1). Safer et al have 
already proposed in their initial publication on G-actin sequestering that the sequence motif 
^^LKKTETQEK^^ of thymosin P4 may be involved in actin binding because of its high ho-
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mology with the well-known actin-binding sequence of actobindin.'^'^^'^^ Full-length variants of 
thymosin P4 generated by chemical synthesis were used to study the requirements for binding 
and sequestering G-actin. The N-terminal part of thymosin P4 needs to form an a-helical con
formation, the three hydrophobic residues (^M,^I, F) are important for interaction and the 
motif ^̂ LKK^̂  are of major importance for interaction.^^ It has also been shown that an exten
sion of the N-terminal a-helical region results in loss of G-actin sequestering activity.^^ 

Intracellular Distribution of Thymosin P4 
Thymosin P4 is localized to both the cytoplasm and the nucleus of cells. Because of its 

small size, thymosin P4 might enter the nucleus by diffusion via the nuclear pore. However, free 
diffusion does not explain why thymosin P4 is sometimes enriched in the nucleus when 
fluorescendy labeled thymosin P4 is injected into cells or added to permeabilized cells. It has 
been recendy confirmed that the nucleus contains several other actin-binding proteins and 
significant amounts of actin not in the typical filamentous form. The function of this protein 
network is under active investigation.^^'^ Thymosin p4 might also be the main G-actin seques
tering protein in the nucleus. Because considerable amounts of thymosin p4 are present in the 
nucleus, it is possible that it might act as a transcription factor.^ 

P-Tliymosin/WH2 Domain 
The WH2 domain (Wiscott-Aldridge syndrome protein homology domain-2) is an actin 

monomer-binding motif; the minimal motif was originally proposed to be 18 amino acid 
residues^^ This domain is found in different regulators of the actin cytoskeleton. Among these 
proteins are yeast verprolin, human WIP, N-WASP, WAVE and srv2/CAP. In 2002, the bound
aries of the WH2 domain were extended to about 35 amino acid residues and it was noticed 
that P-thymosins (40-44 amino acid residues) are entirely composed of a single WH2 do-
main.^^The protein ciboulot expressed in Drosophila contains three repeats of the p-thymosin 
/ WH2 domain and binds to G-actin as thymosin P4. Unlike conventional P-thymosins ciboulot 
participates in actin polymerization and is functionally more similar to profilin. The forma
tion of one superfamilv (P-thymosin / WH2) from two separate but certainly related families 
has been disputed.^^'^ Despite low sequence identity, WH2 shares structural similarity with 
the N-terminal portion of thymosin P4. However, WH2 is significantly shorter than P-thy
mosins and binds to actin more strongly. WH2 also lacks the C-terminal region of p-thymosins 
that becomes involved in monomer sequestration by interfering with subunit contacts in 
F-actin.̂ "^ There is a further significant difference between the classical WH2 domain contain
ing proteins including those proteins with P-thymosin repeats (ciboulot, tetrathymosin, ...) 
and classical p-thymosins. While classical WH2 domain containing proteins are folded, p-thy
mosins are mostly unstructured proteins and fold on binding to G-actin. ̂ "̂ '̂ ^ The induction of 
secondary structure of p-thymosins by interaction with other proteins raises the possibility that 
p-thymosins might bind various partners and thus perform multiple functions. The term "moon
lighting proteins" has been coined to describe this behavior of polypeptides. Depending on 
the location of P-thymosins inside or outside of cells and its secondary structure, P-thymosins 
might fulfill various biologically important functions in addition to sequestering G-actin. 

Sequestering of G-Actin by P-Thymosins 
The affinity of p-thymosins for G-actin depends on the specific actin and P-thymosin isoform 

and is relatively insensitive to ionic conditions but highly sensitive to the nucleotide bound to 
actin. For thymosin p4 and human platelet ATP-actin under physiological conditions, the dis
sociation constant {K^ is 0.4 to 0.7 [iM; for rabbit muscle actin under the same conditions, 
the Kd is about 2 |xM.̂ ^ The affinity of thymosin P4 for ADP-actin is about 50- to 100-fold 
lower than for ATP-actin.^^'^ Actin binding affinities have been measured using a variety of 
methods (change of fluorescence, equilibrium centrifugation, ultrafiltration etc.), for several 
other P-thymosins. All reported Kj values were in the micromolar range. ' >35,37-
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The stability of the G-actin - p-thymosin complex can be altered by changes in the amino 
acid sequence of thymosin p4 or its truncation. This is most impressive in the case of thymosin 
p4 , where only the first amino acid residue is changed from serine to alanine, which results in 
a three- to fivefold higher affinity to G-actin.^'^ While human tissues contain thymosin p4 as 
the major and pio as the minor peptide, human leukocytes contain almost exclusively thy
mosin p4. The picture is quite different in rabbit tissues, which contain thymosin P4 and PIQ. 
Since the affinities of thymosin P4 and Pio for G-actin are almost identical while thymosin p4 * 
has a higher affinity for G-actin, this might explain why in rabbit tissues and leukocytes thy
mosin p4 ^ and Pio are expressed in equal amounts. Oxidation of the methionyl residue at 
position 6 of P-thymosins increases the dissociation constant of the complex about 20-fold. ' ' 
Concomitantly, a 20-fold molar excess of P-thymosin-sulfoxides is necessary to inhibit 
salt-induced polymerization of G-actin while already equimolar amounts of nonoxidized P-thy
mosins are sufficient to inhibit polymerization. Comparable to the oxidation of thymosin P4 
truncation of the first 6 or 12 amino acid residues (P4 ^ or P4^ '̂ ) increases the dissociation 
constant by about 20-fold. However, these truncated peptides are no longer able to inhibit 
polymerization of G-actin. Truncation of the first 23 amino acid residues completely abolishes 
the interaction with G-actin. Changing the C-terminal structure of thymosin p4 also modu
lates the interaction with G-actin. Removal of the last two amino acid residues of thymosin pio 
results in a minute but measurable decrease in actin binding.^^ After removing the putative 
a-helix at the C-terminus, the peptide p4 still inhibits formation of F-actin, although a 
25-fold molar excess over G-actin was needed. Further deletions yield peptides with even more 
reduced activities. Peptide P4 '̂'̂  inhibits actin polymerization only when present in 50-fold 
molar excess and peptide p4 '̂̂  missing the putative actin-binding motif (LKKTET) is no 
longer able to bind to and inhibit G-actin polymerization. ^ These studies clearly indicate that 
truncating the N-terminus even by only 6 amino acid residues or the C-terminus by more than 
2 amino acid residues change the actin sequestering properties. P-thymosins seem to be per-
fecdy designed by nature to sequester G-actin. The molecular mass of P-thymosins (5 kDa) is 
only about one-tenth of the molecular mass of G-actin (42 kDa) but this relative small protein 
is able to bind G-actin in a one-to-one ratio with rather low affinity but fast binding kinetics. 
Even small changes done by evolution in nature or biochemists in their studies may have pro
found effects on the efficacy of p-thymosins. 

While the affinity of P-thymosins for actin is relatively low compared with other 
monomer-binding proteins, binding kinetics are extremely fast.^ '̂ ^ For thymosin p4 and 
ATP-G-actin under physiological conditions, an on-rate of 1-2 |iM'^ sec'̂  and an off-rate of 
3-5 sec'̂  were reported. While the on-rate was relatively unaffected by ionic strength or by 
replacement of ATP with ADP, the off-rate was observed to increase as much as two orders of 
magnitude. ^ 

Measurement of the rate and final level of actin polymerization in the presence of thymosin 
p4 showed that thymosin P4 in effect reduces the concentration of monomers available for 
polymerization, but does not otherwise alter the rate or final extent of polymerization. Thy
mosin P4 thus sequesters actin monomers, but unlike other monomer-binding proteins, does 
not cut, cap, or nucleate actin filaments. ^̂  In vitro at high concentrations, weak binding of 
thymosin P4 to F-actin has been inferred, with the PQ in the millimolar range. The biological 
significance of this interaction is uncertain, since most F-actin in cells is associated with pro
teins such as tropomyosin and a-actinin, which are likely to block the binding of thymosin P4. 
However clonal cell lines strongly overexpressing thymosin Pio had more polymerized actin 
than control cells and the filaments appeared thicker after staining with fluorescent phalloi-
din. Thymosin P4 at 200 jiM can be chemically cross-linked to F-actin. In the presence of 
phalloidin, the chemically cross-linked thymosins P4 — actin complex can be incorporated into 
F-actin. Analysis of the helical parameters of F-actin revealed an increase of the crossover spac
ing of the two right-handed long-pitch helical strands from 36.0 to 40.5 nm, which may imply 
a change in actin monomer conformation These data on binding of p-thymosins to F-actin 
indicate that P-thymosins might be not only simple G-actin sequestering proteins and fulfill 
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additional functions in the interplay with other G- and F-actin binding proteins inside the 
complex environment of a cell. 

Thymosin P4 inhibits the exchange of actin-bound nucleotide by a factor of about 10^^. ^ 
Nucleotide exchange is thought to require at least transient opening of the nucleotide-binding 
cleft, suggesting that thymosin p4 stabilizes the closed conformation of the cleft. This confor
mational stabilization is also reflected in reduced "breathing movements", shown by the inhibi
tion of amide proton exchange. 

Structure of the G-Actin-Thymosin P4 Complex 
The three-dimensional structure of the G-actin-thymosin P4 complex has not yet been 

determined experimentally, but various structural features have been deduced from spectro
scopic and biochemical studies and several models for the structure have been proposed. 
Circular dichroism and H-NMR spectroscopy show that thymosin P4 alone does not have a 
unique conformation in aqueous solution, though residues 5-16 tend to form an a-helix.^^' ^ 
Formation of the complex results in increased negative ellipticity at 222 nm, indicating that 
total a-helix content increases. Isotope-edited NMR shows that this increase corresponds 
both to the stabilization of the a-helix at residues 5-16 and formation of a smaller a-helical 
segment at residues 31-39 of thymosin P4.̂ ^ Actin conformation is also affected by forma
tion of the complex, as shown by changes in the CD spectra of tyrosine and tryptophan 
chromophores (which are absent in thymosin P4) and by the increased susceptibility of actin 
subdomain 2 to proteolysis. A recent study using FRET spectroscopy shows that binding 
of thymosin P4 to G-actin also decreases the separation between fluorophores on subdomains 
1 and 2.̂ ® 

An initial structural model was proposed on the basis of the early spectroscopic studies 
and the G-actin-thymosin P4 contacts identified by cross-linking (Fig. 2A). ^ More recently, 
two structural models were proposed for the G-actin-thymosin P4 complex based on the 
crystallographic structures of G-actin bound to homologs of thymosin P4 (Fig. 2B,C).^^' 
Hertzog et al reported the structure of G-actin bound to domain 1 of ciboulot, which shares 
30% sequence identity with thymosin P4, while Irobi et al reported the structure of actin 
bound to a construct consisting of thymosin P4 residues 21-43 fused to the C-terminus of 

Figure 2. Models for the structure of the G-actin-thymosin p4 complex. Actin is shown in blue, 
thymosin P4 in red. A) The structure of G-actin was taken from PDB file 1ATNA. The thymosin 
p4 sequence was manually fit to a conformation that incorporated an a-helical segment includ
ing residues 5-16 and allowed contacts with actin residues consistent with cross-linking data; 
modified from reference 49. B) Crystallographic structure of G-actin bound to the construct 
consisting of gelsolin residues 27-152 followed by residues 21-43 of thymosin P4; thegelsolin 
domain is shown in grey (from PDB file 1T44; Irobi). C) Crystallographic structure of actin 
bound to ciboulot domain 1 (from PDB file 1SQK; Hertzog). A color version of this figure is 
available online at www.Eurekah.com. 
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gelsolin segment 1 (gelsolin residues 27 - 152). Both models for the G-actin-thymosin P4 
complex were based on these crystallographic structures. The N-terminal a-helical region 
(residues 5-16) of thymosin p4 contacts the hydrophobic patch on the barbed end of the 
actin monomer. Residues 21-29 span the nucleotide-binding cleft in an extended conforma
tion and residues 30-40 form an a-helix in contact with the pointed end, though the posi
tion of this C-terminal helix is different in the two models. 

Both of these homology-based models are generally consistent with the earlier model for 
the G-actin-thymosin P4 complex based on cross-linking and spectroscopy: in all three models, 
the N- and C-termini of thymosin p4 contact the barbed and pointed ends of the monomeric 
actin. Cross-linking provided no information about the location of the central region of thy
mosin p4. The proposed position in the homology-based models, bridging the two sides of the 
nucleotide-binding cleft, may provide a structural basis for the inhibition of nucleotide ex
change by thymosin P4. None of these models however should be considered equivalent to a 
high-resolution structure for the genuine G-actin-thymosin P4 complex. The sequence differ
ences between ciboulot domain 1 and the N-terminus of thymosin P4 are sufficient to allow 
different, though overlapping binding sites. A recent study which compared the structures of 
actin bound to 3 different WH2 domains (WASP, WAVE, and WIP) showed that despite their 
high sequence homology, these domains have nonidentical binding sites on actin. In the 
complex of G-actin with the chimeric construct of gelsolin segment 1 and thymosin P4 the 
C-terminus is identical to thymosin P4, however, the gelsolin domain provides most of the 
binding energy and may constrain the binding of the thymosin P4 segment of the construct to 
favor a binding mode that is less favorable for full-length thymosin P4. 

Extracellular p-Thymosins 
Although this review deals only with intracellular P-thymosin, some information about the 

extracellular P-thymosins will be given. The fact that thymosin P4 is also found in wound fluid, 
blood serum and in lower concentrations in blood plasma is quite puzzling. How might the 
intracellular actin-binding thymosin P4 be released without a signal peptide? It is conceivable 
that cells release or lose the 5-kDa thymosin P4 already at an early stage of damage. When 
mouse skin was damaged with sodium lauryl sulfate for a short period of time (10 min) for 
vaccination via skin, it was noticed that thymosin P4 was released from the skin.^^ Additionally 
thymosin P4 is released from blood platelets during aggregation and cross-linked by factor 
Xllla to fibrin.^^'^ Recently, it has been found that thymosin P4 is linked preferentially to the 
aC domain of fibrin. ̂ ^ By virtue of its high intracellidar concentration and accessibility of its 
nine lysine and three glutamine residues, thymosin P4 is an ideal substrate for transglutaminases. 
In vitro two out of the three glutamine residues can easily be cross-linked by transgluaminase 
to fluorescent cadaverines (Oregon Green or dansyl cadaverine). These fluorescent derivatives 
of thymosin P4 still bind G-actin and inhibit its polymerization identically to thymosin P4 and 
provide a simple way to label p-thymosins. Presendy it is not known if P-thymosins are also 
intracellular substrates of transglutaminases. 

Apoptosis and p-Thymosins 
During apoptosis of cells, the microfilament system is disrupted. After incubating HL60 

cells for 48 hours in the presence of araC the content of thymosin P4 and actin in the cells 
decreased to about 30% and 50%, respectively, while the content of total protein remained 
constant. Already after 24 hours, the amount of mRNA of thymosin P4 and actin was re
duced to 70% and 58%, respectively. Triggering apoptosis has profound effects on transcrip
tion of actin and thymosin P4.̂  Thymosin P4 overexpressing SW480 colon carcinoma cells 
have been reported to be more resistant to the cytotoxicity of FasL-bearingT cells and several 
anticancer drugs. 
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Quantitative Determination and Expression of ^-Thymosins 
Western blot analyses are often used to determine the amount of p-thymosins. However, 

thymosin P4 does not bind very strongly to nitrocellulose. Antibodies against the various 
p-thymosins are difFicult to obtain or available from a few companies at high cost. We have 
raised specific antibodies against thymosins P4, Pio and pi5. These antibodies were generated 
against C-terminal fragments of the three p-thymosins and are useftil for detecting thymosin 
p4, Pio, or pi5 chemically cross-linked to actin in Western blot analysis. The epitope recog
nized by anti-thymosin p4 are the last four amino acid residues (-AGES). When we used our 
antibodies or commercially available antibodies against thymosins P4 for immunocytochem-
istry, we were not able to abolish the staining by adding large amounts of thymosins P4 to the 
primary antibody. Thus, we do not feel confident using the currently available antibodies for 
immunocytochemistry. 

With the advent of the DNA array assays many reports were published showing increases in 
the expression of the various p-thymosins. In some cases, only probes for one of the various 
P-thymosins known to be expressed in the cells studied were present on the chip. In none of the 
published papers, the amounts of P-thymosins were determined on the protein level. Currendy 
only thymosin P4 can be determined by a commercially available ELISA. However, this ELISA 
does not discriminate between thymosin P4 and its sulfoxide. Additionally the ELISA is not 
very sensitive. The only reliable method to determine p-thymosins is based on extraction of the 
cells or tissue by 0.4 M perchloric acid followed by reverse phase HPLC and post column 
derivatization with fluorescamine. ' ^ Using this procedure we can easily detect less than 20 ng 
of thymosin P4, identify other p-thymosins present in the cell extract as well as potentially 
oxidized forms of the peptides at the same time (Fig. 3). 

Figure 3. Quantitative determination of thymosin P4. Human blood (80 p.1) was added to 300 fil 
0.4 M perchloric acid. After 15 min on ice the precipitated proteins were removed by centrifu-
gation. Thereafter 50 fil of the supernatant solution containing the p-thymosins was added to 
300 \A 0.1 % TFA. Before injecting the sample 15 |xM M NaOH was added to increase the pH 
of the sample tolerable to the reverse phase column. Separation conditions: Beckman ODS 
Ultrasphere (250 x 2 mm); linear gradient from 0 .1% TFA in 40% acetonitrile within 30 min; 
detection by post-column derivatization with fluorescamine (for details of the HPLC setup see 
ref. 62). The peak at 21.31 mincorrespondstolOO ngofthymosinp4 present in about 5 p,l human 
blood. The detection limit of the method is about 10 ng of p-thymosins. 
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Isolation of (^-Thymosins 
Various purification schemes have been developed bv our laboratories with particular em

phasis to avoid proteolysis during purification. ' '̂ 9,59-62 ^.thymosins are soluble in 0.4M 
perchloric acid or 5 to 10% trichloroacetic acid. In spite of their molecular mass (about 5 kDa), 
P-thymosins are retained by ultrafiltration using a membrane with 10-kDa cut-oflFand only 
recovered in the ultrafiltrate when using a membrane with 30-kDa cut-ofF. The procedures for 
purification of |3-thymosins consist basically of four steps: (1) extraction of cells or tissue and 
simultaneous denaturation of proteases, (2) concentrating and desalting by solid-phase extrac
tion, (3) separation of peptides according to their charge (isoelectric focusing, chromatofocusing 
or ion exchange chromatography) and (4) separation by reverse phase HPLC. The best tissue 
for isolation of p-thymosins from vertebrates is spleen. 

Outstanding Questions 
Only a short list of open questions will be given. 

• Why do many cells express several p-thymosins? Do they have different fimctions? 
• What is the high-resolution structure of the genuine G-actin-thymosin p4 complex.̂  
• What is the function of nuclear p-thymosins? 
• What other proteins bind to p-thymosins in addition to G-actin? 
• What is the function of binding to F-actin at high concentrations of p-thymosins? 
• Are p-thymosins substrates of transglutaminases inside of cells? 
• How is the expression of p-thymosins regulated? 
• What is the half-life of p-thymosins? Is the half-life dependent of the status of the cell? 
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CHAPTER 7 

Multirepeat p-Thymosins 
Marleen Van Troys,* Stien Dhaese, Joel Vandekerckhove 
and Christophe Ampe 

Abstract 

M ultirepeat p-thymosins contain multiple copies of the P-thymosin actin binding 
module. This family is mainly distributed within lower metazoan species and, with 
one exception, absent in mammals in which the classical single repeat p-thymosins 

appear dominant. The repeated nature in combination with sequence variation in the con
secutive modules renders these proteins different actin modulating capacities as compared to 
the classical P-thymosins. These properties are discussed in function of recent structural 
models indicating how these proteins contact actin. The importance of the multirepeat 
P-thymosins is underscored by their crucial role in neuronal development and reproduction. 

Introduction 
Actin filament turnover forms the basis of essential cellular properties ranging from cell 

division to cell migration. ' Consequently actin dynamics are crucial during embryogenesis 
and morphogenesis of eukaryotic organisms. The dynamic equilibrium between actin mono
mers (G(lobular)-actin) and polymeric filamentous (F)-actin can be viewed as a cyclic pro
cess in which actin monomers, loaded with ATP and a divalent cation, associate with the fast 
growing (barbed or plus) end of an actin filament. Subsequently associated monomers un
dergo ATP-hydrolysis and finally dissociate at the other (pointed or minus) filament end as 
ADP-actin. At equilibrium, the kinetic and structural differences present at both filament 
ends drive this cyclic process in a unidirectional fashion also called treadmilling.^ It is evi
dent that changes in the number of free barbed filament ends or changing concentrations of 
polymerization competent actin monomers will shift the G/F-equilibrium. ' In cells, this 
system is strongly regulated by the activity of actin binding proteins with diverse functions 
such as monomer sequestration, barbed end elongation or barbed end capping. ' 

The multirepeat p-thymosins were first reported in 1999"^ and more members are de
tected as genome sequencing projects are being pursued. As their name suggests they share 
homology with p-thymosins and thus are actin binding proteins. We here present their dis
tribution within the eukaryotic kingdoms and their structural and biochemical properties in 
relationship to other actin binding proteins such as the single repeat P-thymosins and 
WH2-domain containing proteins. We discuss in more detail ciboulot from fruitfly,^ the 
amoebal actobindin, tetraThymosinP from nematode and CSP(condition stimulated 
phosphoprotein)-24 from sea slug since these have been extensively studied both biochemi
cally and/or in vivo. 
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The Multirepeat |3-Thymosin Family: Evolutionary Relationships 
and Structural Characteristics 

The multirepeat p-thymosin proteins contain multiple copies of the p-thymosin actin 
binding module/This characteristic, together with functional features (see below), sets 
them apart from the classical P-thymosins that consist of just one of these modules. The 
number of copies or repeats varies from two to no less than twenty-eight in the recently 
discovered and highly intriguing thypedin protein from the primitive metazoan Hydra 
vulgaris}^ 

Figure 1A illustrates the taxonomic coverage of this family compared to the one of the 
classical P-thymosins. Two double repeat members in amoeba and one in Dictyostelium 
discoideum represent the multirepeat p-thymosins in Protista. The other proteins are found 
in Metazoa in six out of the eight phyla (Fig. lA, left). Multirepeat P-thymosins appear 
absent from Fungi and plants, although nonannotated EST-sequences with significant simi
larity to actobindin are found in ChlamydomonaSy soybean and sorghum. The P-thymosin 
distributions (Fig. lA) are in strong contrast to that of the in sequence partly similar 
WH2-repeat proteins that are ubiquitously expressed in all eukaryotic kingdoms. Based on 
current datasets the multirepeat proteins are the only beta-thymosin homologs in Cnidaria 
(thypedin,^^ 28 repeat-protein), in flat and round worms (two and four repeat proteins 
respectively, the latter termed tetraThymosinP) ^ ̂  and in Arthropoda (typified by ciboulot,^ 
three repeats) (Fig. lA, left). The single repeat p-thymosins are not represented in these 
phyla (Fig. lA, right). Different species of Mollusca however possess either a single or double 
repeated variant. The repeat P-thymosins are largely absent from Echinodermata and 
Chordata (Fig. lA, left) whereas classical P-thymosins are broadly expressed here (Fig. lA, 
right). We only found a five repeat protein in the sea squirt Ciona intestinalisy which be
longs to the Urochordata, the most atypical of the Chordata subphyla. In addition, a neu
roblastoma like p-thymosin and its nearly perfect duplication are together present in mice. 
We isolated the transcript of this double repeat in several types of adult mouse tissue (Dhaese 
et al, unpublished). As it is not present in related species, even not in other rodents, it 
probably arose recently in evolution. The latter example also illustrates that the occurrence 
of multirepeat and single repeat proteins is not necessarily mutually exclusive. 

For some multirepeat p-thymosins, splice variants are present (see alignment discussed 
below). Alternative splicing of the transcript coding for the three repeat protein ciboulot 
from Drosophila melanogaster, results in a two-repeat variant with a longer second repeat that 
differs carboxyterminally. Based upon exon skipping, a four repeat and five repeat protein, 
respectively termed CSP-24 and CSP-29, are present in Hermissenda crassicomis. In Apis 
mellifera two different splice variants with three and four repeats are found. 

The evolutionary path that resulted in this distribution of the different P-thymosins is 
still elusive: the multirepeat P-thymosins appear more frequently in lower eukaryotes and in 
protista; the single forms are clearly more typical for Echinodermata and vertebrates (Fig. 
lA). On the other hand, single repeats are already present in primitive eukaryotes such as 
Porifera (sponges). Taken together, this suggests that after ancient gene multiplication events 
the multirepeat proteins evolved and that the single repeat P-thymosins in mammals were 
subsequently generated by partial deletion from these longer variants. 

Both from an evolutionary and from a functional viewpoint, it is important to clearly 
define the features of the p-thymosin module (InterPro-domain 001152 or Pfam-domain 
PF01290) to allow distinguishing it from the shorter WH2-domain (InterPro 003124, Pfam 
domain PF02205). The latter are present in a very large group of eukaryotic proteins and in 
a few cases also as repeated domains.^' '̂ ^ We illustrate the features of the p-thymosin mod
ule in Fig.urelB using human thymosinp4.^^'^^ The central part of the module is a strongly 
conserved tetrapeptide sequence (17-LKKT-20 in thymosinp4)^^ starting and ending with a 
hydrophobic or noncharged residue and containing one or two positively charged residues.^^'^^ 
This consensus motif is preceded by a stretch of amino acids forming an amphipathic a-helix 
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Figure 1. Taxonomic distribution and structural properties of multirepeat p-thymosins. A) Taxo-
nomiccoverageofthemultirepeatp-thymosin proteins (numbers in bold) with indication of the 
number of repeats (numbers in subscripts after yellow blocks) (left) and of the classical, one 
repeat, p-thymosins on the right; representation adapted from InterPro site. For species names 
see legend to Figure 2. B) Structural features of the p-thymosinactin binding module as present 
in human thymosinp4 (NP_066932) (see text for details). C) X-ray based structure of the com
plexes of monomeric actin with ciboulot^^ (left, 1SQK, residues 10-34 of ciboulot repeat 1 are 
visible), with a hybrid consisting ofgelsolin residues 27-152 and the C-terminal part of thymosinp4 
(residues 21-43)^^ (middle, 1T44, residues 21 to 39 of thymosinp4 are visible and indicated) 
and with an analogous hybrid in which the gelsolin sequence is fused to ciboulot residues 
72-129 (right, 2FF6, ciboulot residues 73-89 are visible and indicated).^^ The gelsolin part of 
the hybrid maintains actin in the monomeric state."^^ N, C respectively indicate the amino- and 
carboxytermini of the actin molecule or gelsolin hybrid, subdomains 1 to 4 of actin are indi
cated. Actin is in grey, the gelsolin part of the hybrid in light yellow, ciboulot repeat 1 (left) or 
2 (right) repeat residues and p-thymosin residues (middle) are in red; actin associated divalent 
kation, ATP/ADP and latrunculin are in dark yellow, light and dark green respectively. 
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and containing a hydrophobic triplet (hxxhxxh). C-terminally of the central motif is a stretch 
of amino acids that can be defined by a (loose) consensus sequence: 'x[T/S/V/P]x[E/D/V/ 
I]KN[P/T]L' (linker 2 in Fig. IB) connecting to a second a-helix initiating at a proline 
(residues Pro-29 until Ala-40 in thymosinp4). We note that in contrast to P-thymosin pro
teins (single and multirepeat), the sequence C-terminally of the motif is not conserved in 
WH2-repeats. 

Using amino acid substitutions we have been able to pinpoint residues in thymosinp4 
that are essential in actin interaction. We showed the contribution to actin binding of three 
hydrophobic amino acids (Fig. IB) and of positively charged residues in the aminoterminal 
helix 1 as well as the crucial role of residues 1 and 2 of the motif ^̂ '̂ '̂"̂ ^ In addition, little 
mutational tolerance is allowed at position four of the motif ^ These data derived from 
mutagenesis studies are corroborated by 3D-structural studies (NMR and X-ray diffraction) 
on single or multirepeat P-thymosins in free or actin monomer bound conditions. Like 
P-thymosins,^'^ the larger proteins do not adopt a single stable fold in the uncomplexed state 
(ciboulot, tetraThymosinP) ' and, as in thymosinp4, actin binding is proposed to stabi
lize a unique conformation. Crystals formed by the three-repeat ciboulot from D. melanogaster 
and one actin molecule, allowed visualizing the interface between the N-terminal a-helix of 
repeat 1 of ciboulot and the hydrophobic cleft formed by actin subdomain 1 and 3 as well as 
the interaction of the central motif of repeat 1 near the nucleotide binding loops in actin 
(Fig. IC, left panel).^^ The central motif contacts actin in an extended conformation, as 
already predicted by binding studies on thymosinp4-mutants. ' The corresponding part 
of the WH2-domain was recently shown to follow the same path."^ The suggested contact 
site of the second half of the P-thymosin repeat in actin lies across subdomain 2 and extends 
towards the top of this subdomain where it may putatively interfere with an actin-actin 
contact in F-actin. This was shown for the classical thymosinp4 by NMR^^ and by X-ray 
crystallography (Fig. IC, middle panel). Recently the interface of the C-terminal half of 
ciboulot repeat 2 was determined: it follows the same path as the second half of thymosinp4 
except that the C-terminal sequence (corresponding to helix 2 in thymosinp4) is not ordered 
(Fig. IC, right).^' 

How well the binding models, arising from combining the cibl-structures (N-terminal 
half including the tetrapeptide motif) either with that of thymosinp4 or cib2 (C-terminal 
half) in Figure IC, will be applicable to each of the different modules in multirepeat 
proteins will depend on their degree of similarity to the typical p-thymosin sequence. 
The primary structures of all family members are aligned in Figure 2. We introduced 
repeat-boundaries, in part based on the strongly conserved nature of the 28-repeat 
thypedin protein displaying higher identity between alternate repeats (i.e., 1 with 3, 5 
etc and 2 with 4, 6 etc.) and in part on alignment with the thymosinp4 sequence. With 
the exception of the thypedin protein and the Mus musculus double repeat, the repeats 
within one protein have significantly diverged in primary structure: interrepeat sequence 
identity varies between 37 and 51% in the related Hermissenda five-repeat protein CSP29, 
between 25 and 46% in Caenorhabditis elegans tetraThymosinp^ and between 47 and 
G7% in D. melanogaster ciboulot.^ As reported by Crow et al,^^ this degree in similarity 
is largely retained upon comparing repeats derived from these different proteins. The 
alignment in Figure 2 demonstrates the conservation in this family of the tetrapeptide 
motif, of the second linker sequence, of the start of the second a-helix and of a number 
of charged residues within this helix. The two repeat variants, especially those from pro-
tists deviate most strongly in primary structure from the consensus homology sequence. 
The amino acids constituting the hydrophobic patch in the N-terminal a-helix are also 
largely conserved although more mutational tolerance is observed here. Putatively some 
plasticity is possible in fitting this helix in the hydrophobic groove on actin. The ob
served sequence differences may of course affect the affinities and even function of the 
different repeats. 
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Figure2. Sequencealignment of multirepeatp-thymosin proteins. Thealignmentemphasizes the 
repeated structure of the proteins. Proteins displayed are NP_066932 (thymosinp4) from Homo 
sapiens (Hs), AAW82079 (thypedin) from Hydra vulgaris (Hv) (only repeats 1 and 2 are shown), 
BAC57524from Ciona intestinalis{minus iWst 85 residues), splice variants AAN08023 (Csp-29) 
and AAN08025 (Csp-24)from Hermissendacrassicornis{\-\c), NP_509430(tetraThymosinp, tip) 
from Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce), BP:CBP05424 from Caenorhabditis briggsae, splice variants 
XP_623926 and a non-annotated transcript from Apis mellifera, splice variants AAN09116 
(ciboulot A) and AAF45919 (ciboulot C) from Drosophila melanogaster(Dm), XP_310894 from 
Anopheles gambiae sir. PEST, AA092284from Dermacentor variabilis, AAX30141 from Schis
tosoma japonicum, NP_997150from Musmusculus, P18281 oractobindin from Acanthamoeba 
castellanii, XP_646040 from Dictyostelium discoideum, 015602 from Entamoeba histolytica. 
Numerous homologs in invertebrate animals where (partial) EST information is available are not 
taken up. Strongly similar residues within the conserved features (see Fig. 1 B) are in blue, the 
hydrophobic patch (as found in thymosinp4)^^ is boxed; numbers indicate the sequence seg
ments of the particular proteins, * indicates the carboxyterminus of the proteins. Because of 
stronger divergence the Protista homologs are shown separately at the bottom. 
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Biochemical Studies Reveal Functional Versatility 
within the p-Thymosin Repeats in Affecting Actin Dynamics 

The classical P-thymosins are actin monomer sequestering proteins that are able to shift the 
dynamic equilibrium between G- and F-actin towards the monomeric form (Fig. 3A). In cells 
they are the major sequestering proteins and believed to control the monomer reserve in a 
concentration dependent fashion. As expected from their high similarity with these classical 
p-thymosins, full-length multirepeat p-thymosin proteins as well as their individual repeats 
interact with actin monomers. This has been shown via various experimental approaches for D. 
melanogaster ciboulot,^'^^ for Acanthamoeba castellanii actobindin^^'^^ and for C elegans 
tetraThymosinp.^ ^ For the Csp24 repeat protein from H. crassicornis and for thypedin from H. 
vulgaris actin binding was confirmed using coimmunoprecipitation from total tissue lysates. ' 
Monomer binding results in inhibition of nucleotide exchange on the actin monomer (demon
strated for ciboulot and actobindin) similar as was reported for single repeat p-thymosins.^^'^ 
Ciboulot and actobindin also display preferential binding to ATP-bound actin monomers in 
line with the binding or sequestration of polymerization competent monomers.^^ 

As stated above, also individual repeats of the multirepeat P-thymosins interact with actin 
monomers. We demonstrated this for all four repeats of tetraThymosinP that were studied 
under form of chemical peptides and within full-length variants in which three out of four 
repeats carried a detrimental motif-mutation.^ ^ Also repeat 1 as well as repeat 2 and 3 of ciboulot 
interact with G-actin.^^'^^ TetraThymosinP interacts, under G-actin binding conditions, si
multaneously with at least three actin monomers.^ ^ Also for actobindin a stoichiometry of one 
with two actin monomers has been reported. Binding affinities obtained for ciboulot and 
tetraThymosinP do not differ substantially from affinities derived for single repeat proteins 
suggesting the absence of cooperativity in monomer binding. Based on these biochemical data 
and recent structural data, one can extrapolate that the multirepeated nature provides all 
members of this family the capacity to interact simultaneously with multiple monomers. The 
elongated three-dimensional structure of these proteins is able to accommodate for this, as also 
suggested by in silico modeling. '̂ ' ^ 

Intriguingly, we have been able to show that 2 out of four repeats of C. elegans protein 
tetraThymosinP and the full-length protein interact with the polymerized form of actin. ̂ ' Re
peats that display F-actin binding are no longer able to sequester actin monomers (in the presence 
of capped barbed filament ends (see also below)). We demonstrated this using isolated repeats 
and full-length variants in which three out of four repeats where inactivated by mutations within 
the motif (see Fig. 8 in ref 11). The F-actin binding activity is most evident for repeat 3 that, 
surprisingly, is highly similar in sequence to thymosinp4. Analogously, Aguda et al recently 
reported that also ciboulot repeats 2 and 3 display the capacity to interact with actin filaments. 

In studying the actin monomer sequestering capacity of these proteins, a major difference 
with the classical P-thymosins was observed. The latter prevent polymerization of bound actin 
monomers independent of the status of the barbed ends of the actin filaments they are incu
bated with. However Boquet et al̂  reported that ciboulot only efficiently sequesters actin when 
barbed end of actin filaments are capped. This suggests that actins, bound to ciboulot, are com
petent to associate with a free barbed end (Fig. 3A). This activity is reminiscent of the activity of 
another actin monomer binding protein profilin.^^ Profilin-actin complexes are considered as 
actin monomer-delivery systems for free barbed ends. Upon binding the barbed end, profilin 
dissociates. An limited sequestering capacity and elongation-promoting function has also been 
demonstrated for actobindin and for tetraThymosinP using the same sequestering assay. 

In light of the biochemical experiments it is logical to correlate the functional dissimilarity 
between these multirepeat proteins and the single repeat P-thymosins to their multirepeated 
nature. For tetraThymosinp, we proposed a model that underlies the elongation promoting ac
tivity as a result of cooperative action of all four repeats (Fig. 3B).̂ ^ This model is based on the 
stoichiometry of the complex with actin, the observed preferential F-actin-binding of certain 
repeats (especially repeat 3) and on the fact that full elongation promoting activity of 
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Figure 3. Effects of multirepeat p-thymosins on actin dynamics. A) Actin polymerization cycle 
showing the dynamic equilibrium between G- and F-actin and the associated nucleotide 
hydrolysis and exchange steps. Thymosinp4 sequesters ATP-actin monomers. By contrast 
multirepeat p-thymosins bind multiple actin monomers and also have the capacity to deliver 
the bound actin monomer to a free barbed end, thereby promoting barbed end elongation, but 
not to a capped barbed filament end. TetraThymosinp and ciboulot repeat 1 are shown as 
representative for the activities of the multirepeat proteins (see text for details). B) Proposed 
mechanism by which tetraThymosinp assists in filament elongation. TetraThymosinp repeat 3 
(darker blue) is contacting the filament, whereupon actin monomers bound to repeats 1, 2 and 
4 can be transferred to the filament. Color code is as in (A). 

tetraThymosinp is critically dependent on repeat 3 and only displayed by the full-length protein 
having four active repeats. ̂ ^ In brief, tetraThymosinp binds actin filaments via repeat 3 and in 
this ŵ ay brings the actin monomers associated to the other repeats (1,2,4) in close proximity to 
the grov îng barbed end (Fig. 3B). A mechanism of this kind is expected to strongly contribute to 
the efficiency of barbed end elongation. How^ release of actin bound molecules is mediated is 
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presently unknown, although G/F-transitions in the bound actin may play a role. In addition, 
the binding of the aminoterminal helix of one repeat may modulate the binding by the 
carboxyterminal helix of the previous repeat."̂  '"̂ ^ This same mechanistic model, with some adap
tation, is also proposed for actobindin and ciboulot by Aguda et al including a concept, based 
on in silico modeling, that multiple repeats may associate with longitudinally related actin protomers 
within a filament. We note that this activity model bears similarity to the one recently suggested 
for the nucleation activity of spire, a protein that contains four WH2-repeats in tandem. 

Interestingly, Hertzog et al '̂̂ ^ have established that the first repeat of ciboulot has inherent 
capacity to promote actin filament elongation, even isolated from the rest of the ciboulot pro
tein. They were able to show that specific residues in the motif and in the secondary a-helix of 
ciboulot repeat 1 are important in this activity since substituting these amino acids on the 
corresponding positions in thymosinp4 attributes the barbed end elongation promoting activ
ity to thymosinp4. 

Based upon recent structural data for the ^-thymosin module and the related 
WH2-module^^'^ '"̂ ^ it has been suggested that monomer sequestering activity versus the ca
pacity to function in nucleation or in elongation promoting activity by a p-thymosin module 
or a WH2-domain is mainly related to the binding affinity of the aminoterminal helix, to the 
orientation of the P-thymosin linker 2 on actin subdomain 2 and to the binding of the C-terminal 
p-thymosin a-helix at an actin-actin-interface. This appears valid when comparing classical 
p-thymosins with typical WH2-domain proteins that lack strong conservation carboxyterminally 
of the motif However when considering the activity of the modules of the multirepeat 
P-thymosins in relation to their sequence identity with the single p-thymosins, the function 
predictive potential based on primary structure becomes less evident. Atypical repeats (e.g re
peat 4 in tetraThymosinP) still sequester monomers whereas a highly conserved repeat (e.g., 
repeat 3 in tetraThymosinp) no longer sequesters. The minimal substitutions allowing the 
sequestration/profilin-like activity switch for a single repeat also demonstrate that subtle changes 
in the motif of and/or following the motif can drastically modulate the function of this actin 
binding domain. Most likely the functionality is highly dependent on the motif sequence (our 
unpublished data) and to the extent in which the motif- and linker 2-contact near the actin 
hinge region affects the conformation of the bound monomer, as also suggested by recent 
studies by Dedova et al. Based hereupon, monomer sequestering could even occur without a 
p-thymosin-actin contact directly competing with the actin-actin contact at subdomain 2. 

The current data on multirepeat P-thymosins already reveal that a high level of versatility is 
possible within P-thymosin module and indicate that we are still far from being able to predict 
function from sequence, even for this fairly homologous family of proteins. Moreover, the 
interplay or synergistic action of the multiple repeats, as we showed for tetraThymosinp, will 
be important in understanding the functionality of these proteins. 

Multirepeat P-Thymosins Are Essential in Neuronal Development 
and Plasticity and/or in Reproduction 

For a number of multirepeat P-thymosins localization and effects of absence of the protein 
have been determined in vivo. TetraThymosinp is expressed throughout worm life and found 
enriched in regions of high actin dynamics.^ ̂  In embryos, it is recruited to the developing pri
mary nerve bundle (termed nerve ring) concomitant with the appearance of actin rich structures 
at this site (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, tetraThymosinp is absent from this neural structure in adults 
indicating it is only present at times that actin polymerization is effectively required. A striking 
feature is the colocalization of tetraThymosinp in the cortex of oocytes present in distal ends of 
adult gonads suggesting a role in oocyte maturation (Fig. 4B). This cortical actin in the oocyte is 
hypothesized to be important for resisting mechanical stress during the ovulation process. 
TetraThymosinP'' animals indeed display strong defects in oocyte maturation as shown in Figure 
4C (right panel) are misshapen (dumpy phenotype) and die as young adults. They probably 
survive to adulthood due to the presence of protein of maternal origin in the embryo. 
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Figure 4. In vivo role of C e/eganstetraThymosinp. A) Immunolocalization of tetraThymosinp 
(left) and actin (middle) at different phases of embryonic development (scalebar, 10 mm). In 
the right panel, colocalization is visualised (red: tetraThymosinp, green: actin, blue: 
DAPI-staining).'n' indicatesthe siteofthe nerve ring. B) Immunolocalization of tetraThymosinp 
(left panel) and actin (right) in the dissected adult gonad (D, distal tip; Sp, spermatheca; O, 
oocytes) (scalebar, 50 mm). TetraThymosinp localizes to the cytoplasm and the cortex (arrow
heads in tetraThymosinp staining) of the oocytes and to the inside edges of the membrane 
cubicles (arrows in tetraThymosinp staining) surrounding germ cell nuclei. C) Dissected adult 
gonads(D, distal tip; Sp, spermatheca; O, oocytes) from a WT (left panel) or tth-1 (tetraThymosinp 
encoding gene) homozygote mutant (right panel) were stained for actin (scalebar, 50 mm). 
Actin is accumulated at the cortex of the oocytes (left, arrows) in WT but absent in the tth-1 
mutant (right, arrows). In the tth-1 mutant, deformed oocytes are found in the spermatheca. 
Reprinted with permission from: Van Troys M et al. Mol Biol Ceil 2004; 15(10):4735-4748, 
©2004 The American Society for Cell Biology.^^ 
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Ciboulot-knock out animals also display significant defects, in particular in the postembry-
onic brain.^ Ciboulot is expressed in the larval, pupae and adult stage but enriched in the 
central brain during metamorphoses. In ciboulot deficient animals, specific neuronal outgrowths 
are incomplete, whereas ciboulot overexpression results in overgrowth of these specific neu
ronal structures. This indicates that ciboulot activity and its correcdy balanced concentration 
are essential in these actin dependent migratory steps. Along the same line and conform the 
established biochemical activity of ciboulot in promoting actin polymerisation, doubling the 
amount of D. melanogaster profilin rescues the phenotype in ciboulot knockout organisms. 

The ortholog Csp24 of the sea slug H. crassicomis is also expressed in neural and sensory 
structures for which activity or reorganization is suggested to involve actin dynamics.^^ Crow 
et al have been able to correlate the function of this protein with the formation of intermedi
ate memory upon conditional training using anti-sense approaches. Intriguingly, this protein is 
increasingly phosphorylated during conditioning in a Rho/ROCK and a cyclin dependent 
kinase 5 dependent manner. Csp24 is the only family member thus far for which regulation 
by posttranslational modification has been reported. 

Current data in different organisms consistendy underscore an important role for the 
multirepeat P-thymosins in different actin based processes during development or in reproduc
tion in line with their in vitro derived capacity to assist and modulate actin polymerization. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Wasp and W\VE Family Proteins 
Emanuela Frittoli, Andrea Disanza and Giorgio Scita* 

Abstract 

The dynamic turnover of actin filaments generates the forces driving cellular motile 
processes. A key factor of actin polymerization is the de novo nucleation and 
elongation of actin filaments, which can be catalysed by a limited number of proteins 

or protein complexes, the best studied of which is the Arp2/3-complex. The activity of the 
Arp2/3 complex is tighdy regulated and controlled through signal-dependent association with 
nucleation promotion factors, like the WASP and WAVE family of proteins. An emerging 
common theme for these factors is that they act as coincident detectors of a variety of signaling 
pathways through the formation of large multi-molecular complexes. These complexes impose 
a strict spatial and temporal control on the activities of WASP and WAVE family proteins 
within the cells. They further contribute to fine tune Arp2/3-mediated branched actin fila
ment elongation so as to adapt its biochemical activity to a vast array of diverse cellular func
tions. In this chapter we will provide an overview of the most recent finding defining the 
composition and mode of regulation of the WAVE-, WASP- and N/WASP-based complexes in 
mediating distinct actin dynamics-based cellular processes. 

Introduction 
The dynamic assembly of actin filaments in response to extracellular signals is at the 

base of a wide range of fundamental cellular processes through which living cells change 
shape, extend protrusions like lamellipodia and filopodia, or wrap around a particle, like in 
a phagocytic cup.^'^ The bulk turnover of actin subunits is 100-200 times faster in cells 
than with pure actin, pointing to a complex regulation in vivo. Consistently, a large, reper
toire of actin-binding proteins regulates the dynamic assembly and spatial organization of 
actin filaments, thus orchestrating the motile behavior of cells. Among these are proteins 
that: (i) promote the nucleation of actin, like the Arp2/3 complex or formins; (ii) affect the 
depolymerization of filaments, like the actin-depolymerizing factor (ADF/cofilin) family; 
(iii) associate to monomeric actin, like profilin and beta-thymosin; (iv) capping proteins. 
Coordination and integration of the activities of this basic set of proteins is essential to 
control site-directed actin polymerization in vivo.^'^ Additionally complexity is emerging 
with the discovery that these proteins are, in turn, targets of various signaling pathways 
emanating from diverse extracellular stimuli, like those from the receptor tyrosine kinase 
(RTK) family 

A paradigmatic examples of these latter case is represented by a family of regulatory pro
teins, including WASP, N-WASP and WAVEs (1 ,2 , and 3). These proteins are capable to 
promote the assembly of three actin monomers into a trimer, the rate-limiting step of actin 
polymerization, by directly binding and controlling the nucleation promoting activity of the 
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Arp2/3 complex (for review see ref. 4). Notably, this "activated" protein assembly imposes a 
strict topological constrain on the growth of novel actin filaments, which can only elongate 
in a branched fashion leading to the formation of a dendritic array of actin meshwork. This 
is thought to be essential for the generation of a "stiff " actin network, with the actin fila
ment fast-growing barbed ends oriented toward the extending membranes, capable of pro
ducing and supporting the forces required for propulsion, like in the lamellae of migrating 
cells.^ Conversely, another mode of actin filaments elongation is catalyzed by formins, which 
directly bind filament barbed ends, and, independently from the Arp2/3 complex, catalyze 
processive growth of un-branched, linear actin filaments. Here we will specifically focus on 
the biochemical role, the biological function, and modes of signal-dependent regulation of 
the WASP and WAVE family proteins, emphasizing their common and distinct properties in 
mediating actin polymerization both in vitro, and more importantly in in vivo relevant cel
lular and biological processes. 

Promoting Branched Elongation of Actin Filaments 
through the Arp2/3 Complex 

A large body of biochemical and structural biological work has defined the paradigms through 
which WASP and N-WASP biochemical action is exerted, by direcdy binding and promoting 
the Arp2/3-dependent actin nucleation and branched elongation activity, a key, thermody-
namically un-favored step in the reaction of actin polymerization. '^ 

The discovery of the Arp2/3 complex,^ indeed, represented a milestone in the road to
ward understanding how dynamic actin turnover drives cell motility. Since dynamic assem
bly and disassembly of actin filaments was first put forward as a mechanism to account for 
ATP-dependent actin polymerization, and it was realized that cells had meshwork of actin 
filaments oriented to the periphery, the challenge has been the discovery of the underlying 
mechanisms explaining actin-based motility (reviewed in ref 3). The identifciation of the 
Arp2/3 complex provided the first structural and biochemical framework to account for this. 

The Arp2/3 complex was identified independently over a periods of few years following 
its initial isolation in Acanthamoeba by affinity chromatography on the actin binding pro
tein profiling. It consists of seven conserved polypeptides comprising the two actin related 
proteins Arp2 and Aip3, and five additional subunit commonly name according to their 
size (p40, p34, p21, p20 and pi6), but the Human Genome Organization (HUGO) no
menclature is less ambiguous (p40 = ARPCl, p34 = ARPC2, p21 = ARPC3, p20 = ARPC4, 
and p l6 = ARPC5). Chemical-crosslinking, yeast two hybrid analysis and genetic experi
ments led to a general model for the topological assembly of these seven units. This was 
largely confirmed and extended by recent structural analysis by cryo-electron microscopy,^ 
X-ray crystallography, and biochemical reconstitution experiments. The Arp2/3 com
plex is a disk-shaped, with Arp2 and 3 sitting at the side. Both Arps display an actin-like 
fold with the exception of an extended region inserted in Arp3. The heart of the complex is 
formed by ARPC2 and ARPC4, which are closely associated, forming a cradle-like structure 
completed by the amino terminal extension of ARPC5. ARPCl and ARPC3 form two basic 
surface patches that may serve as docking site for acidic-regions present in activators, like 
the WASP and WAVE family proteins. ̂ ^ Cryo-EM analysis revealed that this assembly sits 
at the branch junction of actin filaments, thus providing compelling evidence of its involve
ment in promoting branched filament elongation.^ Despite this wealth of information the 
precise mechanisms of how branched elongation is achieved by activated Arp2/3 still re
mains disputed. Two speculative models have been proposed for subunit organization of the 
Arp2/3 complex at junction. The first, based largely on structural observation proposes that 
the complex binds to the side of a preexisting filament. Under this scenario, Arp2 and Arp3 
assume an actin filament-like dimer configuration serving as a template for the initiation of 
daughter filaments in the barbed end direction. Another conceptually different model, 
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mainly derived from careful kinetic studies, suggested that the Arp2/3 complex induces 
branching and elongation at the barbed end, rather than on the side, of growing filaments. 
Whatever the case site-directed activation of the Arp2/3 complex was proved to be the 
essential and critical step in the promotion of branched filaments elongation. 

An important corollary and common finding of all these studies was that highly purified 
and isolated Arp2/3 complex has a poor capacity to initiate actin filament unless provided 
with ATP and activated primarily bv proteins called nucleation promoting factors (NPF), 
and secondarily by actin filaments.^' The first NPF identified was ActA from the intracel
lular pathogen Listeria. This protein hijacks host cell proteins to assemble an actin filament 
comet tail that propels the bacterium through the cytoplasm. Proteins with related mecha
nism of action include the WASP/NWASP and WAVE family,^^ whose function will be 
described in details below. 

Structural Features of VK\SP and N-VKi\SP and VKAVE Proteins 
The first member of this family of proteins, WASP, was identified as the gene mutated in 

human patients with Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS). WAS is characterized by severe de
fects in blood clotting and in the immune system, ̂ ^ consistent with the finding that WASP is 
only present in hematopoietic cells. Other tissues express the ubiquitous WASP related pro
tein, N-WASP, originally isolated from brain, ̂ '̂̂ ^ and WAVE, a WASP homologue, which was 
independendy identified in mammals and in Dictyostelium (named Scar). WAVEs define a 
subfamily of proteins, which include three members, WAVEl, 2, and 3, based on distinct 
structural features in their N-terminal portion (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. Modular domain organization of WASP, N-WASP and WAVE proteins. The various 
protein domains and regions are indicated: WH1 (WASP Homology 1) domain is conserved 
throughout evolution in WASP and N-WASP, but absent in the three WAVE isoforms, which 
instead harbor a WHD (WAVE homology domain). B indicates a stretch of basic amino acids 
mediating F-actin and (for WASP and N-WASP) PIP2 binding. GBD (GTPase binding domain) 
interacts directly with activated, GTP-loaded Cdc42. PPPPP indicates a proline-rich region 
containing SH3- and profilin- binding sites. V, C and A form the VGA (Verprolin homology, 
Cofilin homology and Acidic) modular, "output'' domain responsible for initiating the growth 
of new actin filaments by bringing together actin monomers and the actin-nucleating Arp2/3 
complex. Modified from: Stradal TE et al. Trends Cell Biol 14(6):303-311,2^ ©2004 with 
permission Elsevier. 
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All WASP and WAVE proteins share a similar modular organization with a conserved 
C-terminal domain and a larger and divergent N-terminal regulatory region (Fig. 1). The "out
put" domain consists of the VGA module, which promotes the growth of new actin filaments by 
linking actin monomers and the Arp2/3 complex. This occurs through a Verprolin homology 
domain (V, also called a WASP homology, WH2 domain) and a C-terminal acidic (A) region 
binding to an actin monomer^^ and Arp2/3 complex, respectively.^^ A conserved sequence (C), 
named Cofilin homology domain acts together with the V and A region,^ driving the confor
mational changes necessary to stimulate nucleation. The analysis of the catalytic properties of 
the VGA module of WASP, N-WASP, and WAVE! revealed that the isolated domains display 
unique kinetics of actin assembly reflecting slight but significant structural differences.'̂ ^ Thus, 
despite nearly equal affinity of the various VGA domains for binding to Arp2-3, the rate of actin 
nucleation can significandy differ, suggesting that a fine tuning in the catalytic process of activa
tion of Arp2/3 by VGA domains may result in different dynamic rates of actin assembly idti-
mately affecting the architecture of actin networks produced by the different NPFs. 

The overall conservation among all the WASP and WAVE family members within the 
G-terminal output domain, contrasts with the divergence of their N-terminal portion (Fig. 1). 
WASP and N-WASP display a common modular organization, including the WHl /EVHl 
(WASP homology/ENA VASP homology), a basic region, a GBD/GRIB (GTPases binding 
domain/Gdc42 and Rac Interactive Binding Domain) and a proline rich region. 

The WHl domain encompasses the first 150 amino acids. '̂"̂ ^ Its fiinctional significance is 
underscored by the observation that most of the identified mutations leading to the disease 
WAS mapped within this domain. ̂ ^ Notably, the N-WASP WH1 associates primarily and tighdy 
with a 25 motif residues of WIP, a member of a family of regulators of N-WASP mediated 
actin polymerization,^^ including WIGH and GR16.^^' Since mutations in W H l found in 
WAS patients may lead to disruption of the interaction with WIP family members, it is likely 
the WIP-WASP interaction is essential for the proper functional activity of the complex. 

The basic, GBD/GRIB domain, and the proline rich region have all been implicated in 
regulating WASP and N-WASP fimction by exerting or reverting auto-inhibitory interactions 
that block the activity of the "output" VGA domain. ' Binding to upstream activators re
lieves these inhibitory interactions.'^ '̂  For example, activated GTP-loaded Gdc42 associates 
with the GBD/GRIB motif, PIP2 (phosphatidylnositol 4, 5 phosphates) and F-actin bind to 
the basic region, and a plethora of SH3-containing proteins, '̂ '̂ and profilin^^ associate to 
the polyproline motives in the proline rich region (see below). 

The N-terminal region of WAVE proteins is less characterized. At variance from WASP and 
N-WASP, no GBD/GRIB motif and no W H l domain are present in WAVEs.^ The lack of a 
surface direcdy linking WAVEs to Rho GTPases indicated that these proteins are regulated in 
a different fashion with respect to WASP and N-WASP. Gonsistendy, WAVEs N-terminal re
gion, defined as WHD (WAVE homology domain), is highly conserved among WAVEl ,2 and 
3 and across evolution. The WHD domain does not associates to WIP family. It was, instead, 
found to mediate a direct binding to Abil,^^ a scaffolding molecule originally identified as an 
interactor of the nonreceptor tyrosine kinase, Abl,^^ and involved in Ras to Rac signaling. ^ 
This interaction drives the assembly of a WAVE-based macromolecular complex, which, in 
turn, mediates a direct association to activated Rac, and regulates in vitro WAVE2 Arp2/3-de-
pendent actin 

polymerization.^^'^^'^2 p^^^ î̂ ^ ̂ ^^^^^ ^^ ̂ ^ g p ^ j N-WASP, WAVE contains a 
basic motif and a proline rich region. The latter mediates the association with the insulin 
receptor substrate, IRSp53, which has been implicated in physically linking WAVE2 to Rac."̂ ^ 
The former was recendy shown to mediate binding with PIP3 (phosphatidylnositol 3, 4, 5 
phosphates), which was proposed to spatially restrict WAVE localization at the leading edge of 
membrane protrusions. 

WASP, N-WASP and WAVE are regulated in vivo through protein:protein interactions 
functioning in distinct actin dynamics-based processes in cells and organisms. 
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N-VK\SP Mediated Actin Polymerization Events 
As mentioned, WASP and N-WASP associate to a plethora of binding partners most of 

which are canonical signaling proteins.^^ These signaling intermediates are thought to act in a 
concerted manner, imposing a strict control on the extent, duration and location of WASP and 
N-WASP activity (Fig. 2). 

A. 

embrane 

B. 

Membrane 

Stimulatory Signal 
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Figure 2. Model of activation of N-WASP by multiple signals. In un-stimulated cells, WASP and 
N-WASPare locked in an auto-inhibited state, which is aided by the association with WIPfamily 
proteins. A) A number of stimulatory events, like those emanating from of a variety of activated 
membrane receptors, may lead to increase and localized PIP2 production and Cdc42 activa
tion. Cooperative binding of PIP2 and Cdc42, to the B region and the GBD domain of N-WASP, 
respectively, causes a conformational change, resulting in release of the C-terminus and en
abling the activation of Arp2/3 with the ensuing formation of branched actin filaments. B) PIP2 
may also uncap filament barbed ends, favouring actin polymerization. Additionally interaction 
with a number of SH3-domain-containing proteins, including Toca-1, and post-translational 
modifications, like phosphorylation, cooperate in modulating the activity of N-WASP. W H 1 , 
WASP homology domain; B, basic region; PPP, proline-rich region; V, Verprolin Homology 
domain; C, Cofilin Homology domain; A, acidic region; SH3, Src homology 3 domain. Modified 
fromiStradal TE et al. Trends Cell Biol 14(6):303-311,^^ ©2004 with permission Elsevier. 
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Until recently, it was widely accepted that N-WASP existed as an auto-inhibited monomer, 
reflecting its in vitro biochemical properties. The binding of N-WASP to activators, particu
larly Cdc42 and PIP2, would relieve this inhibitory interaction.^ This provided a simple and 
elegant model accounting for signalling-dependent modulation of N-WASP-mediated actin 
polymerization. Recendy, however, biochemical approaches indicated that N-WASP and WASP 
are mainly bound to WIP family members, like the brain specific CR16^^ or WIP. ' More 
importandy, WIP binding to N-WASP was shown to stabilize, at least in vitro, its inactive 
conformation, supporting the notion that the WIP-N-WASP complex is the relevant 
auto-inhibited signaling unit, whose modes of regulation may differs from that of isolated 
N-WASP."̂ "̂  Consequendy, Ho and colleagues, using Xenopus egg extracts, identified a novel 
protein, Toca-1 (Transducer of Cdc42-dependent actin assembly), required for full, 
Cdc42-induced activation of the WIP-WASP complex. Toca-1 has the structural features of a 
typical effector/adaptor molecule being capable of directly associating to activated Cdc42, via 
its HRl- and to N-WASP via its SH3-domain. The addition of Toca-1 to native WIP-WASP 
complex, but not to isolated N-WASP was necessary for Cdc42 and PIP2-mediated activation. 
Consistendy, Toca-1 was also shown to be required for PMA-induced vesicle rocketing, which 
stricdy depends on WASP or N-WASP. ^ This finding, while highlighting a level of unexpected 
complexity on the physiological regulation of WASP and N-WASP, also raised a number of 
additional issues. Biochemically, whether the binding of Toca-1 to WASP displaces WIP or 
changes the overall conformation of the WIP-N-WASP complex, exposing its VGA domain, 
has not been defined. Similarly, the overall topology of a putative Cdc42/Toca-l/WIP/WASP 
complex remains to be elucidated. More biological complexity also comes from the observation 
that Toca-1 is a member of a highly conserved three-gene family comprising Cip4, FBP17 and 
Toca-1. It is unclear, yet, whether these proteins have overlapping functions with respect to 
their presumed functional role on WASP. A recent intriguing observation indicated that Cip4, 
FBP17 and Toca-1 all share a conserved N-terminal domain which extend with respect to the 
previously identified, but functionally uncharacterized FCH (Fes/Cip4 Homology) domain, to 
include coil-coiled helices resembling overall a specialized BAR (Bin-Amphyphisin-RSV) do
main, named F-BAR. ^ BAR domain are generally found in endocytic proteins (for review see 
ref 50), and are capable of binding lipid bi-layers, sensing their curvature and inducing their 
tubidation. Accordingly Cip4, FBP17 and Toca-1 were found to lead to formation of lipid 
tubulation both in vitro and in vivo and to act in concert with Dynamin, a GTPase mediating 
constriction and fission of lipid vesicles and tubules during the process of endocytosis. ^ This 
together with the finding that Toca-1 can control also the WIP-WASP complex provide a direct 
molecular framework connecting WASP and N-WASP-mediated actin assembly with mem
brane traffic and endocytosis. Finally, the importance of WIP family protein in regulation of 
WASP activity found further support in the observation that the complex appears to be con
served also in lower organism, like the nematodes.^^ In this organism, individual ablation by 
RNAi of eidier WIP-1 or WSP-1 (the C elegans homologue of WASP and N-WASP, respec
tively) leads to embryonic lethality due to ventral closure defects. Furthermore and more 
importandy, biochemical and genetic interaction between WIP-1 and WSP-1 could be shown. 

All these studies highlighted an important concept whereby WASP and N-WASP func
tional activity stricdy depends on its engagement into distinct macromolecular complexes which 
likely act by functionally specifying N-WASP activity in different biological processes. This 
may also account for the large and ever growing number of N-WASP binding partners. As a 
result WASP and N-WASP were demonstrated to play a versatile role in actin assembly events 
at the plasma membrane or at vesicles. For instance, N-WASP null fibroblasts fail to support 
the movement of endosomal vesicles evoked by increased PIP2 or phosphotyrosine levels, a 
phenotype which can be restored by re-expression of either N-WASP or WASP. ^ WASP is 
essential for the formation of podosomes, specialized actin-rich adhesive structure and several 
lines of evidence link WASP and N-WASP to receptor-mediated endocytosis. WASP deficiency is 
accompanied by impaired endocytosis of the T-cell antigen receptor.^^ Moreover, WASP and 
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N-WASP are known to interact with a variety of encloqn;ic proteins, like syndapin, intersectin, 
cortactin and indirecdy with dynamin. '̂  By employing two-colours TIRF microscopy direct 
visualisation of recruitment of actin and N-WASP accompanying internalisation of single 
clathrin-coated pits could be achieved.^ '̂̂ ^ Finally, endocytic defects (reduced rate of initial 
internalisation^ and increased levels of cell-surface membrane receptors) were observed in 
cells ablated for N-WASP expression by genetic deletion^^ or by RNA-interference.^^ 

The endocytic function ofWASP and N-WASP are evolutionary conserved. The only WASP/ 
Scar-family member in yeast. Las 17 (also termed Beelp) is an important constituent of the 
cortical actin patches, crucial for endocytosis and polarity. Like in vertebrates N-WASP, Las 17 
binds to verprolin (the yeast WIP-family homologue), and to the yeast Toca-1 homologue, 
BZZlp. Moreover, it is transiendy recruited to endocytic clathrin patches together with a vari
ety of additional actin regulatory proteins, which represent constitutive and essential compo
nents of the endocytic machinery. '̂ 

Another level of signal-integration and N-WASP modulation is achieved by post-translational 
modifications. Both, WASP and N-WASP are phosphorylated on serine and tyrosine residues. 
First, phosphorylation of a serine located within the VGA domain increases its affinity for 
Arp2/3 complex.^ Second, cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases can phosphorylate WASP and N-WASP 
on a central tyrosine, ' which is only accessible to both kinases and phosphatases in the 
activated state of N-WASP, i.e., not in the auto-inhibited conformation, and thus suggesting 
an additional mechanism for N-WASP regulation through molecular memory. 

V^VE-Complexes Acts as Signaling Machineries 
in Cellular Protrusions 

There are three structurally conserved WAVE proteins (WAVEl, 2, and 3) present in mam
mals. They all display constitutive activity, and mediate actin remodelling by indirectly associ
ating to Rac. The insulin receptor substrate IRSp53 was identified as the first potential link 
between WAVE2 and Rac. ^ However, while a complex including Rac-IRSp53-WAVE2 could 
be reconstituted in vitro, it did not significandy affect the nucleating promoting function of 
WAVE2. ^ Alternative and more complex mechanisms to control WAVEs via Rac have been 
recendy proposed and stimulated a controversial debate. ' WAVEl, from brain lysates, was 
found to be associated with three other proteins: Napl,^^ PIR121/Sra-1, identified as a Rac 
effector'̂ ^ and HSPC300.^^ Abi-2, an Abl interactor, was also found part of this complex. 
This complex (hereafter referred to as WAVE-complex) was unable to stimulate actin polymer
ization in in vitro assays. Addition of active Rac induced the disassembly of the inhibitory 
Napl-PIR121 sub-complex from the active WAVE1-HSPC300 unit^^ (Fig. 3A). More re
cendy, in vivo and in vitro reconstitution experiments challenged this attractive inhibitory 
model arguing, instead, for a positive mode of regulation exerted by the assembly of WAVE 
into a Abil-Napl-PIR121 complex. Moreover, the addition of activated Rac did not disrupt 
the complex^^' (Fig. 3B). Notwithstanding these differences, it is generally accepted that the 
great majority of cellular WAVE proteins'^ are engaged in stable complexes containing only 
HSPC300, WAVE, Abil, Napl and PIRl 21, which assemble in a precise order such that Abil 
and Napl sit at the core of the complex linking WAVE and HSPC300 on one hand, and the 
Rac effector, PIR121/Sra-1, on the other. ^ This topology is highly conserved from Drosophila 
to C. elegans and Dictyostelium, but also in plants.^^ Additionally, in vivo, all the components of 
WAVE-complex are rapidly and simultaneously relocalized to leading edges of extending mem
brane protrusion in response to Rac activation. This suggests that the complex *moves" as a 
whole. Consistently, removal of any of the subunits disrupts the localization of the others.^^' ̂  
The development of FRET probes, however, exploiting the close proximity of Napl to Abil 
and WAVE2 would be needed to unequivocally validate this assumption. Furthermore, re
moval of single subunits results in downregulation of the other subunits, probably by protein 
degradation>-^''^''-^5 
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Figure 3, viewed on previous page. Models for the activation of the WAVE-containing com
plexes. A) In resting, nonmotilecells, WAVE proteins are assembled inastablecomplex including 
Ab i l , Nap1, PIR/Sra1 and HSPC300 (H-3). The soluble and native complex isolated from lysate 
appear to be unable to bind Arp2/3 and stimulate actin polymerization."^^'^® However, reconsti-
tution of the same complex using purified components resulted, instead, in an active 
WAVE-complex capable of promoting Arp2/3-mediated branched elongation.^® The reason for 
this discrepancy remains to be investigated (see text for details). Whatever the case actin poly
merization induced by WAVE must be kept inhibited in the cytoplasm. Under these conditions, 
filaments exist but barbed ends are mostly capped by capping proteins (CP),®^ thereby preventing 
u nwanted acti n polymerization. B) Fol lowi ng Rac sti mu lation, by activation of membrane recep
tors, for instance, coordination between uncapping of filaments and de novo actin nucleation 
occurs. This is achieved through the site-restricted production of PIP2,®^ which negatively regu
lates the activity of capping proteins, and PIP3, which may aid in spatially restricting the activity 
of WAVE to protruding leading edges. Rac activation following RTK stimulation is proposed to 
exert a activation of the WAVE-complex though two distinct modalities that are at least, in part, 
still highly debated: B) according to this model the WAVE complex, which remain stables even 
upon direct binding to GTP-loaded Rac, relocalizes to the leading edges. The integrity of the 
complex is necessary for Rac-mediated relocalization.^®'^^''^'^ C) An alternative mode of action 
has also been proposed according to which the assembly of a WAVE1 -HSPC300-Nap1 -PIR121 
complex would result in trans-inhibition of WAVE1 activity, which could be relieved following 
binding to activated Rac by disruption of the complex in distinct subunits.^® However, no 
additional evidence has been provided supporting the Rac-induced disruption of the 
WAVE-complex. Thus, a possible reconciling view between these models is that while the WAVE 
complex is highly stable, additional events may intervene in either negative regulating its activity 
in the cytoplasm or promoting its activation at the plasma membranes. WHD, WAVE Homology 
domain; B, basic region; PPP, proline-rich region; V, Verprolin Homology domain; C, Cofilin 
Homology domain; A, acidic region; SH3, Src homology 3 domain. 

The apparent discrepancies between two possible mechanisms of activation, dissociation 
versus stable activation, may reflect diflferent experimental set-ups. Alternatively, multiple "ac
tivating" switches may contribute to the regulation of WAVE-complex activity in vivo (Fig. 3). 
The basic region of WAVE, for instance, was recently shown to bind PIP3. PIP3 was con
cluded to be of major importance in recruiting WAVE2 to leading edges of membrane protru
sion even in the presence of a dominant negative Rac or of Latrunculin A, a G-actin sequester
ing compound. Furthermore, a WAVE2 mutant impaired in PIP3 binding inhibited the 
formation of lamellipodia. Despite the fact that it was not tested whether the actin polymer
ization activity or the association of WAVE2 to its binding partners was affected by PIP3, it is 
reasonable to assume that the localized and restricted production of this phospholipid may 
participate in the proper recruitment/regulation of the WAVE. 

Phosphorylation may also regulate WAVE2 activity. WAVE2 was shown to be a substrate of 
the nonreceptor tyrosine kinase, Abl.^ Notably, Abil is required to couple Abl and WAVE2. 
Whether this modification activates WAVE2-mediated actin polymerization or it is necessary 
for its proper localization remains to be demonstrated. 

Finally, additional WAVE-complex binding partners may also participate in optimally 
modulating either the activity or the localization underneath the plasma membranes. These 
interactors would be expected to act either transiently in association with the WAVE com
plex or in subcellular compartments, like the plasma membranes. Thus, they may have es
cape purification procedures, which inevitably relay on the solubility of all the components. 
An intriguing candidate to serve this role may be represented by IRSp53, which is clearly not 
a core component of the WAVE-complex, but may become associated exclusively at the 
leading edges, where it appears to be highly enriche d̂ ^ (Fig. 3). Similarly, WAVE2 was also 
shown to bind to Rac-specific GTPase activating protein (GAP), WRP, which may act as a 
signal terminator for Rac.^^ Thus, the WAVE2-based complex may act as bona fide macro-
molecular detector with a built-in intrinsic mode of positive and negative regulation, which 
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ultimately determines its final biological outcome. More experimental work is likely to shed 
some light in this direction and hopefully lead to a scenario capable of reconciling all the 
experimental observations made providing a more compelling model of how WAVE proteins 
are regulated. 

The molecular complexity of the WAVE-complex may also account for the discrepancy 
among the biological phenotypes observed following individual removal of single compo
nents of the complex, in different model organisms. Individual removal of WAVE2, Abil, 
Napl/Kette or PIR121/Sra-1, in either mammalian or Drosophila cells, impairs the forma
tions of membrane protrusions.^^' '̂-̂ "̂ '̂ ^ Similarly, in plants, removal of the WAVE plant 
homologue,^^ results in distorted trichomes, which is phenocopied by removal of the plant 
homologues of PIR121 (PIRP/PIROGI/AtPIR) or Napl (NAPP/NAPP/GNARLED/ 
AtNAP).^^ Surprisingly, instead, knock-out of PirA, the Dictyostelium homologue of PIR121,^^ 
resulted in uncontrolled, elevated actin polymerization and disregulated membrane protru
sions, which was genetically dependent on WAVE, suggestive of an inhibitory role of PIR121 
on WAVE, despite WAVE was barely detectable in these cells.^^ Conversely, removal of the 
Napl homologues in Dictyostelium, reduces pseudopodia formations'"^ and resembles the 
WAVE/Scar null phenotype ^ in agreement with a positive role of Napl in controlling WAVE 
activity. On the first glimpse, these results appear contradictory. Dictyostelium, however, are 
professional movers, displaying an amoeboid-type of motility, which may only in part be 
mediated by WAVE-complex based actin assembly or whose WAVE-complex components 
may have acquired additional functions and biochemical properties. Notably, behaviour of 
the PirA knock-out Dictyostelium cells is reminiscent of the phenotype reported for WASP 
deficiency,'^ suggesting a connection of WAVE and WASP-mediated pathways. Biochemical 
characterization of the Dictyostelium WAVE-, and WASP- based complexes would be re
quired to shed some lights on this issue. Similarly complex, removal of Kette, the Drosophila 
homologue of Nap l , led to a disorganized actin distribution, which was partly 
WAVE-dependent, suggesting an antagonizing function exerted by Napl/Kette on WAVE.' 
The interpretation of these results is, once again, difficult especially since Napl/Kette in 
Drosophila genetically interacts with WASP. This suggests the possibility that members of the 
WAVE-complex may form biochemical distinct and functional diverse macromolecular sig
naling units. This concept is corroborated by recent reports, demonstrating that Abil also 
plays a critical role in regulating N-WASP-dependent actin polymerisation. Abil was found 
able to bind and potently activate N-WASP in a Cdc42-cooperative fashion, through its 
C-terminal SH3-domain, suggesting the unexpected possibility that Abil could simulta
neously link WAVE and N-WASP. Notably, however, a complex containing both WAVE and 
N-WASP could not be detected in vivo. Furthermore, molecular genetic approaches demon
strated that, in mammals, Abil and WAVE, but not N-WASP, are essential for Rac-dependent 
membrane protrusion. Conversely, Abil and N-WASP, but not WAVE regulated actin-based 
vesicular trafficking, as well as cell-surface distribution and endocytosis of receptors such as 
epidermal growth factor- and transferring receptor.^^' Similarly, in Drosophila, genetic ap
proaches indicated that Abil and N-WASP are required for bristles development.'^ More
over, activation of Abil resulted in the formation of ectopic bristle, which was dependent on 
WASP, but not on WAVE.'^ 

Thus, a scenario is emerging whereby the regulated exchange between different com
plexes and diverse sub-cellular localization of individual subunits (like Abil) (e.g., WAVE 
versus N-WASP), dictates their functional specificity in actin dynamics-based processes. 

Conclusions and Perspective 
The wealth of studies focusing on the molecular mechanisms of how elongation of actin 

filaments is achieved in vitro and in vivo has revealed a remarkable level of complexity, which 
was unexpected based on inevitably reductionistic approaches of biochemical reconstitution. 
The family of WASP, NWASP and WAVE despite sharing basic and common molecular 
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mechanisms to activate the Arp2/3 complex and drive branched elongation of actin fila
ments, has clearly acquired in the course of the evolution a great variety of different and 
distinct structural features. This has enable this family protein to adapt and fine tuning their 
biochemical output to the various and specialized needs that processes as diverse as cell mi
gration, and intracellular trafficking required. Plasticity in the biochemical response has there
fore been achieved through a continuous process of subde diversification of the regulatory 
moiety of these proteins and their interactors, while maintaining an impressive level of con
servation in the domains directly involved in actin polymerization and elongation. The spe
cific and distinct roles of the various members of this family are only beginning to be appre
ciated in complex organisms. This will surely represent one of the major challenges ahead 
requiring the precise analysis of the proteins complexes and signaling dependent 
post-translational modifications diat act on WASP, N-WASP, WAVEl, WAVE2, WAVE3 in 
the ever increasing number of fundamental biological processes they are involved. The advent 
of more sophisticated imaging techniques, coupled with traditional biochemical and genetic 
approaches is likely to change the scenario of how, we think, actin dynamics is regulated. 
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CHAPTER 9 

The Verprolins as Regulators 
of Actin Dynamics 
Pontus Aspenstrom* 

Abstract 

Verprolin is an actin-binding protein first identified in budding yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae. The yeast verprolin is needed for actin polymerisation during polarised growth 
and during endoq^osis. In vertebrate cells, three genes encoding Verprolin orthologues 

have been identified: WIP, CR16 and WIRE/WICH. The mammalian verprolins have been 
implicated in the regulation of actin dynamics either by binding direcdy to actin, by binding 
the WASP family of proteins or by binding to other actin regulating proteins. This review 
article will bring up to discussion the current understanding of the mechanisms underlying 
verprolin-dependent mobilisation of the actin filament system. 

Introduction 
Verprolin (Vrpl/end5) was found during a screen for a vinculin-like gene in budding yeast, 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. It turned out that, the very proline-rich protein (verprolin) identified 
this way had only limited similarity to vinculin, instead it has become the prototype for the 
verprolin family of proteins. Genes encoding verprolins have been identified in most eukary-
otic organisms: fungi, nematodes and insects each have one gene-copy of verprolin^ vertebrates 
have three genes encoding verprolin-like proteins. In contrast, none of the plant genomes 
sequenced so far seem to encode a verprolin-like gene product. The verprolins have emerged as 
important effectors for signalling to actin dynamics mediated by the Wiskott-Aldrich syn
drome protein (WASP) family of proteins. In addition, the verprolins can influence the actin 
polymerisation machinery in a manner independent of the WASP family of proteins. A general 
overview over the diverse fiinctions of the verprolins was recently published. Instead, this 
review article will focus on critical aspects of verprolin-dependent mobilisation of the actin 
filament system. 

The Verprolins Have Multiple Binding Partners 
The mammalian verprolins are known as WASP-interacting protein (WIP), glucocorti-

coid-regulated gene-product (CR16), and WIP-related (WIRE, also known as WIP and CR16 
homologous protein, WICH).^' All verprolins identified so far have a similar domain 
organisation (Fig. lA). A consensus profilin-binding motif, XPPPPP in which X is a Gly, Ala, 
Leu, Ser or an He (also known as ABM-2 or PRMl motif) > is present in one or two copies in 
the N-terminus of all mammalian verprolins and WIP and WIRE have been shown to bind to 
profilin." '̂'̂ '̂  Furthermore, there are additional putative profilin-binding motifs in the mamma
lian verprolins: one in CR16, two in WIP and five in WIRE. The verprolins also contain 
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Box 595, SE-751 24 Uppsala, Sweden. Email: pontus.aspenstrom@LICR.uu.se 
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Figure 1. A) Schematic representation of the human verprolln family WIRE, CR16 and WIP. 
Light grey box = putative profilln binding motif, dark grey box = WASP binding motif, black 
box = WH2 motif. B) Chromosomal localisation of the human verprolin genes. C) Amino acid 
sequence alignment of all human verprolins. The positions of the potential profilin-binding 
motifs, the WH2 motifs and the WASP binding motif are marked in the sequence. The align
ment was performed using the ClustalW algorithm. 
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N-terminal WASP homology 2 (WH2) motifs (Fig. lA). This type of motif is found in a 
number of putative actin-binding proteins and it is supposed to confer binding to G-actin.^ 

The WASP-binding motif resides in the C-terminus of the verprolins and mediates the 
interaction to the WASP homology 1 (WHl) domain of the Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome pro
tein (WASP). Struaural modelling has showed that the W H l domains in WASP and in N-WASP 
are structurally related to the EnaA'ASP homology 1 (EVHl) domain found in proteins, such 
as Mena, Ena and VASP.̂ '̂̂ ^ EVHl domains are known to bind a proline-rich consensus 
motif: (D/E)FPPPPX(D/E)(D/E), often referred to as an ABM-1 or PRM2 motif '̂̂  Similar 
sequence motifs found in the mammalian verprolins have been shown to be involved in WASP 
interaction (Fig. IC).^ In addition, aromatic amino acid residues N-terminally to this motif 
are also part of the WASP binding domain. ' 

All three members of the mammalian verprolins are extremely rich in prolines residues 
(proline content 27-29%), and in addition to binding profilin, the proline-rich motifs have 
been implicated in the interaction with SH3 domains and WW domains. The currently known 
binding partners have been collected into Table 1, however, it is likely that there exist addi
tional binding partners for the verprolins that have not yet been identified. 

Genetic Links to Actin Regulation 
Most of the initial work on verprolin was performed employing budding yeast S. cerevisiae as 

a model organism. Budding yeast has turned out an ideal organism for the study of actin 
polymerisation in vivo and we owe a lot of our current insights into the regulation of actin 
dynamics to studies of budding yeast. In yeast cells, filamentous actin is organised in patches at 
the cell cortex and in cables. ̂ ^ The actin patches accumulate in the bud and at the site of cell-cell 
separation, as well as, on other sites of polarised cell surface growth, such as in the projecting 
so-called shmoos which are formed in yeast cells that are undergoing mating. The actin patches 
appear to be formed from invaginations of the plasma membrane, covered with a coat of actin 
filaments.^ Live cell imaging has demonstrated that the patches are highly dynamic and under 
a perpetual reconstruction during the phases of polarised growth. ̂ ^ Interestingly, disruption of 
the VRPl gene leads to a random distribution of actin patches, abolished chitin ring formation 
and decreased endocytosis of the a mating factor, suggesting that Vrplp is essential for polarised 
growth of budding yeast. All these phenotypes could, to a large extent, be explained by defects 
in actin polymerisation in the yeast cells lacking a functional VRPl gene. 

Efforts made to identify the actin-binding domain in Vrplp has resulted in conflicting 
observations. Vaduva et al showed that a fragment encompassing the N-terminal 70 amino-acid 
residues was sufFicient for actin binding. This fragment contain the first WH2 motif, and 
mutation analysis suggested a critical role for this motif in mediating the interaction to actin. 
In contrast, Thanabalu and Munn found that a fragment containing amino-acid residues 270-364 
interacted with actin in the yeast-two hybrid assay. These observations suggest the existence 
of several actin-binding motifs. Although WH2 motifs have been shown to bind globular actin 
(G-actin), the yeast two-hybrid assay is actually not likely to distinguish between G-actin and 
filamentous actin (F-actin).^ Thus, the first WH2 motif might bind G-actin and additional 
motifs might bind F-actin. In line with this, Martinez-Quiles et al showed that a fragment of 
WIP encompassing amino-acid residues 1-127 bound to G-actin and, in addition, a full length 
WIP bound to F-actin in a cosedimentation assay.̂ ^ It is possible that the artificial fragmenta
tion of the molecule has separated motifs that are parts of the same interaction module in the 
native protein. Interestingly, the functional domains of Vrplp has, to large extent, been con
served from yeast to mammals, since introduction of the mammalian WIP in yeast cells with 
the VRPl gene inactivated can suppress most of the phenotypes caused by VRPl inactivation.'^^ 

Several of the components involved in the Vrp 1 p-dependent actin polymerisation have 
been identified. Vrplp has been shown to work in concert with the type I myosins Myo3p 
and Myo5p, the WASP homologue Lasl7/Beel and the Arp2/3 complex, to orchestrate the 
yeast actin organisation, as well as, endocytosis of the a mating factor receptor (also known 
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Table 1, Currently known verprolin binding partners 

Verprolin Orthologue Binding Partner Cellular Function Refs. 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
Vrp1p (verprolin) actin cell migration, cell morphogenesis 19,20 

Caenorhabditis elegans 

WIP-1 

Mammals 
WIP 

WIRE (WICH) 

CR16 

Las17p 

SH3 domain protein 

Myo3p 

Myo5p 

Hof1p(Cyk2p) 

WASP orthologue 

WSP-1 

G-actin, F-actin 
Profilin 

WASP orthologue 
WASP 
N-WASP 

SH3 domain proteins 
Cortactin 
Hck 
Nek 
CrkL 

F-actin 

Profilin 

WASP orthologue 
WASP 
N-WASP 

SI-13 domain proteins 
Nek 

Grb2 

W W domain proteins 

CA150 
FE65 
W W O X 

WASP orthologue 

N-WASP 

actin organisation, endocytosis 
bud selection 

actin organisation, endocytosis 

bud selection 
actin organisation, endocytosis 
bud selection 

cytokinesis, actomyosin ring formation 

cell migration, dorsal closure 

cell migration, cell morphogenesis 
actin polymerisation 

actin organisation 

actin organisation, endocytosis 

actin polymerisation 

nonreceptor tyrosine kinase 
adapter protein 

T-cell receptor ligation 

cell migration, cell morphogenesis 
actin polymerisation 

actin organisation 
actin organisation, endocytosis 

adapter protein 

adapter protein 

? 

? 

? 

actin organisation, endocytosis 

24 

23,25,26 

23,25,26 

27,28 

44 

21 

3 

3 
21 

46 
47 
45 
32 

30 

5 

5,14 
5,14 

5 
30 

48 

48 
48 

39 

as Ste2p).^^'^ Vrplp is also functioning during cytokinesis since growth of vrpl yeast is 
arrested at elevated temperatures. In addition, the protein is needed for the correct localisation 
of the FERCIP4 homology (FCH) domain-containing protein Hoflp/Cyk2p to the site of 
the bud.27'28 
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The Vertebrate Verprolins as Actin Binding Proteins 
The actin binding capacity of the vertebrate verprolin has not been under any comprehensive 

study so far. Martinez-Quiles et al showed that WIP bound to G-actin as well as to filamentous 
actin.^^ Instead, most of the work on the verprolins in organisms bigger than yeast has been 
focused to the identification of functional modules of the verprolins, rather than studying actin 
binding per se. Ramesh et al in their initial report on WIP, showed that ectopic expression ofWIP 
in a B-cell line resulted in an increase in the F-actin content in a WH2 motif-dependent manner. 
Exogenously expressed WIRE, WIP and, to some extent, CR16 result in a increased bundling of 
actm filaments (Fig. 2).^^'^^ In the case of WIRE, the appearance of F-actin bundles in 
WIRE-expressing cells was associated with a decreased amount of G-actin in the cells. In agree
ment with this observation, WIRE (called WICH in this recent study) was shown to direcdy 
cross-link actin filaments, most likely via a fragment encompassing amino acid residues 167-381. 
It is worth pointing out that the true nature of the actin bimdles are not currendy known. Are the 
actin bundles induced by the mammalian verprolins containing unipolar actin filaments or are 
they stress-fibres? Further studies are clearly necessary to give answers to these questions. More
over, it is not know to what extent profilin contributes to the verprolin function. 

Ectopically expressed WIP, WIRE and CR16 are able to shift the balance of platelet-derive 
growth factor (PDGF) stimulated porcine aortic endothelial cells stable transfected with the 
PDGF P-receptor (PAE/PDGFR3) cells from the formation of edge ruffles to the formation of 
filopodia, indicating that the verprolins have roles in the formation of filopodia, rather than in 
the formation of lamellipodia (Fig. 2). This effect was not mediated via WASP, as mutants of 
WIRE and WIP, which do not bind WASP, are still able to induce filopodia upon PDGF 
stimulation.^ Furthermore, the effect was dependent on an intact WH2 motif, as a mutant 

Figure 2. PAE/PDGFRp eel Is transiently transfected with Myc-tagged human WIRE, human WIP 
and rat CR16.The localisation of the verprolins was detected by a mouse anti Myc-antibody 
followed by a FITC-conjugated anti mouse antibody. The cells in the lower panel were stimu
lated with 100 ng/ml PDGF-BBfor 10 minutes in order to induce the formation of filopodia in 
the cells expressing the verprolins. The bar represents 20 ^im. 
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WIRE with a dysfunctional first WH2 motif was unable to mediate PDGF-dependent filopodia 
formation. One study on a fibroblast cell-line stably overexpressing exogenous WIP showed 
an increased formation of membrane ruffles, in particular dorsal ruffles, in response to PDGF.^^ 
Conversely, lung fibroblasts derived from WIP'^' mice have a much lower capacity to form 
dorsal ruffles compared to their wild-type counterparts. The enhanced ruffle formation was 
dependent on the actin-binding capacity ofWIP, since a mutant WIP, in which the WH2 motifs 
had been deleted, was unable to mediate the PDGF-induced formation of dorsal ruffles, again 
pointing to the importance for the first WH2 motif in the regulation of actin dynamics.^ All 
these observations implicate a role for the verprolins in the regulation of actin polymerisation, 
however it is currendy not clear if the eff̂ ect is dependent on the direct interaction between 
verprolins and actin or by interaction partners, such as the WASP family of proteins. 

Verprolin and the VK\SP Family of Proteins 
Many of the effects on actin polymerisation induced by the verprolins are mediated via the 

WASP family of proteins (WASP and N-WASP). In resting cells, 95% of N-WASP has been 
said to be sequestered by WIP, keeping N-WASP in an inactive conformation, (although this is 
only mentioned as an unpublished observation in this article by Sasahara et al).^^ It is not 
known if this is true also for WIRE or CR16. One study showed that Cdc42-dependent filipodia, 
triggered by microinjection of constitutively active Cdc42 or by treating the cells with bradyki-
nin, required WIP since microinjection of an inhibitory anti-WIP antibody abrogated the 
filopodia formation. WIP has also been found to be needed for the recruitment of N-WASP 
and the Arp2/3 during the intracellular motility of Vaccinia virus, leading to a model in which 
the tyrosine phosphorylated, virus-encoded, protein A36R, residing on the surface of the virus, 
recruits Nek, which, in turn, recruits WIP, N-WASP and the Arp2/3 complex, thereby induc
ing intracellular motility of the virus particles.^^'^^ An Nck/WIP/N-WASP dependent path
way was also shown to be active during the formation of invadopodia in metastatic rat adeno
carcinoma MTLn3 cells during invasive growth. In yeast, the FCH domain-containing protein 
Hoflp/Cyk2p and Vrpl were shown to collaborate during cytokinesis. It is not known if the 
mammalian verprolins have a role during cytokinesis, but WIP was shown to bind the 
Cdc42-binding, FCH domain-containing protein Toca-1, which is related to the yeast protein 
Hoflp/Cyk2p. This study showed that Toca-1 and the WIP:WASP complex work in concert 
during Cdc42-dependent actin assembly. 

Verprolin and the Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome 
WASP is a protein that is found mutated in the rare X-linked immunodeficiency disorder 

Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS). ' This disease is characterised by severe immunodeficiency 
affecting T- and B-cells, eczema and thrombocytopenia. In addition, patients have an increased 
incidence of lymphoreticular malignancies. WASP from patients harbours mutation in the WASP 
gene, and there is a prevalence of point mutations in the N-terminus of WASP and in particular 
in the WH1 domain of WASP^^^^ These mutations have been shown to lead to a reduced or 
abolished binding to the verprolins, suggesting that they are critical mediators of the normal 
biological fimction of WASP^ '̂̂ ^ WIP deficiency does not seem to lead to a syndrome with the 
severe immunodeficiency associated with the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, at least not in mice. 
WIP ' mice are not dying prematurely and they display no clear differences from their wild-type 
Uttermates. ^ The lack of a strong phenotype in WIP ' ' mice suggests that WIRE and CR16 can, 
compensate for the lack of WIP. However, no information on WIRE' ' or CR16' mice is cur
rently available. Although WIP' mice have normal lymphocyte development, the WIP"^' T-cells 
have decreased abilities to proliferate, secrete IL-2, and change the cell shape in response to liga
tion of the T-cell receptor. T- and B-cells from WIP ' ' mice have decreased amount of subcortical 
actin filaments. ^ In addition, WIP is needed for the signalling downstream of the high affinity 
receptor for IgE (FceRI) in masts cells, since it was shown that bone marrow-derived masts cells 
were impaired in their capacity to degranulate and secrete interleukin 6 after activation of the 
FceRI. Moreover, the actin polymerisation occurring upon T-cell receptor ligation requires 
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WASP and is critical for T-cell activation. T cell receptor ligation result in the formation of a 
ZAP-70/CrkL/WIPAWASP complex which is recruited to lipid rafts at the immunological syn-
apses.̂ ^ Mice with both the 1^5Pand W7P genes inactivated are apparentiy viable, further indi
cating compensating functions of the CR16 and WIRE genes. However, chemotaxis to stromal 
cell-derived factor-la (SDF-a) was severely impaired in the double knockout T-cells. Have the 
mammalian verprolins essentially the same function but working in different cell-types? There is 
a difference in tissue distribution between the three members of the mammalian verprolins, how
ever there are also indications that there are functional differences between them. For instance, 
WIRE is more effective than is WIP in blocking internalisation of the PDGFRp. 

Concluding Remarks 
We can now see a picture emerging over how the verprolins influence the actin polymerisation 

machinery, but there are still too many pieces missing to allow us to put the verprolins into a 
general context. There are several potential parallel pathways involving verprolins that lead to 
actin polymerisation and some of the possible routes are depicted in Figure 3. Activated ty
rosine kinase receptors can potentially induce actin polymerisation via Nek, which binds to the 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the possible mechanisms for the WIP-regulated actin 
polymerisation in vertebrate cells. A) Activated tyrosine kinase receptors can induce actin 
polymerisation via an Nek- and WIP/N-WASP-dependent pathway to induce actin 
polymerisation. B) In resting cells, N-WASP is probably sequestered by WIP. Binding of Toca-1 
to WIP can disrupt the WIP/N-WASP complex. The released N-WASP could then be activated 
by the concerted action of Cdc42 and phosphoinositides. The activated N-WASP can, in turn, 
induce actin polymerisation in an Arp2/3-dependent manner. C) WIP could induce actin 
polymerisation via an other binding partner, such as cortactin, which could induce Arp2/ 
3-dependent actin polymerisation. In addition, WIP could affect the actin filament system by 
binding directly to either G-actin or F-actin. 
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activated receptor. Nek could then attract the WIP/N-WASP complex to induce actin 
polymerisation (Fig. 3A). In addition, WIP participate in N-WASP activation. In resting cells, 
N-WASP is thought to be sequestered in an active state by binding to verprolins such as WIP. 
Binding of Toca-1 to WIP might disrupt the WIP/N-WASP complex. The autoinhibited and 
released N-WASP could then be activated, possibly by binding to small GTPases, such as 
Cdc42, and to phosphoinositides to induce actin polymerisation (Fig. 3B). The released 
verprolins could, in turn, induce actin polymerisation via another binding partner, such as 
cortactin, which could induce Arp2/3 dependent actin polymerisation (Fig. 3C). WIP could 
also affect the actin filament system by direct binding to either G-actin or F-actin (Fig. 3C). 
Although, we do not see the exact mechanisms by which the verprolins communicate with the 
actin polymerisation machinery, it is obvious that they are essential players in the signalling 
pathways that link activated transmembrane receptors and the actin polymerisation machinery 
and, thereby, regulate the morphogenic and migratory abilities of vertebrate cells. 
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CHAPTER 10 

A Common Binding Site for Actin-Binding 
Proteins on the Actin Surface 
Roberto Dominguez* 

Abstract 

The dynamic remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton plays an essential role in many 
cellular processes, including cell motility, cytokinesis, and intracellular transport. A 
large number of actin-binding proteins (ABPs) participate in this process, regulating the 

assembly of actin filaments into functional networks. ABPs are extremely diverse, both structur
ally and functionally, but they most seem to share a common binding area on the actin surface, 
consistent of the cleft between actin subdomains 1 and 3. Actin itself is thought to interact in 
this cleft in the filament. As a result, part of the cleft becomes buried in F-actin by inter-subunit 
contacts, whereas another part remains exposed and mediates the interactions of various fila
mentous actin-binding proteins. The convergence of actin-binding proteins into a common 
binding area imposes enormous constraints on their interactions and could serve a regulatory 
function. Because the cleft falls near the hinge for domain motions in actin, binding in this area 
is an effective way for ABPs to "sense" the conformation of actin, in particular conformational 
changes resulting from ATP hydrolysis by actin or from the G- to F-actin transition. 

Introduction 
The dynamic remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton is essential for many cellular functions, 

including motility, cytokinesis, and the control of cell shape and polarity.^ Actin is the major 
component of the cytoskeleton. It exists in two different forms, a monomeric form (G-actin) 
and a filamentous form (F-actin). F-actin is structurally and functionally asymmetric, under
going net association of ATP-actin monomers to the barbed end (+ end) and dissociation of 
ADP-actin monomers from the pointed end (- end), a process known as actin filament 
treadmilling. In vivo, the transition between G- and F-actin is tightly regulated by a vast num
ber of actin-binding proteins (ABPs). These proteins direct the location, rate, and timing for 
actin assembly into different cytoskeletal networks such as filopodia, lamellipodia and focal 
adhesions. ' Typically, ABPs are multidomain proteins containing, in addition to their 
actin-binding domains, signaling domains and protein-protein interaction modules. Although 
the number of ABPs is extremely large and is constantly growing, the actin-binding domains of 
most ABPs can be grouped into structurally conserved folding families, including the WASP 
homology domain-2 (WH2),5 the actin-depolymerizing factor/cofilin (ADF/cofilin) domain, 
the gelsolin-homology domain, the calponin-homology (CH) domain, the formin homol
ogy 2 (FH2) domain and the myosin motor domain, to mention just a few. The structures 
of complexes of actin with some members of these folding families are now known, and are 
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starting to reveal common features in the way ABPs interact with actin.^ ̂  Such common struc
tural features and their functional implications are discussed here. 

A Prevalent Target-Binding Cleft in Actin 
From yeast to human, actin is one of the most highly conserved proteins in nature. ̂ ^ It 

consists of 375 amino acids. The molecule is organized into two structurally related domains, 
which are thought to have resulted from gene duplication. The two domains can be further 
subdivided into subdomains 1 to 4 (Fig. lA). Two diametrically opposed clefts separate the two 
large domains of actin. The larger cleft, between subdomains 2 and 4, constitutes the 
nucleotide-binding site, whereas the smaller cleft, between subdomains 1 and 3, mediates the 
interactions of actin with most ABPs (Fig. IB).^^ Thus, all the structures of complexes of actin 
with ABPs, except that of actin-DNase I, interact in this cleft (Fig. 2). Profilin also interacts 

Nucleotide-binding 
cleft 

Pointed end (- end) 

Barbed end (+ end) 

Target-binding cleft 

Figure 1. A prevalent target-binding cleft in actin. A) Ribbon representation illustrating the 
"conventionar' view of actin. Two diametrically opposed clefts, the nucleotide cleft and the 
target-binding cleft, effectively separate the actin molecule into two large domains. The polypep
tide chain goes across domains only twice. The a-helix between amino acids I le i 36 and Gly 146, 
shown in green, serves as a hinge for inter-domain motions. This a-helix lines the target-binding 
cleft. B) Surface representation of actin (same orientation as in part A), showing the target-binding 
cleft in green. C) Two molecules of actin along one filament strand of Holmes' F-actin model."^^ 
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to the back of this cleft in actin, ̂  although in a different way than most ABPs. The specifics of 
these interactions are discussed below. 

Gelsolin 
Gelsolin is a calcium regulated F-actin capping and severing protein/ In the structure of the 

complex of gelsolin fragment 1 with actin, ' the major contact involves a-helix Ser 70-Asn 
89 of gelsolin, which binds in the cleft between subdomains 1 and 3 of actin (Fig. 2). Actin 
residues Tyr 143, Ala 144, Gly 146, Thr 148, Gly 168, He 341, He 345, Leu 346, Leu 349, Thr 
351, Met 355, and possibly the C-terminus of actin, which is typically disordered in the struc
tures, line the cleft in actin. The interaction is mostly hydrophobic, although a few hydrogen 
bonds are also observed. The a-helix in gelsolin presents exposed hydrophobic side chains (Fig. 
2), which interact with the hydrophobic amino acids that line the cleft in actin. 

Vitamin D-Binding Protein (DBP) 
A similar interaction was later observed in the structure of the complex of actin with DBP.^^ 

Similar to gelsolin, DBP a-helix Serl94-Asp204 binds in the cleft in actin (Fig. 2). Although 
DBP interacts with actin over a large interface, the interaction involving this a-helix appears to 
play a predominant role in the formation of their complex. The presence of a common 
actin-binding motif in these two otherwise unrelated proteins was proposed to allow DBP to 
compete effectively for actin monomer binding, while freeing gelsolin for its severing function 
as part of the actin-scavenger system. 

Thymosin-^ Domain 
Thymosin-p4 is the prototypical member of the thymosin p family^'^^TP4 is a small (5-kDa) 

actin monomer sequestering protein, which constitutes an important buffer of ATP-actin 
monomers in the cell. The actin-bound structures of a hybrid protein, consisting of gelsolin 
domain 1 and the C-terminal half ofTp4^^ and that of the N-terminal half of ciboulot domain 
1, a Tp4-related molecule from Drosophila megalonaster^ have been determined. The N-terminal 
portion of ciboulot and the C-terminal portion of Tp4 from these two structures connect 
rather well to produce a model of the complex of Tp-actin^^ (Fig. 2). Combined, these struc
tures reveal that the Tp domain consists of two a-helices, an N- and a C-terminal a-helices, 
connected by a linker. The N- and a C-terminal a-helices cap the barbed and the pointed end 
of actin, respectively, providing a structural explanation for the monomer sequestering func
tion of the Tp domain. The N-terminal a-helix binds in the cleft between actin subdomains 1 
and 3 (Fig. 2). The binding of the a-helix in ciboulot, however, differs from that of gelsolin and 
DBP in one important way. While the a-helix in ciboulot runs from back to front (according 
to the conventional view in (Fig. lA), those in gelsolin and DBP run from front to back. A 
superimposition of the structures, using actin as a reference, reveals that despite the different 
directionalities of binding, some of the hydrophobic side chains in the a-helices of these three 
proteins occupy similar positions within the cleft in actin. Note, however, that there is no 
significant sequence similarity between the a-helices of these proteins. The only common fea
ture is the periodicity of exposed hydrophobic amino acids on one side of the a-helix. 

WASP Homology 2 (WH2) Domain 
It had been proposed, based on sequence analysis, that the WH2 domain and the Tp do

main formed part of an extended family. However, this view remained controversial, in part 
because of the different biological functions and low sequence similarity between the two do-
mains.^^ Moreover, Tp proteins consist of one or multiple copies of theTp domain, whereas 
the WH2 domain is found within large multidomain proteins, typically in the form of tandem 
repeats. The recent determination of the structures of actin complexes with the WH2 domains 
of various cytoskeletal proteins, including the prototypical WH2 of WASP, confirmed to a 
large extent the proposed relationship. In particular, the WH2 domain presents and N-terminal 
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Actin 

Marine toxins 
kabiramide C ( ^ j ^ 

r 
T(3-domain ) 

ciboulot 10-34 \ 

^̂  Leu 18 Leu 30. Y ^ 

Phe25 

WH2 domain 
WASP 431-447 Leu 30^ 

Leu 434 n̂  4 

Arg 431, 

Gelsolin 

Formin Homology 2 

Pro 94 . ^ ^ . ^ ,... 
vai 95.^/»_ADF/Cofilin Gly48 

Figure 2. The cleft between actin subdomains 1 and 3 is a hot spot for actin-binding proteins. A) 
illustration of all the ABPs known to present and a-helix {shown in red) that interacts in the 
target-binding cleft in actin. An electrostatic surface representation of actin is shown on top of 
the ribbon diagram to illustrate the global hydrophobicity of the cleft. The structures shown are 
(counterclockwise): DBP,'*'̂  formin/^ gelsolin/^ WASPWH2domain,22 and the Tp domain.^^'2° 
The hydrophobic cleft is also targeted by marine toxins, such as kabiramide C and jaspisamide 
A.^^ B,C) ADF/cofilin and actin are also predicted to interact in this cleft. 
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a-helix whose hydrophobic side interacts in the cleft between actin subdomains 1 and 3. Here 
again, although there is no significant sequence conservation between the a-helices of Tp and 
WH2, the periodicity of hydrophobic amino acids involved in the interaction with actin is well 
conserved. However, there are also important differences between the Tp and WH2 domains. 
Notably, the WH2 domain lacks the C-terminal a-helix characteristic of theTp domain, which 
is consistent with the role of tandem WH2s in actin filament nucleation.^^''^^ 

Fortnin Homology 2 (FH2) Domain 
Formins are a family of modular proteins that mediate the nucleation and elongation of 

unbranched actin filaments.^ The FH2 domain binds actin filament barbed ends and moves 
processively as the filaments elongate or depolymerize. The crystal structure of the FH2 do
main of Bnilp in complex with actin has been determined recendy. In the structure, FH2 
forms a dimer, with each subunit interacting with two actin molecules in an orientation similar 
to that of the double-stranded barbed-end of the filament, consistent with the formation of a 
filament nucleus. Formin also turned out to have an a-helix that binds in the cleft between 
actin subdomains 1 and 3 (amino acids Ser 1422 to His 1434) (Fig. 2). The orientation of the 
a-helix in the complex with formin is similar to that of the WH2 and Tp domains. Interest
ingly, the a-helix in formin only exposes a single hydrophobic amino acid (He 1431), with the 
rest of the interaction having a polar character. 

Toxofilin 
Toxofilin is an actin sequestering protein from Toxoplasma gondiiP This parasite displays a 

strikingly low amount of actin filaments, suggesting that actin monomer sequestration may 
play a key role in parasite actin dynamics. The structure of the complex toxofilin-actin is being 
determined in our lab. Strikingly, toxofilin also presents an a-helix, similar to that of the WH2 
domain, that binds in the cleft in actin (Lee et al, in preparation). 

Marine Toxins 
Actin also binds a series of drugs and toxins, including cytochalasins, phallotoxins, macrrolide 

toxins and marine macrolide toxins. The structures of actin complexed with the marine tox
ins kabiramide C and jaspisamide A reveal that the binding site for these molecules is also the 
cleft between actin subdomains 1 and 3. 

Conformational Plasticity of the Target-Binding Cleft in Actin 
The portion of the a-helix in ciboulot that interacts with actin is longer than in gelsolin 

and DBP. Ciboulot has exposed hydrophobic side chains along four consecutive helical turns 
(Fig. 2). These side chains bind in the hydrophobic cleft in actin, covering the entire length of 
the cleft. The N-terminus of the a-helix in ciboulot partially overlaps with the binding site of 
profilin, which binds to the back of the cleft in the standard view, although also interacting 
with subdomains 1 and 3. In contrast, Tp4, whose a-helix is predicted to be shorter than that 
of ciboulot,'^^ can bind actin simultaneously with profilin.^® In gelsolin, DBP and formin, the 
portion of the a-helix that interacts with actin is even shorter, and binds only to the front half 
of the cleft. The orientation of the a-helices of gelsolin and DBP in the cleft is also opposite to 
that of formin, Tp and WH2. Thus, the hydrophobic cleft in actin is long enough to accom
modate interactions at its front or back halves, or throughout its entire length. This opens the 
possibility that two ABPs, whose binding sites on the cleft do not ftiUy overlap, could bind to 
actin simultaneously, either transiently or as a stable complex. This appears to be the case for 
Tp4 and profilin,^^ as well as for certain WH2 domains and profilin (Chereau and Dominguez, 
J Struct Biol, in press). A similar situation can take place in the filament. Indeed, it is possible 
that in F-actin the D-loop of an actin subunit binds to the back of the hydrophobic cleft of a 
neighboring subunit, an interaction that can be in addition regulated by nucleotide hydrolysis 
by actin (Fig. IC). This would explain how tandem WH2 domains can coexist with and 
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nucleate actin filaments, as observed in spire.^^ ABPs that bind at the fi-ont end of the cleft 
could either coexist with F-actin, compete with F-actin, or take advantage of 
nucleotide-dependent conformational changes in actin to access the cleft, possibly severing 
the filament. Coincidently, both Tp4'̂ ^ and ADF/cofilin,^^ which as proposed below may also 
bind in the cleft, change the twist of F-actin upon binding, suggesting competition with some 
of the inter-subunit contacts in F-actin. It appears therefore that the hydrophobic cleft in 
actin is highly adaptable, it can accommodate interactions with a range of unrelated ABPs. 
These interactions typically involve an a-helix in the ABP, but the general position and orien
tation of the a-helix varies. It also appears plausible that certain ABP could bind to different 
parts of the cleft simultaneously. 

Crosstalk between the Target-Binding and Nucleotide Clefts 
As explained above, the nucleotide cleft and the target-binding cleft effectively divide actin 

into two large domains (Fig. lA). The polypeptide chain goes across domains only twice, and 
the point of intercept between the two domains constitutes the hinge for domain motions in 
actin, physically coinciding with the a-helix Ilel36 to Glyl46^^' (Fig. lA). In this way, 
nucleotide-dependent conformational changes in actin can be sensed by ABPs, explaining the 
strong correlation existing between the state of the nucleotide and the actin-binding affinities 
of most ABPs. The crosstalk between clefts is most likely also responsible for the inhibition of 
nucleotide hydrolysis resulting from the binding of many ABPs. Interestingly, a similar two-cleft 
system exists in myosin, where a hinge separates the nucleotide-binding cleft from the 
actin-binding cleft. In this way, nucleotide-dependent movements are physically transmitted 
to the actin-binding site, thereby modulating the actin-binding affinity of myosin.^^ 

Implication for Other Actin-Binding Proteins 
The evidence to date is consistent with the hydrophobic cleft in actin being a primary target 

for ABPs. Other proteins, whose binding sites on actin remain unknown, may also bind in this 
cleft. Any protein that binds in this cleft will most likely contain an a-helix, featuring few 
exposed and conserved hydrophobic amino acids, equivalent to those of gelsolin, DBP, WH2 
and Tp domains. 

ADF/Cofilin 
Such a conserved a-helix exists among members of the ADF/cofilin family. Although struc

tures of various members of this family, including destrin,^ cofilin,^^ actophorin, ADFl,^^ 
and the N-terminal domain of twinfilin^^ have been reported, a structure of a complex with 
actin has remained elusive. There is ample evidence linking ADF/cofilin helix 3 with actin 
binding. " There is also a theoretical model of the actin-cofilin complex that takes into 
account the existing general structural similarity between cofilin and gelsolin and proposes a 
similar mode of binding for these two proteins. "̂  Because of the importance of ADF/cofilin 
helix 3 in actin binding, the fact that it is one of the most highly conserved regions in this 
family, and the presence of exposed hydrophobic side chains (Fig. 2B), it is plausible that ADF/ 
cofilin a-helix 3 also binds in the hydrophobic cleft in actin (Fig. 2B). Due to the overall 
similarity between the ADF/cofilin^ and gelsolin"^ folds, it is further possible that the direc
tionality of binding of ADF/cofilin a-helix 3 is the same as in gelsolin and DBP, i.e., from front 
to back. 

F'Actin 
The hydrophobic cleft also appears to be involved in inter-subunit contacts in F-actin,^ 

raising the exciting possibility that ABPs compete with actin for this binding site. This may 
require the presence of an a-helix, containing exposed hydrophobic side chains within 
actin itself. Moreover, changes to this a-helix or the hydrophobic cleft would be expected 
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to affect actin assembly. Consistent with this idea, proteins that are known to bind in the 
cleft often block actin polymerization. Moreover, actin labeled at Cys 374 with 
tetramethylrhodamine-5-maleimide (TMR) becomes polymerization deficient, allowing 
TMR-actin to be crystallized in the absence of any bound protein. The resulting structure 
reveals the TMR probe partially blocking the cleft in actin, which could explain the dramatic 
effect that this probe has in polymerization. The most likely candidate to bind in the hydro
phobic cleft in F-actin is the DNase I-binding loop (D-loop, amino acids His 40-Gly 48) of 
a neighboring actin subunit (Fig. 2C). As its name indicates, the D-loop mediates the forma
tion of the strong actin-DNase I complex. Labeling or cleavage ' of the D-loop aff̂ ects 
actin polymerization. Furthermore, the D-loop can be directly cross-linked to Cys 374 in 
the cleft of an adjacent monomer within an F-actin strand. '̂ ^ Therefore, the existing evi
dence suggests that in F-actin the D-loop of an actin monomer binds in the hydrophobic 
cleft of a neighboring monomer. However, in most actin structures the D-loop appears ei
ther disordered or folded as an extended P-hairpin loop, not an a-helix. Interestingly, in one 
of the structures, that of TMR-actin in the ADP state, the D-loop adopts an a-helical con
formation. The a-helix in the D-loop, which had not been observed before, was assumed 
to be part of the global nucleotide-dependent conformational change. ̂ '̂ ' However, it is also 
possible that this conformation is only stable if the D-loop is in contact with a binding 
partner (or a neighboring molecule in the crystal as it is the case in this structure). Thus, this 
structure may have provided the first glance of the structure of the D-loop in the filament, 
where its conformation may be constrained by inter-subunit interactions, which could favor 
the a-helical conformation. Independent of these considerations, an updated model of the 
actin filaments has been proposed that positions the loop, in the a-helical conformation 
observed in the ADP-TMR-actin structure, in close proximity of the cleft of the next sub-
unit in the filament strand. The presence of the D-loop at this location would result in 
steric hindrance with TMR bound at Cys 374, possibly explaining the negative effect that 
this probe has on polymerization. 

EM reconstructions of F-actin decorated with various actin-binding proteins, including 
myosin,^ '̂̂ ^ cofilin,^^ and the ABD domains of various members of the spectrin family,̂ "̂ '̂  all 
show density masking the cleft in F-actin.^^ It is therefore likely that these proteins all present 
specific interactions with the cleft in actin. Because actin, and the hydrophobic pocket in par
ticular, are highly conserved from yeast to human, a potentially powerftil way to determine the 
corresponding binding interface of F-actin-binding partners is to plot sequence conservation 
on the surface of high-resolution structures. Proteins typically tolerate significant sequence 
variation on their surface, but the F-actin binding function would be expected to force se
quence conservation at the binding interface. 
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